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. ,IN.: DI.VISIBLE LATTI·CE-ORDERED GRO.UPS .. 
J ,., '. 
by 
Joseph s. .Ficire ·• 
I\· 
,B. 1 H. N~umann f12] _ha:s proven that evecy group can 
' . . 
. ..- . be embedded as ~ subgroµp .of a di~i-sibl_e group. It is .. . 
. 
. .. 
- . .. 
. 
.then natural to ask whether 6~- .not a. group satisfying 
. ', .. ;., ·• 
. . ~ 
. 
1 c.••o -11,, 
I 
/, 
prope:rty p can be embedded __ .i·n. a ·aivisiible" group- satisfyi~g 
.. . 
pro}?e:tty P. Thi:s paper is concern.ea with the problem of · 
embedding ;'~l ·1att:ice-ordered .group .. t.n. a d,t visible lattice-
.. ~ 
ordered group. ·This was ah_ open problein until ·c. Holland 
I 
[9] preyed that such an embe'dding is possihle;, assumirig 
~J 
. the --validity of t~e :ge·neralized ·contin.uum hypothesis. 
-: .. 
i ' ~ 
1'• ~ ,..,., < • ..... 
.. ~} 
... 







;.._. ·'·' •I • ~ 
'·" 






-.;r_ •. , T.- Lloydc sh:ows that in ce~tain._ s·pecial cases the e·m- .. .· • .... 
. . 
b~·dding is possible without· the \J.Se of·this hypothesis~· 
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r , ... ( . 
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r , • 
' 1 .. • I • t\ ,1!• .... , 
• .... , ,-- -
. - , .. , 
, collects and explains rthe resul-ts of· the~ above mentioned ' ., . \ . . 
. . -~ . . 
. . " 
. .-
. i. ....... ,, .. __ .. ~- . 
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I. ·' introaciCtion 
.. , 
. ·. . . 
. ,· . 
.. 
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..... .. , .: 
. .... ' 
. I 
. p· .... ·. 
: t ' 
~ ~ .. 
-;,, 
. r . 2· . ·.,1 •• 
. \ . 
11·_;; .·-. 
. '• .··· 
. 
. ' . 
. --: 
. . 
' < -. • : 
-·· g·: · --H1. · Netim~nn ll~l -rras -proven ·t~_ .. at~----e·very group· can··:~ · ... .... 
·: ·, .. , .. 1' 
· l' be embedded· as a'r subgroup of·. ·a di visible g'roup·. . rt is'.. I j . . rfr~ •. •: 
...,; . 
P then natural to ask whether. or not. a 11ttice-ordered · 
... ( 
' 
...... . j group· can· b·e embedded in. a di visible latt_ice~.ordered · 
.... , .. 
('" .. -..... 
•, 
.l jJ 
t'' ; . 
r -
.,.J 
"group. This . pape~. is c9n.cernecli with· ·that problem •. ·· This 
.. 
prob~ern was s.9~.ved by ·c. Holland· [~.]-; however, one de.feet 
. ' . 
. -~ 
. 
.s of Holland's p·roof is tb.at · i.t de.p·ends on~ th..e a$s;,UJI\pti.Qn 
~ I 
;:!!""'''"'·. --·-· 
I • . :1.~· 
'. 
_i 
of the g·ene:r:·~lized:· co)1tinuum .hy·pothesi.s. -. · J., T:.- Llo¥q [ 11] 
1,,.-
A·- - • ,f'o,-' 
...... describes. several classes, of !-groups whi-ch. ·could be: em-
.. _ •. "I 
, .. 
··-·)" . 
·.-j;._. .. },, 
'.: · bedded in a·ivisible .,.1-grou~ps bu:t .l.eft the geriera'l ~uestion. 
....... ,, I . . ~ 
• ,• ; • • 1 ~ 
-
- . 
.~' ·. . ·.. ·"" .. -
-
open. Then -E. C. Weinbe_rg rl4] s6lyed th& 1proolem b.y 
l . .. 




light of p·. J .. Co_hen' s r.esu.l ts_ [2 ,. 3] which sh(ow the · 
·!· •. 
'· •. .i ~· • 
axiom of ·chof ce. arid the ge1-1eraliz~d c-ontinuum hypothesis . 
J 
are- i.n.¢1.ependen t. ,,. " • i. .... '. :: 
-
This paper de·al.s:~ v,ritii t:ne re·sul ts· of Holl·and, ;Lloyq., 
.. . . '(I' 
-.i: 
'and Weinberg ; .. ·-~nd ··amplif;ies m·any·' of the proofs they give,_ 
. .. - \ : .. 
I "'·\!~. 
' 
' ;and gi~ves proof:s in some places where_ po proofs Gi<re offered. 
.. -:·. 
· ....... .. 
·, ' 
. 
.. , ... :, 
.. Th.e following synppsi:s. ,~·of. ,the flow of: ]Jlaterial ·in this 




. -·-: ! . 
pap_er should. be. -of;. S{lipe. h~lp .. t? the- reader. 
• •. ' 




. . In. Section 2 various ¢1efinitions ,and theorems whi.ch"- · 
. \.. . ' . . :; ' ' . 
' ' . . 
J 
J • •• • '• 
• 
· ·are ~lementa~y .to
1 
i·the _ study of· lattice-or.dered groups are 
·-, l. i '" 
r . ...r 
presented. .. 
. < \ 
~~ Section 3 the Main Embedding Theorenr, pue tp C •. , 
Holland is., presen.ted and ·a deta.i'le.d _proof of ... this· th.eorefn 
f' 
; ••· I J • 
' I 
. "''T,1, .• 
' . ' ,· J ' ·. 
. . ' 
. . - ... "'·· . 
.· . . . ' ....... - , .... 
' 
..,,,· 
...... .,. , .. , 
. -··· ·- - - -
•: ' 
~ -· / 
.. .:..~.: 
:. : :.: 




: ..... · 
1. 
,! I 




. ' . 
. \ 
. I, 
,,·. . ' 
,...,_ . 




"'I "; I /• . 
. ,.; .... ' 
.· ... 
f ;'7'_~· • . 
. '. . -




-- . . .. 
. . 








• ,:. i· •• 
.. . .. : • . . • t 1· .... 
• • • I· ' 
' . . .• } 
. . ....... "'?:, . 
, .... 
'. ir. 
.::... -- . 
'• ' 0 • •, .. 0 .M • 
.. ·- ··t-_,;, .. 
:· . \. 
' ...
• ~' I ' 
., 
I 
.. · .. -',,, 
., 
,,i: ;· -~ ·r, . Jt 
.. l ·- -,1" 
.·.Jn. • . ), • 
.,, ... ..i . 
' ·- . • .. . .I A· • -~, 1s r } 
. . • f ,, ;. 
This theo!'em state~ that-_arl .e....:group 'G is £.-
- • • J • • • 
r'· is given • 
. .. -. ~i -. - -- -... , . - ·- -- . _· -. -·-· -· --- . I - - . 
_,,~ . • :···.-·-, - . • • . - . • I . { . -_1semorph1c .to a sub<ii!='ect product· of the ,~;rge direct__ 




.o.-pe-rmutatibn grO\lP. on a· to·tally ordered set. · ... ' 
·-
., . -. . 
. rn·· Section 4, th_e. Main Embedding Theorem is· applied 
\ 
, 
embedded- in a di visi,;bl·e l-group.. An important aspect .,of 
I 
' 
I . . ~ 
-.·-this proof is the ·double trans.itivity o·f the o-permut_atid.n> 
.. ' 
.. __ .·.1, 
i ·-·,· 
:i 'I 
. -- ~ ·--: 
II t,: •• 
group of c§frta'in t.o·tally ordered sets_. , The importance o.·f -~ .. · .. 
. ·~ 
double transit.ivi-ty l.e.ads naturall·y. to. ·the next section. 
. ~ ; 
In Section :5. the· ·results of ·J. T·-. Lloyd which en·~ure 
. :': . . ' - . -=- .. . - .-. . ... . ... 
.. ,_..... 
. . 
f:·or· which __ a· more: ·natu;ral embeddi.n:g is po~sibl.e are examined. 
·• tn -s:e;c·t'i9n 6 a proof of the main th·eorem, that every 
, I • 
.. 
. i:-gr:_oµp c .. an be e·rnbedded ·in a· di visib.le. _{.--group, whicl) is· 
. . ' 
. . . I 
. ·-'-




relie.s: on.ly on the axiom ,of clloice .is.·~given·. Th-:i's .re:.su·l t =· 
. , 
-- ,,,_~~):i(s au·e· to E. c. Weinberg. 1·,·A';·tab·ie o·f: :S.yrnb.ols' can be-~.~.fotmdf'., 





in. the Appendix following ·s:etct.io;n .6 e: 
~ ... .: \.· . 
.• 
' \ . ·~. ( . .~~-.--·;\. . 
. . o I 
, --~. ' I 
,. 4,, 
,_ .f' 
...... " 2. Lattice-Or·dered. Gr,oupj~- · 
... y , 
·t ·rr 
. The following definitions' ii:Ild notation Wil;t be used
1 
- - . - . . - . -- - .t 
throughout thi·s paper. · · · · . 
....... _,, '.'i . :- •. 
·oefi9ition 2.1: . A, partial order on ·the. set $_ ·i··s. ;,:a. p.inar.y. 
'j 
relation·~ having ·the fQllowing.properties. -": 
• 'J 
· .. _ :_·,.,. \ 




. ,. ·." 
'.'r ·" 
,. t. I 





_.· -_- . .-··· c:· . , 
~·' .. ~--..... .-·:· .... ~~ 




. ''\. . 
,: - ,.. 
-,;, ... 
·" .. 













.., ·1 • 
I 
•. . •_. '. ' 
l" .. '·' ~-' . 
:, '<I I \· .• • 
•. !·· • :i 
' ' 
. :_· •.. · ., 
1- . 
( 









' ,- • " T ' 
-·' :· . "'· '~.;.. 
. .:.:.. .i. ·-' 
' J.' 
-l,,j .._: .. 
,-.._• 
I • / ,:; ' 
' • I - :, •,~ ' ' -,_ 
'.· .·.-4:·,' 
.. : ... 
'•\. ' 
. ,. l. 
.J .. 
f' 
'.. .'l. .• 
. :• · ... 
• J 
' ·, : . I • ·, (• 
I . 
. J • '' •.. ... . 
(1·)· s· ~ S~ fo·r a·ll Sc:·S·· ,(refle_x·ivity) -. < · ·. 
,.....t· 
- - ·~ ----- --- - -----
--.-- -, -c----- (2)--~- ~- i ;~~a-~-~,;-i~PlY that s ~Ir for all s~-re:S.: ----.. ------
~---.. 






.. · .(t·r:an.~i ~i vi tyt l 
...;,, 
-~ ._ I 
The set 1 S together with the partial- o:rde:r;·. ~. ·is'' 'cal.led ? 
·,'(I . •.· , 
-
.... , , • • , 1 
partially ordered set. It shall·b-~ abbrevi .. P::t.ea·as -p~o. ·:s:et 
. 
. 
'I ~. and writken as (S, .::r in certain ina·tanc.e-s .• · .. · 
4 
oe·t::i.niJion 2.2: -~A lattice is a p .. Q. set,· (s',i}, with the 
•I· .I 
property that any two elements·-' s ,. r .er£· S b:ave: a., l.east upper· 
I bound· and a 'greatest' lowe·.r bound, i:_t-1,., S;_ •. " ·Tll:e ·l.east upper .· 





SAr. . ' 
) Definition 2. :3 =· A :partially :order~d :gr.cup is. a =J?air: (.G:.,:.::J; 




t .. ~, '· •. 





such that G ·is· .. a group· arid (G,~) is a/ .. p.o .• s·et: :s.,1c·h th·a.t 
. 
. 
if x,y£G and x~y then gxh~·gyh fqr a1.1· ·g,._pe·.c;~;. I• 
Definitio.L ~.4: A group G is a latti.ce-ordered group 
. . - ,_ 
-




. ·~ -.. , 





Numer<Dus example~ of partially o.r~ered_ groups can ·be 
.. found in [1 l. The probfs of the -·following th~orems are 
,• 
' . . 
well--- known ·.aJ1d. can-.,~be found in ei·th·er·--fll or· l6J. - ·T·hei-r 11·· 
content is bas.ic··: to a discussion of l-g.roups ... · ,·Let· G be 
,' . 
. an_ l-group and suppose tha-t-'.·. a,b.,. and c are.: e~lements_ of. G -··" 
. i • -. 1' 
:~. 
··,,. .. •. tn 'th~ 'fOllo;illg theoretilS • 
·i- . 
\ .. 
-l·:: ·I'" . · .• 
·,. t,·. , • 
'" 
--
. •:. .. 




- \ ... 
·' 
·~ :: 
? ·: , .. 
.. 
.. 
_f i, . .- l 
_ ..... 
•: . ~ _'. 
. -.!': . 
., 




' ;i ' 
. '- ....... 
. ~. -







·.. . '.l • 
. - .· . 
1, . 
' 
. . ' 
J i' . . J. 
• -: - J 
. . ~.·· ~-a.··~- ", ::·,. ', 
'r1 / . 
. '-.. 
:; .. ;.· : ·, 
. ' 
.. ,~, N ' ... 
• . I. ; , ' 
. . 
. . ; .. '( . 
. ,, 
l. 




. ~ ·,,, 
' 
~: : • ~ • , ! 
.... . ... 
Theorem 2 .• 1 :, -. 
·, 
.• ... .'• 




... , ... _ 
. ·;. ' 
.. 
', \ 





., . . -. . -~. -~ .. ,.,: ....... , .. _ . .. ,. . 
•' "' , 
. '•.' \I • 






\ )• . 
. '\ 
. \. . .. 
' 1-: J, 
. \· :;, ~ : t., .;; 
•·-
I • • 
·;· ., ·"'·· 
., .. - .. · 
~-
,,.. 







-... ' . 
-----. ---"--~-
. ' ------------·-- -- ---. -- ----- -- -,----- -- ------------- -- --· - - - ·- - ---------·-- ---- - -- . 











. -~ .... --._, ..... ,., .... - .. ---·-
(2) ~- --,a(bAC) d: abAac, 














(J3) ·(bva.) c = bcvac, 
,.J, 
ir 'I 







Theorem 2 • 2 :· - ( 1) . a A ( b v c) = (a Ab l v f.a At: l ,· 
.. 




This- theorem s·t4?ites tli''a.t every £.-group is a·; ci.istributive: 
1-attice. .. 
. , ... _., __ -
'!I"'. 
Theorem 2.3: If a,ib · th.en· avc~pvc: ·an-d: i.tl\b.Sb"c. 
. . . -. ' 
,.: . 
' \ ,. 
Theorem 2.4: - -· ·. - · -.1 · -1· _ ~1 ( 1.): -.· (-avb) r - a " b --
:· . 
,- - -1 -l _':,_--i . (2) · - ( aA b) - = a. v b -. \ 
"./ 
Definition ·2. 5: If G= is ·o_n .. t~.g:roup attd i .. f g:e:-G then the_ 
. -~. 
- .· : ;. ~ 
·«absolute value of g.,:- wh·,iqh. is. d_en_oted by f:gf.:,· is. defined. · · 
I I ·1 .:...; i I Now :it is·· .c1e.ar · .. that _-·9 _· ·;:::: ·:9 · -_: ·since-. . .:··~l to be .gvg. ... 
--
-· -
-1 · --1= 
· ._g·vlJ -' = g . v· -g. ! . '·· ~-"': ,' 
I .. ···-
-~ 
;·.., •. ..! ... Jj 
"!J",".. 
Theorem 2 •. 5. .:_,_, .. - -For a,_1·i gc:.G, ·.- :a-ti_ ~~group,. _ ,g I ·i' · 1-~ 
Theorem 2. 6: For ·all x,ye:G, ah l-group, 
-.r·· 
_. The .followi~g -definitiGn~- de-al_ with -s-ubgroups' of an (_' 
_, 
< l-group · G. 
',. 
:-;:·' . 
. . ·' 
.· .(' 
. '.. ··. '. 
• 
:r)ei-:finition 2,. 6: I - i . Le.t G be. an- l-gropp$ arid H a s~·g:rot1p of ·, 
-~ .. ·. - . . . 
- ,., aA·b eH .• 




).;: ... , 
!-
... 
--·- Definition 2. 7: Let G be an .-t~group. ': I • A_ sub..set C of :G:: 
.·is convex if xeG,.c,.··.q,-c: C and cix~d imply xe:-C·. ~c,. is a 
I ~-,, 
. 1 '• -
an !-subgroup w];iicb ir,f a. 
' • .t 
... 
convex --£-subgroup ~f G -i~ Ci-is 
;,._) .. I 
.. -- i'.r . :,,..:,: 





'[.. I .- .' ·~-
,:---. -_:. • .,l:-_ . 
·, .-., 
-; ,·· . . 
. ' . 
. ... -- -
• ' '·.;...·,: 
~--
! .'~ I 
.. , .... 
. .. 
·"'' 


















. .. 1;1 
' ' ', q 







,~ - . 
,->.· Theore.m 2. 7: 




. _. ,,..w,i,n - -
. ' ,, ·,', 
,··~.. ... .': 
" •, . 










C ,is· an· l-sub.group··'·satisfying'"'the ~roperty I 
,<.) 
i ·. ·. 
.. ·.r, 
I, I •. 
' ... : .. 
..,.. ,,. 
- ,·,,,· 
_______ : __ -------------~~~-- - . £ _ - -_______ · -----·· ---.· ---- _, __ ,:' _ .. _ .. -_. - - •-- . - -- .. -- - ... ' \ 
' . ·--~<~ cthat x:e ~; ysG· l~y~x imply,,ye:C if and,onlr ·if :c is a convex 
,: 














··: l . ··-.t· 
·""·' 
j . i 
!-subgroup·. . .. I 
. -
, 
r~ - ., 
.Proof: If C is' a qonve~ l-s·ubg:r.:-oup :then f·t :'.i.s ·clear .that 
,, . ..~ 
XE'C, ye:G ~\d 
l < :---1 < -ld 
_c lC_C • 
l~y.s:x imply ye:C. - · Now, suppose that c~x~d .. then 
However 1£ C and c-1 d£C hence \-1x£C. Th'ii.s / i,, ~ 
-i 
1' 
· _ c ( c --1xJ e: C and hence x-ec~:·:. · .. 
l:\nother useful f-a··ct is_ th_a.--t. _in -:·-a- p-.o •. group· -~· the ·set 
. 
. 
-~··'·~-;ctf'"· t>ositiye: eJ.einents P, defi~ed by 1'· -== · {pe: ___ -G:; p~l} -completely 
determine ·whether two elements are .. comparable. 
·1:f and· orily if ah.:.~~l. 
That is a.2:b 
t 
. Definition 2. 8: Le-:£· (L:·:,-:.S) -he ·a ,tQtc;t-l_ly·, d~rder.e-a s·e:t • 
,. 1.. 
-.,. :I\ · • ·r . ·-- : , 
.An·.·· ... ,. 
' ' 
·~ 
. /'· ,-, 
o-perrrlutation of .. ~- is ~ pe·rrnuta·t~·on ·f of ~ ,pUCh: ·th:at if. 
x, ye:L and x:y.then· .f:(xl~t(y} •. 
Theorem 2. 8: . -The collec:_tioh 9f· :all q-_pe_rmut_ations ·o:f: .a 
. •' ·- . . 
. ,t; ~ ••• 
0 (c·omp9sition· ibf: funct:i·o11,-$-},.. If. f ,ge:P (L) then. C~g) (x): 








·~ f'or_ ·.f,ge:-P(I.,) by f~g ·if and
1
• only i.f ·f(x)~g(x) -.«>r· all xe:L,· 
- ·- --1,.,, 
-
. 
. then P (L) · is art !-group m;ider this order relation. · · , _ .J', - Jr;, 
One of the mai.n theorems that will be· proven in the 
' next ~ection is t}lat any. ~.-group G·· i·s ~ ~-s~gro-up o.f 
._.;· p~(L) ·.for some. or_dered set L_~ 
,3. · The Main Embedding Theorem ·". ' ,<-."- ~. 
. ...--- .... 
' ·-~ 
f y .. ~ . 
,_J'"!" f 
I~ T}?Jeorem · 2. 9~ of· Section . 2 it wa;s _pointed out that:,, 
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P (L). is. an ~:t~group under this order rela~ion. · The fact is . 
·-· ~· 
. 
.. . . . 
~mportant to this. sec~ion whose results· can be found. in [9] •. 
·--.l.P the following .G will alway·s ·aenote .an !-group • 
....., 
Lemma .3:.1: If ·a,b,ce:~ where C is a conve~ !-.subgroup_ of 
G .and if a,b,c.2:1, thenl.SaA(bc)~'(aAb)(-aAc). 





. ::;: (a 2/\ baA ac) A p.C .. ~ 
Now since: :a'11 It fol.lows that a2~a; Similarly b.2:1 implies 
-ba~a-~ and· .c.{l .. i~plies .. ca~a. Therefore .i·t. fo . -llows· that 
2 ... " - -.--- . . 
· ( a " b a" a c ) " (b c) ~ a- "' (b c) ..• ·· · 
B.UC'a~i,. b~l, c~ply· a:11{hc) .. ~ l. Hence 







•.:• !, ll. . 
::an<$ this coll)pletes the- proof • ,,.· 
.:. ' 
,•. - . 
.. Lemina 3. 2: If H is •a subgroup of· GI' and if.: x.e:H irnpliea tha.t· 
xvle:H, then H is ,an t-subgroup o·f :c; .• 
P;roo.f: . If x, ye:H then:- xy-l e:H. 
' . ··. -1 . . ' ··, . -and. hence:-~ (:xy . v 1) y =;~ ·xv .. y, :e: - H· • 
T'tis iJllplles that x:y -i le:H 
Also since -(aAb)-l = 
. -1 b:-1 . . .· h . - ' . . .)· -1 . h .. . a · v .. · · ·. e:_-.H we · ave .. JaA·b· _ ·. · .e:H -·and. -.erfce a"be:H. Thus -H. is 
' l''l 







Lemma 3. 3: , ·:Let C .be ·a· convex !-subgroup. of--- G 
·i . d 
J 
. 'l~a ·e: G .... Let ·c*(~) =· {xe:G: a'Al·xle: C}. Then C*(a·) 
. . '• ,.;t . . ' ' 
\ ' 
·· .. convex !.-subgroup ot:·G:· an·d c ~-·a*(a). 
. ' t ~ - • • .. " • 
. • ' ' 
,•' 
• .w',+.~•f:::•<. i 
(. 
' 1 . -
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Proof: ~Fi.rst we. s:ha~fl~ sho.w. that C* (a).· ·is: a si1bg·roup. :: .. I£ 
- ..... 
' '·.,. 
""' . .r ~ 
' . 
. ,,... 
~'----"••'!,,"•"•--•-r·-·--•-••·--···•··-·a'-',a•;·•-l',,.i_--- .. -~-----· __ ._ ~------·---~---·-





·. . . . /: . ' . \ - . . -1 . 
XE __ -c*(a) cthen aAfx.Je:c. Now,since __ ~_L?Cf=.lx. J it is clear 
,. 7' . . . . . . . ' . ' . ' . . . . . 






.. To see 'that C* {.a). is ··c109ed assume "that x, Y.E· C* (a) ,··'· 
-tt--, ...... 
. then, aA f x f and a/\1 y I eC. Thus· it .. follows ·that 1~·a ,f·[xy I~ 
. ~ 
. ' . 
a" I x I _f y I f x f ~ ( a A I x f ) ( a A f y l } (a A .f. x f ) e: C by Lemina · -3 •. 1. The re- · 
' 
. 
\C~·osed and_ hence a.: ·subgroup. ... :, . 
To show that C*(a) is an l-subgro\lp,Lei:nrna 3.2 can 
,, _ ....... : ... , 
be used. ·Let X£C*.(a), then aAf xvil=~A(xvl) si_nc~ { 
. ! 
. ..-.c: 




• .,;JI.,~ •.• I ! 
~::--\;,',..:.·· ' ' D 
,.... 
. ·-<S'",. 
it.is clea:i; that lxvlf.-xvl. But since a~+~ 
-,. 
~A·! xvt.1-=a A(xvJ_) =.(aAx) v(aAl)--:(aAx)\ 1.; 
. .. 
S·ince ~J\f xl~·a/\x and aAlxl~l it mus.t be that (aAx):v 
' I ,: -· . ~ ' 
- ' 
. 
.. ~ ·- : ), 
·-' ' ' ." •; I • 1 •. 
l~a/\.lxl. - Therjfo~e-,: l.S:a/\lxviJ~aAlxf e:C. Since c.·i·s convex 
,1 
..:;;·~ •. ' • 




.. J Finally it will be sh·own that C* (a:)' is convex!.. Let 
l~y~J.CeC~ (.a) • Then ,.. 
' 
., 
-l~a.A IY f =aAy ~aAx=aA Ix I :~-C •. 
'" 
.~ ........ ~.:( 
. ··sinc;e ·-lEC it is ~lea~ that. aAfy·f·e:c by the·· conyexi:t-Y -of C-._ •. 
I ,. --
,, 
.. Th.ere"fore y~C* (a); and ·hence C* (a) ·is -convex. 
.. 
Lemma 3.4: Let S ,:be a convex subgroµp, of'~·.. Let 
. . 
-
" L(C) = {xC: xe:G}. For xc, yC e:. L(C) define xC~yc .. if there· 
I . 
.. 
·exi·~ts .a ce:C .such that xc.Sy. Thi-s defines ·a partial· order. 
\ 
.. 
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. '.,":9.:' '_ .. :. 
. .f . . ' 
.. '· 
... : .' 
.... 
' 
~, -····- ' ••• 1' 
on L(C). ''\ ~. . ,. ' ;;, 'f.' ·, "'. / ~: ··\ (- . } ' 
- ., .. _,, • . __ __:_ ___ ~:;.-----· -_ -·i,:- '"~ --- __ J .. - ;l--1 .. :.c, - .. 
·:Prqof.: --·.To see that.this is a good definition·l~t:,.x'ixC .... ·--
r ' ~ , I 
.,,..; 
·ana y'·fyc and suppo~e .th.ere, exists · .. a ce:c such that· xc.s.y. .·.,· 
.,: ,I 
··~ . 
' - ·' 
' . 
', ... 
It -is. known that t~ere exists_ c1 , cu2Vl~~· such_ that x.' =xc1 ·=. ·: ..... ---.~ 
·,, 
d I · · · ·h·· I . -1 ~ .• .. Y =·yc2 . _ -- T en x c1 =x 
--~. ,, -1 
an<i y•c2 =;:y. Hence. 
-_._~'.'. -1 _ .<_I -:1 
, ... x ..... c"l _ c-xc_y_y c2 • _Thus 
• -1 . < ' 
x ~l cc2:-Y .. • Hence the.defin-
i'tion is~- unambiguous. I {·-·· .c, .. , 
r 
L 
That this is a p~tial ora'.er on .L·(c.) ·m.-ay· :.b.e $.ee·n :as 
,, 
f:o .. llows: ,, .. .J 
i 
' J \ ~ ... 
(1) Ref lexi vi ty:- .. Si·n.ce :~! .i.~x we h·.ave xC~xc, 
.. (2) Antisymrne·try:· Sup·po$e x.C.SyC and ye.SxC. 
. -~' 
·Then the·r~. exists c 1 , c 2 e:~_ .. ·such.that.xc1 ~y and yc2.sx. 
-1 -1 ° -1 
.H~nc·e· c1 .:Sx · y and x · y~c-2 · · ·• · Thet·efore it follows that 
· c1 .:::x-
1y.:::c2 -l and since C' iS convex this means x"'."'
1yeC. 
-1 ' Thus ... x yC=C and :yC=·xC, 
.~ 
.( 3) T·r·arts i.tivi:ty f S·tt:r2J>Os:e ~tha t xC~yc·· · and _ ·
. ~-. -... ....., , ' .. 
yCS;. zC. T~en there exists c.1 , c:2e:c; s~ch that xc1 s.y ·and 
; ,, .·.' 
I 
.The readefr should note .. carefully the way that L (~) is 
. ··defined in th .. i·s lemma·. . ·t.{Cl and the order. defined·'.~'~n it 
. ..;· 
./ 
w_h_~ch, ·we will call the· natur,a:1 · order ··on~. L (C) , play an 
' !. 
impo.rtant role ··:in ~h.a.t fo.llows. ', 
Lemma. 3. 5: · If ·C -'is· a convex. !-subgroup· of G·,. tp.-~n, .LC:C}: 
\, .:.•., ].Is a lc:1.+-+-.1..: -::- : ---= .Lk ••"' ••••"'- 1 -•IT., \ ("I 
'- '- \.,;t:;:- .''If ..L l.,.ll A\.;, VY\...~ \.AV~ / v • 
. - I , , " 
-~ ... 
Proof:_ It was ··$hpwn in Leillf.!l~--· 3. 4 that L··('C) ,was· a ·pa.~tially 
-~ • _ ... 'i,,;'•~ 
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-· there existe-d a·ce:C~such~that .. xc~y. Now it ... can eas·i1y·be • C .. 
--~l 
: •· ... show~· that: xc·, yC_e:-L.{C) ha'Ve a _jleast .upper bound. It .. is ~-
• ._J- •, ..... --
. ' : . 
.J 
, . 
.. ·. ), 
~lear~hat xC~(xvy)C arid yC~~xvy)t sirice lEC and x-l~~vy ..!'. . • 
' •• ,._ __ • ¥•~ 








and yC~zc,_ that is suppps·e -ZG is an up_per bound for xc and 
.- .' 
.,. .. 
i •• -~--- y·c •. Th~n ··th.e~e- exis·ts c 1. and _c2 i:ri C s.uch that xc1~z and 
I 
.. 
' -~-- . 
--~·-






. ·~ ~ ' . 
' '". . 
. · .- . · -1 - __ -·_ ._ ·. -1 y-c2~z and hence x~·zc1 _ · anq. y:~_z-c2 • .It follo.ws that 
· -1 '.' · -1 . -1 . -1 
~v·y~zc1 . v zc2 ·- =z (c1 ·v c 2 ) • But, since. C is a convex 
• ,I. -,. 
. 
. . 
. _ . _ -1 -1 . · -1 -1 ~1 .£.-subgroup. of G, c 1 v-c2 EC., and· the·refore _ (xvy) (c1 -v c 2 _) 
<z !...-:· .• ·.Thus (xvy) C.SzC. Therefo:r·e. (x vyJ C ±s an upper· ,bound. for· 
-
xC and yC .and it is le·s:s thar a11y ,. othe.r upper boun_·a •.. ! H.ertc.e· 
_ xCvyC _ex~sts -a_nd .. x~vyC== (xvyJ·c-. .(· 
. '• 
Lemma 3. 6 :· _I·f: .C. i-,s a· ·coitvex_ I-subgroup - of G ·phe:n ·-t:·h~e ·coti--
vex l-subgro~ps of G·: containing c · form ·a · chain __ :Lt an:d o.n):._y-: · 
•: 
. - ~ ... 






. 'I· . 





y• • " 
' 
.··-·'! 
Since ·b>l, a.Albl'=·aAb=l, but_. first be shown..' tp.at bEC* (fl). • ~-, ! ..,, 
"t,. I,~ 
' ~ 1·· 
'4,, 
l.=aA I b I £C •. -·Thus bEC* {a) • - . It. was assiumed that b ~'- C he.-n,c.e . . 
,· 
b.l\lbl=b/\b=b ~- C and hence ,b ii C*(p). J 
. . 
Therefore .. · 
' .}·· , ..... 
i 
~· 
·· btC* (a} ;cj (b}' and similar!y atC* (b} IC~. (a)." · Hence C* (a) ¢ 
~* (b) and C* (b) Cf C* (a) and therefore.· the convex ·.t-s~groups_ 
of G con taini;ng C .. · do- n·o-t form a chain. · ) J 
·.: 
, , I 
. 
• 
. ,, ! . t . 
... 




containing. c ·ao ·:·riot· form· a chain. 
" 
. '\ . , ·. } . 
. That. is, let A=>C'cB where 
< .) 
-• ..,,.,~,;?.. C •' 
. ) ' . -, !-;~ 
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eleme-nt --ae: J\:·I B can. be chosen so that -a~l. -· This is -pos·sil;>le . . . -· . 
. I ' 
. 
. 
,, , . 
.! 
• • V• •J 
<· 
_sihce xe: i I B To see this suppose· Ix. l,e:lr .. implies. · Ix I e:A- -f B·. 
. 
. 
. ·. ·-1 .. · · 1 - . . 
· 
.. th~n ·IX I ' eB and IX I~ ~-x~ I X·I ang. S:i~c::e, B, is convex _xe:B," 
• ,1 
r , 
'whic-h is a .contradiction .since xi'A IB / Similarl'y an .,element 
1 
.· b11, where be:.BIA, c~an be chosen. ·rt follows that 
. ~ 
a ( a/\b) -\ b (a"b) -l= (aAb) (aAb) -l=l: · - :. ,1 
·.' 
Now. since 1'"~a"b£-·a and lia"b~b it follows that aAbe: .A and 
- ••• ~ 
- I 
• . -1 . • I 1 
.. 1 ' B. lf a (al\b) e:C th.en· a (aAb) - e:B and hence· a (al\b') - (aAb) = ·-1. 
I 
' 
• • . 
~e:']3 cll}d ··similarly btAT~:-"1·_ ·H.o.wever_,. ~t·his con tra.di-cts the 
··• choice of a and b. Hen.Ce a (a"b),11 '~. C ah:d b(a"b)-1 t ,c. 
I 
'thlis· the qon'trapositive is proven.· 
l 
. 
Con:vex_ l-s.ubgroups C which have the. property that ~ 
.r 
a:"··o:::·.l,--=:imp:lies, ae:C or be:C are called. prime subg_r:oups. Example 
.:": ~~--. ' . 3.:1- f·s· an example of a prime ·-s-ubgroup, while Example-~.2 is 
... r• . 
. : f 
. ·, 
, ·· an example of a convex t..:-:subg;rq~p whicn i.s not p:rime. 
> •.•• ·~~ 
Example 3.1:. Le.t L be a tota.i.1y o·rdered set and let·P(L)_ 
be as before. . L~t ~O£L and define H(x0 t_ ~{f £P (L) : f (x0)'~x~J 
' 
then H (~0 ) is a prime stip_group of P(L). 
.J 
I . 
' (l) If f, ge:~(x0) then f .. (g.(x0):)'.=:x0 • ..;,·_ .... .;·. i Ii: - ,l~ 
( 2 j I J .1 • If f~. H (x0) tl:len · f (x0 ) =Xo · and hence . f-.. {'.K()) ;_XO• .. ' 
. ;,1 
-1 .·· ·. I 
Th U$ .. f e:H (x0 ~- • 
._T-hus --H {x0) is: a subgroup. 
• 
-· 
assume that_- f, g£H (x0) •. 
' ,, 
,· .~ f vg e: H ( X ·) ) . . ; .. • . .. ·0 • ; 
' I 
·' .,)' c_-, : ·-· : ·: { ~ \. ~ ·. 
,. . 
:. i 
' " ' 
. To,- see:· th,at H { x 0 ) is _an f-s~group 
. 
. 
Tlle~ ·(.f.vgJ _(x0 ) ~XO and therefore . 
j. 
·?> :-' • 
. '.•· 
. l . y·J_ -·i .. · ... :-•, 
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. 'I . 
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:.r ' 
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~ . - . j .. 
r 
.:·, ., ' l' ;!. . I. ~. ' • • ·8, .. ,1 :", ,\,_: • 
' ..... 1 
. ... ' 
.'. •• . '·-~ ;l"I," . - .. , ....... '. ,. 
~- -~ 
;. . . . -,.-· q -· j .... ·. 
l, 
. •, 12 
C· '\ 
, -if. :.:.. '1 
' ' 
.-,.-i,.-·"· - ~ • 
. . 
...... 
•--·----~ ..... __ · ~--~ .. ~ .. 1 _~_ - ·~o~ se:__c~hat H <xo-1 i's a eoriveX. l.-s1groop assume that - ' 
·-. ,--- - . -- .. -~...&---·- -·- ·-··-------_-.-------------- ------------- --~-- -~~-~-
. ·f £H <xo,> and that l~g~ f ~ Then x0sg (x0 ) ~ f (x0) =x0 . and hence 
- . ' 
t .. 
, . .l. 
'-.. 





arid therefore 9°£H(x0). TfiuS I:t(x0)_~s a convex" 
' . . , 
l,!"a"s·ubgroup. 
,tJ' 
. .; (. . 
•. ~ J,.,, • 
To-:r~e that H(x()) is prime, assume that f,·g'if P(L~L.' '. 
and that fAg=l. Then (:l:Acj) (~;;o.f~x0=mil1{f (x0) ,g(x0) }.· · ~ 
Therefore eithe.r f ·Or g£H (x0L HJx0 ) is called the isotropy 
subgroup 6£ P (L) at x0 •· 
Example 3. 2: Let L be a, totally- ordered set and let. fe:_P (L} • 
.., 
Define the support of f., denoted by Sf or, S (fl,. tci be 
. . 
·. {xe:L: · f (x}fx}. · Define a Subset S of L to be b()µn.ded if .;;-_.. 
II 
·· there E:lxists y, z~L Such that y.'.:.x~z for all xe:S. NOW let 
•• _-'C· 
··- C= { fe:P (L) : Sf is b_ounded}. · ·Then it is easil¥ seen that c 
.!:'/ .. ·:--:-





I ', : ( • ;• ,' 
I ' l 
-~ ..... 
·.:;~.:,· 
is a convex_ !...;.subgroup., Of P (L) • · • Now co'n,side_r Figure 3.1 
r 
wher·e L=R, t·he rea:ls, .and f1tg.=l but f_,g ~(c, where-
-
~(x)=x+l, t6~ x~O, , for x~2 
-
. 
• I I 
1 , .... £.or O <x~l, · an.a.: =2x-2 for 2 <x.:: 3 I 
"' 
·. 
- x+l, f·or x>3. 
-
- :X f.' or x>l .. 
. ' ' 
..,; 
·Lemitla 3:. 7:· 
:, 
·' I.f .. c is 'a conv.~x t:-:s.-ubg)rQ\l;p_ ·c;,f G and if ·tlle 
. . . . .. ~ . :··---.....--
:-- .. -l+ . 
' ' 
- 'I 




is tg,tal:-ly · ordered by the natural ord'er previously_ defined · ', ·· 
.. 
' ' -
on L {C) • 
·i'· ·, 1 ·. , 
Proofi!'! _,Let': fC,_ g;Ce:I:i{CJ. '· The'n {fAgJ"'" fA(fl\g)- 9~1.- Thus 
<. ·.~ ., ' 
. ' /-- . . 
·either (fAg)-+ Ie:c'or (f/\g)-l ge:C.,· If(fAg_),-l fe:C,(fAg)-lfC=C. 
I . ·" - · •. ,. . • • ·: ...... : .............. - • 
'~ 1 
. •• i ( . 
.... 
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. ~· I, ~. 
,--, >. ... ',f . 
- . 
-------- ~ - ---- - -- -- . ------- ----- - ---~- - -- - -- ---- --- -·--· ·- ·-·-------- ~-----
,1. .... , 
I 
.r 
'.-~·. . . 
·" 
· and hen~e gC=(fA_cj}C~f~. l Hence L(C) j~·s totally o~qere·d • 
. .,, 
. . 
Lemma 3 .• '.8: .If c is a conve·x !-subgroup of G which is' 
.. . .,. 
·,properly contained i~ a convex l-subgro-up C' ·of G and if 
every convex l-subgr(?UP which J?r(?perly contains C con.tains _ ,· 
. . 
. . 
C\ then th~ set .... of convex ·t-s··ubg·roups ·of G which· con·tain C 
.\ -
·1 
"'~ •• : . I 
fo.rm a tower •. · 
- ·Proof: By the same argument use·a.·in Lemma 3.6 an element. 
/': 
( .. _, 
k can be chosen su·ch that,· l~kEC'/C. Now consider c*·(k}. , 
and. recall that k :~ :C* .. (.k_) and C!C* {k}. From the hypothesis 
.. 
it- f:oll-ow-s· tjl--at C=C* {~J-, since proper containn,.ent would 
!,. • ·i.,,-
I/. 
··1.1n:p·1y that C' ~C* (k) whicn. ·in ·tur·n means that ktC* (-k) and 





:Now supp. os.e :that al\b=l w_ here :~~b·e(G. : Suppose a:lst, 
,.I 
I •. 
that a ¢ c .. Then it has been. :s·hqwn that a£C*(b). Hence ·· 
.~ ~ C*(b). Thlls bY hypothesis C'~C*(b;l. -- Si!;lce k£~*(b) 
.• > 




tha.t bAkEC. The.refore b£C* (k} =C. B_y ~erm.na··.• .. 3. 6 the· set 
\. 1· 
'·.t ,,._I,- },_ ·' • 
o·f convex J·t-.sub_groups of G which- conta;in C form a t.ower.-
'I • :· 
:Thi_s. lemma g1y~s us a way of constructirt.g p,rime sub-
:,groups. Fqr ![=ach ge:G, . g=l=l, there exists, .. , by Zorn's Lemma, 
a convex· l-sub9rouI? C of G maximal with respect to g ·i c. 
Now let ·c• I be the ·intersection of all ·conyex l-sub·groups 
· ·of G which properly contain c. Now ·C is: prol?erly contained 
\' - .. ·.. . 
.in .'C· 1 · ·s·i:rice· C<=C' but\ge:C' since c": is· maximai .without g. 
··. ·e·. , -
.',J. 
. ':."~· . 
,. ·:·~. . . 
... ·, 
.:J 
l-' .• i 









l. ,· . .. . 
,,· r'' 
1· 
. ,_ ' . I 
r{, 
...... ~ ' 
• _. .,:: .. -, . l ' 
~'.; ··~~~. -~. :slii,.. -~---~---iiiiiiiii~~~~, · ·,~;;z;;:;;;~ ~/, ~~·~~, .... ,_,_::·~~:;~~l,~1 '.l\"'~1~ 1·~~~~:~.i'~:~~~~~~rfil~filQ~~1tff~~~~!:!~1lt}~@0ffi,11~mtQ~t~~:1~~t~,zL~i11t1~~~:t\~:J:~-~~1• <: ,0%·· 1•1"'%f1·.' r· ,ps .. ,·."7:·~. ,?3·-::. 7'7:~~70:-S303~~:::::::sz::::z::::;::~~::::! · ··!, ·:.:, ~ ... _ .... 1~~ .. t1;,\~:~~~:,1t.J:~.1 
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. ·, 
• ., I I 
"'fl':.;,,..... . - • ~/ 
t: .... • .; ~-· - .. 
,< --•. • I .. " ' 
. i .··. 
" '' 
' -
•. .• ,ffl., 
., 
' ,. 
: ,J .. :. 
\.' 
• ···.i 
I,/ I • 
1-, 
•' ,,. 
' \ . ,,, 
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• ., f • 
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- . . ~. .. 
', 
15. 
(Also it is easi __ ly. seen_ .tjlat g is- an_ el~t!!~-nt of ·1all convex 
-----' __ .:__ __ --~---~• .. ---;-~~->-:'7: ... ---~-"'---- .... -- - .,- -- ----~-- -·-··· .. -·· 'I ' ' 
. . . ' ... _,_ -· -·,·· . ---- .. -· .. . .. ,.-, ..:i ...... - -·. - --· - - --- ~ --· 
. - ___ .._ __ - - -. ,._ -- - ~ -- -, - - ·--.. - .... , .•.. , . 




', ·;( ' ,;:, 
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· -,-!-,subgroups which ·properly cop.tain C, and therefor~ .. to the 
' ,, 
•- •j 
_intersection of 'these subgroups.)· r·t. should iii--s9 be ·not~_:d, 
' I ·.· . . . . . , , , . . 
- -
· ··tha·t tne intersection-_of convex .e.~·subgr.otips is again a· 
convex .t-~ubgrouP·. NOW }?Y Lemma 3. 8 the· cori\rex£ -subgroups · -
' . 
which contain C fo.rm a chain and hence by Lemma 3. 6 C is a . 
-prime subgroup. Moreover, L (C) _i-s. tot,ally~·-ordere-d--by Lemma 
·3··. -7·· · 
' .... :• •, .. 
·, 
Lerriril a ·3 • 9 : · 
' . . . . . . . . . . . . 
L·et c be a con·ve·x l~.s-q.pg:roµp .. q_'f G,. a:nq.: suppose 
- .. . .. 
-~ ; .~ ... 
tion f (g ,c) ctf L(C)' defilled by f(g,C) (xC):-gxC. 
· :Proof:_ If g=·l this is tr:tv..ia,-1,. s·o· su.:epose- g{l.-•. We wish to 
show that f(g,C) is 1-.1, '·onto arid",A)·rde-r. pre·se-rving. 
i'• 
._ ... _· 
(1)'. f(g,C) is :·1-.-1; Sup.pcl'se that f(g,C) (xC);= 
f ( g , C) ( yC.) ··, 
-1 ._._,.. 
{Then ·we have g:K, .. C=9:yc ·. aird hE=:rrce xC=yC. 
.r: 
.: .: · .. 
-'..o··· , ... 
(2) f{g,C') is onto:-· _,._Suppose: that, xCt:L{C} th~n. . •· ~l!'i· ·• 
. · 1 · ,: 1 . - -... 
f:(g·, :C.-) (g:: . . xC) =g ( g~ .. ~C) =xC. ~ 
(3) f(g,C) is order preserving: -suppose that.·· 
' . ~ 
xC~yC ~.· Then clearly f ( g, C) (xC)'=gxC~gyC=f (g:, C) (yC) -. s.inc·e: · 
' . ' ' . . 4 
gJC, ( 1) _::gy. 
-- - ; 




/ ' . 
' 





f (xvy) =f (x)v f {y). 
, . 
·,· 
Defin·ition -·3. 2: -- Le-t L be ~- -tot~tl.~y ordered set. an.a let 
... ,... .......... _ 
" . 
.at: 
HS.P,tL) · be a ·-subgroup of P(L·)-,.i 
~- ' . ~~--- .. ~ 
I-I·· ·±_s: tr.ansi··ti ve on·_ L if .. given··_,.:_,-.,. 
,. 1 • 
.. •. •• ".'lo'• 
'· I 
.. ·'( 













~ ......... _, . ' ., 




••--lfi; .:, ,'"•·• 
. ( .,_ .. 
I - .... ~---·•- -
'-· 
. . .. · •--. 
' ... ·.· 





. - ") ) : ~ .. ' . j t• .• 
A. ":.' 
,_. "' . 
., . ·,1 
:: ... 
.. ·· ;.?: 




' ·, ' .. 
.,' ~··ca-
,: ~ - . : 
,,:,-_._._. .. 
J.16 . ~ 0 ' 
........ 
·- t• •. 
------~-:.:._,....__. -Jllx-.,Y-£L_ there exis.ti; an f EH. such : __ th_at __ f_(xl_~y-. .:_~· ---~--
I 
., 
·t . · Lenuna 3.10 :- _If C_ is ·a prime. subgr_~up of ·G,~h,enc--t111¢ mapping 
e: - G-+-P(L(C)). def,ined by· e·(g) ... =.f(g_,·c) is ·an··t-homomorphism 
,: of G onto ··a transl 1=:i ve l.-subgroup,-~,of P (L (C)) : · 
.• z.- .,-.. , . 
_..· . 
... , ! 
'i I 
-, •• .• ...J' ·-··. 
JI. 
I 
I I ' 




is totally ... ordere.c;1 _ by iemma· 3. 6.- and .Lemma 3. 7. Now consider-
--'~- ,- J' • 
' '-.:., kt., 
,the, __ map' e:· G+P(L(C)) .. defined apove. Cl-early e is .. wel 1 
de_fined~ }t 
j;p." -· .\r 
. .. 
• i. . ' 
:(Jl :e . j_:f.? . a. ~?tnOnJo!l?hi.srri:: · c._onsi.der· ·e._tg:h,:==-~_(gJ1., cj •. 
.f.(g, C)-.:.f(h:, C').,·(~~C.1.:=f (g,-C) .. (hxC) ~gxhC=f_{.<Jh,:·cJ (x.C),. Hence 
. ·! 
: _ e (g)i) =· e (g > ·e (h ) • 
{ ' -
-~ '! 
· :(2)· · ei is an __ {-homo~orph.ism: It m·ust .. be -.~bC?vn.t. 
. ;"J 
tna:t. e (gvbJ·~ e (g) Ve, {h) • ' N.ow: 'iet ic EL ( C) then 'C 
e ( gv h)· {x-C). - .f.·(g:v·h· ;:C) (xC) =g vh)--CxC) ~'3-xvhx) C= 
.. 
:g.x;CvhxC= [f {g ,C) vf (h,C)] (xC) = 
r 8 { g) V e (h) J ( xC) • 
Therefore e (gvh)=e {gl ve {~). 
( 
••• lJ" 
Now it must be shown th! t e takes G on to ·a trans i ti ... ve 
·1 
r .. t f •' ii•, 
. " 
·-~l-s.ubgroup of ·p (L {C) )_. Firs-t, observe that 8 (G), "is. an 
. ' 
, (-subgroup of ~(-L'(C)) ~ .. 1 It is trivially a s~group and 
. ., ' ' 
··.l 
... ,. 
··since e,:(gvh,-c)=e (g,c) ve (h,c). ·it is an.· t-s~group. 
.· tnat e (G) · is transitive l~t xc, yCe:L.(Cl. Then 
. ~. 
... ' . ~- .. 1 · · · · · t 1 
e (yx - 'G) Ee (G) ana: e (yx- ', c·) ·(x~) =yC. Th·US' e (G) is· a trans-
/ ' - . ' 
l . .,_ ..• ,. . ,, 
it;i.ve·: l-s~group of ·:p (I,((;)),\•-
I 
1 
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. ' Defi.n-itian 3.3: If. G.-·1sfan £.-group then His an,'" .... l.~ideal 
·{ 
of G if His a normal convex .t;;.subgrdiip: 
Remar~-~ 3 .• 1 :· .Consider the mapping e: G.+l? (L (CJ) defined. in 
Lemma ·3 ~ 10. T}\fe .... k,e~ne,l of e, which· -s_hall be denoted by·_ ke;r- . 1 ~-
... _. ,, 




.o.f. · G contained iJJ:: C ~- To se·e th-i.·$. :note f·irst o·f all tbat 
' · .. , , . .'ti . , : ~ . • , .. . I 





-He)1qe g·EC.. Now assume 
........ 
··f_,c::_g· ·.·_ c.·) =l 
._ .... /·.· .. 
.,, 
Hence f(g,C)'(C}=C=·cjC •. 
. . 
that ker esJsC and tha·t-J'i·s:··_an .t~-<1.ideal ·.of: G • Supp~se th·at. 
and hence 
':. 
g.e:J ·arid .XEG. Then s.i.n.ce .J i.S normal x·-.lgXE.:f 
-.1: 
x · gxEC~ 
<::: 
" Thu·s e.(gf~·;f (,g, C) =lt since: ·e. (g ,c··J (~C) =gxc but 
'I 
J . - _J 
·-1 · 1 
·.si_n-ce x gxe:C we· ,have x- gxC=C and, g~p""."9_xc. 
.. 
·Herice · f Cg ;·CJ . 
i:. (xC)=xC •. ~hus f:(g_,.C)..=l and gE:ker e. Thus J=ker e. 
, . .,. ·-
. The :f.o:ilowlr1g is:.; a~- '.~xarnp.1-e of an £.-ideal. 
. . ... 
~ 
-
. Example . 3. 3·,: -:tet L·, ~-e a to-ta·l,ly 9rderea · group and let 
--- ···-:-' . . .· '~'- . 
... ,. 
I 
~--· •' p··(L) b~_. the' .. gro·up of ·.o.-pe·rmu·tat~ons o·f L. Also no1:;e that 
'" 1~\'{)lfol ' 
... ..-i .. 
' 
. .. 
,A~{-fe:P{LJ -: 3· :xe:.~, 3 t·(y}~y Vy~x.J. 
. ·: 
. . 
. . . . . . 
·, 
/!1· is-·:. ~n. t~ide·al .. of· ,··p (L) • · 
" . ,. '~: -
-,(1) A ,,i$ ·--~ subgroup ·of G: If f_,ge:A then there 
.ex·i_.·st points a·,be:i. such that f·(x)=x for all x~a and g(xl=:x; 
- . fof·- all x~b. Then. if c=min {a,b} it is _clear .that fg(x)=x. 
~. • • - ~ ' I • 
,, .. ' . ;, . ·-1· . . . . . . . ., . . 11 . . .•. 'i . -... .. -· ' - ... .,.. .. . . .... · ... Als-o f · e:A 1 f 'f£A s1-n·ce 1 f ·f (x) =x for al 1 
"' 
. ·--·--...... 
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. ,,, 
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1. 
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; -'J·,, ... ______ . 
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;"'· . .,,, 
7--r . .. . 
I ; • ' . 
(2} . A is an t-s~group of· G: · stippo~e· "that·':· 
- -
j 1. • • 
•. :,_ 1: 
:·. ·1.-, \ '· . 
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• . 't-. 
f,gt:A. -. Then if "a~bt:L are tth.e sam~· as ·in .. (1)' let. c~min{·a,b }-. 
' .. 
. . . . . .·· ' 
' .. . 
·' 




. x~c. · Then h==fvg and h (x)'==x _ for x~c.· · .. 
. ~- .· ~· 
... 
,.. . •..... ' .. ~ 
'.t 
·-~ 
- - ,----------- --~--- - -·-··.--:- --
' ) ' '~ . 
;; . ,,""'1 ' ' •. ' ' 
/'11,, ., . - • 
that a,b, .and ciL are as 1n (lJ. Al·so ,-assume that. f~h.Sg _ -· ; 
,· 
I. ~. 
1wher.e he:G. Then for x.Sc it is clear :that f (x) =g (x) =x and 
{=·' .. ·-~ 
&I ,; - ... 
·j ~..,. 
hence h(x)=x. So there ·exists some d such,~,that:a~d~b 
···.··.-. 
(assuming without." l.oss of general_i:ty -th~·t*> a~b) and s~uch·, -
tha-t __ if x~d then- l'l.(x) =x. -. Hence :h:e:A • 
. I .. . 
,,....,.....-~ . ,ii, 
_r.•, .·•·"':, 
(4) · ._. ·A is norrna1·· in G: :Let f:e:A · .-and. _g.:£G ~-:~.id._! t must 
-1 
·b,e; s·h'o.wn that g .. ·fg t:A. Let ae:L be -as i 1n. ·: {1): ~ ,then , 
' 
. 
g -1:l;g (x) =g ""'1g (x} =x for· g (x)~a. , l,et ""de;L be such that. g{d) ::::a •. 
· ·· I ·· · --1.--·: . 
:r.ph-en · if .x.Sd., g __ ·c_·--_x)-~g_,:(dJ.·7a an-d hence g_. ·fg(.x) =x. Hence: ·A -is r-.. "'· •-~••I~ -,. .. ,,: ,.;. 
" 
,an,. l-ideal. 
-N·ow ·con·s-i ae.r · 
JI 




,· ; · 
$. ±ls: also an £.-ideal of ·p (L) and A/\B, ·which is: ·the.· co::l_lec-
·.:::·t.ion p·£ all permut~tions \vith b,Qlri1ded. suppo·rt, is also an 
,.. l-ideal. . Jf L is the ~eals or rationa~en it can be 
shown that theSe are the ollly l-ide~ls Of P(L} .··.If L i~ 
the· integers then any element f·.:P ·(t}. which fixes. one. int~;} 
., ______ t 
' 
f:i:xes them all hence ~A, ·:e ·and AnB are the identity permuta~ 
.• _.• 'I 
tion. --~., 
. '· 
.... ·~-· •,-,;. ··-
, 
' 




Le_t lH/ .Ae:Afd:>e a ~collection o+, groups. 
I -I . .,. , i , ,: , 
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. II H;>,.,,-fs--meant thE! coiiecffQ!l:-OrfiliiCtionf ti-whe•rer'-.-----~-~-
X e: A · . · . - "· . .- .
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= ·n ~H is meant the collection of functions G 
where 
. . . . .
 :\ '· ,, .. 
·· A £It . .,
~{ f: A , -+ _U HA··= _f (k):.sH.A _. and f ( X) =l for all. ·but 
11.r.A· 
·_f:in.±_.t·e·ly -man_y X_}: •. _ .. -
'. 
. ~ 
A ·mul·tip·Ii·ca.tion. can :b.e.;··defined on G. in the· 'fb.1low
,i·n·g 
.. <l.~ 
(G, ·) is a;-g.roup under:···tni$· 
1:: -·- ••. , .:T.,tay· f--. g ·(A)= f:{ A-) ·:Ag .(·1): ·,. .).; £.A.~. 
'", 
. 




'X-fA HA. is at'l• .f.-gro.up ~der the dE;~inition f~l if arjd only 
·if :·f(.A)l.l for all AtA .• 
' 
A.EA.~ 
·nefini tion 3 •. 5 ;-: A- s-ub·direct proc;I1i:c-t of the la~tge 
{smal_l) 
. . 





c9pie:s Of 'the integers 11 , t 2=I and the Set :a,;, { ( a, a) : aEIJ. 
·The·n n1 (H)=r1-~1· and
1 
1
~. (H~_=I 2=::r .where··,G=·I1~r 2 ; 
. 
I 
:Theorem 3.1; Main Embedding.Theorem ... :-···An l-g·roup G .is . 
' 






·: product of l--groups. Gi each of which is a tr:artsi ti ve 
~ 
( 
.o;penriut~tion group on a .. ··totally ordered set. 
• ' . 
• I i' . ·... ~ - " 
Proof.: ,,:,~:t {CA:· 11.EA}.b.e ~. collection··· of prime suJ:>groups 
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.. ·· 9f G such th.at ·n CA contains ·no proper l-ideal of G. 
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To see that there i·s such a collection we refer to the 
discussion fol-lowing Lemma 3. 8. · There it was s,hown that· 
' "' .. ,~ ;. 
... c, 
if C was a co.nvex ._£.-subgroup Q£:_ ·G., max~mal with. :r:espect 
(,, .....•. 
. 
to .,gtC, then C v1as a p:tlrne subgroup. of· G. Let_ us .denote 
• - ••.• .-' I. ..... ">. • 
the subgroup C which is rn~xim·al wi:t·h. re·spect· to· gtC by I 
' ··: 
C[g]. Now consider the s~t {C[gJ: gi·G/{i} }th~n 
., : i"'. 
·. ~gn/{l} ,e[g1~{1} and hence we haVe such a .. collection Of· 
·.. -,;; 
•.-:;• 
r - G: ... 
subgroups. (Note that our. index-in.g se-t A= / {l}) • 
-~. ,-;,, ;'·- i·· -
-..;._ 
_ ... .,.. r11. _,_..;~. 
ln Lemma 3:.10: it wa·~. ;ah.own that the·. mapping I 't.'· 
a trans~tive l-subgr6up of P(L(CA)) for all At~. Itence 
-- .---· 




for allyAEA. Now 1t sh~uld be p6inted ?ut that L(~A) is 
' ,i I .~ - ' •-. • • 
l "' . . 
totally orderecl :fdr ea·ch l sA by Lemma 3. 6 and: ·Lemma .3 ... -:J ... 
l . ' . . . . ., . 
..... _J .-
Let' H be the large cardinal product ot the. groups <PA ( G) ~. · 
1-·.·-··· ... 
Tbat i.s. H= · II <PA (t; f\! ·N.t·J"w define ~ : .G + ·. JI _ 4> A (.G) by. 
,; .. " . A £ A . . -. . _ ·:, . X e·.A · ·· ;·1 , 
4>:-(g,l~:f .. where f (.A)=~~.(9') for ~11 l£A .• · It is clear that 
. ~ '( 
• l 
fe:.H s·:ince <PA (g) e:q,A (G) for all lEA ·a.n.d:. geG:.. 1-\lso it is 
.. ,.. .... . . ·.· 
,'J -~ • 
···· ,., clear that <P- is well defined •. Now. it. mus:t :b.·_e: shown that 
. ' . . -
•; .... , ". 
- ' . .. 
:4/- i·s .. a;n. !:-homomorp!1,ism o·f G into H. 
r (1) · .. <f> is· a homomorphism': ~-t will now be shown 
··· ·that·.<1>(9'.lg2)=<1>(g1 )-<j>(g2 ) •. ,Now <P(g1g 2)=f where f(A)=<PA(g1g 2) 
·· ·· .... · and <j>(g1)=f1 where· f 1 (}.)=<PA (g1 ) arid <1>{g2 )=f2 where 
~. -· . , . .. . ' 
. 
.. 
., '' .· .. 
.. ,. 
. ,; .. 
J • "lo.,. ~-
' 
. · _f2 (A}=<j>A (g2 ) for all AEA. Now it must be sh?wn that :f1 f:i=f. 
. .,_ . 
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.· '_: Ho¥ever,' sinCe_f1 f 2fA)=cpA(g1 )ocpJCg2 ) .for ·a11 AEA, i.f I 
, 
. 
__ ----:;-"..---.,.-·,·-"·'····'·;·-.·· , . .• ' ' -- ' .- "' ' 
--··-··--- . . ------------- ~ ---· . 
. .. ,, . folloWfa! that. fl f2 o/~cp A(gj_g2) fo~- ail \ e:4~ . Heilce f=f I f2 .. 
,, 
\i 
• . . 
-·- r-
• 
· · and thus cp <<11.g2 )=cp (g1 ) cp {g2 .) ~ 
.. 
-(2) ... , ~- ie an l-homomorphisin: " It-wi:11 now·_be ' .. ' i ~. 
r 









;£:1 (A)=<J,A (g1 ) and cp (g2 ) ~.f2 wll~,~~- _f2 (AJ=cpl (g2 ) •. It must 
_t 
..... ,~. . . .,.~ 
~- -IJir,~---
-~ ... , • 1 be 5.hown that .f=f 1v f 2 • Sirtc~ it is known that f 1it f 2 (A)= 
.. . 
·,. 
<t>x:<g1 )v,cpA.(g2~) :_for all .Xf;A ·an.d that <PA·_(g 1 }vq,A (g2 )=cpA_(g1 ~g2) ' - ' 
' . ( i 
:-:, fetr ail AEA it f9.llows tb-c~tt .·f ... ,.t1vf2 . Hence: ~-- i·s an •, ~ 
• I', .... 




"\ ( 3,) cp is an. -i$6mcrrphis:m:- Sup·pos~: that ·g·E ke.r ~- ~,-:.-
~ ..... 
"'~ 1.., • . . /. . 
Then ~ ( g) =·f whe !e . f ( AJ == IA for . all le: A • Th.,.erefore ·· lA• Cg) ·==1A 
' ' 
:for all A EA. Henc:e. gE .. ke-:r· ·cpA for all A' EA. and .. this } !-~plies 
t . 
. ' ' 
that ge: n·ker·cp;\" H~wever n ker cj>A S /1cA={l}. Thi~ 
At A "'· ·· ., , A EA A EA ·· · -
-~ ··• 
qfollows f·rorn th·e _a:·is:c.us·s.i0n following Definition.. 3:. 3=.- , :Hence 
n ker cj,~--{lJ .and since ge: n ker cp 11' it Cq11 be seen th.at A EA . A EA . ; ' . ~ . . . . 
. ~ -· -~ g=l. · Hence k~r ~={1} and therefore·~, .is an j..somc;,rpl).,i.sm~:· -~ 
' \ 
f land a11· thiit must be done is to Show that ~ (G) is a sub-
~ ',,. - ~ 
. () 





<-r. . ••• 
I • . 
I I ··f 
:d_i-rect pr~duct. of t·he·· large cardinal product TI ~ ~ .(G)'. 
,: I . A E A ·:~ I\ 
~-
.r;/ ;-~-
(4) cp(G) is as-ubdirectproductof.{cp·(G)·:·AEA}: .. · 
I • ~ . 
• ' ' ·< [ - ¥; . ~ 






It··, .. is_·certainiy clea_r.that $(G) is a subgroup of n <PA(G.)-._·. 
' " A EA 
:·, ijow it must be shoWil that w1 ,c/l(G)=cj,i(G) for all ALft. . 
~ .. I, 
' .. 
, .. + 
. •·':"'_ ... _. ' 
t.r - -. . - - - -- . - -_-·-: 1·-- • - . • . . 
-_ - - • -
- •. 
r- Suppos~ - ~liat <P-.>::.Jg):-,, ~ · =<P.x.·:~'.G) ._ 'J.1hen ·· consi.der fE .. cp ( G) defilfed . __ 
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\' )' ,J.'>'. • •. C .'.by f(-}.) = .. <l>~(g) 'for a11 Ae:Ao It is kn6wn_ th.at f(g)·=·f. 
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.. '" •, .. 
' ' 
.. . . . ... ~ 
. .. 
ir).-$ ('G)=~A(G)- for all -~EA. Th.us tbe th·eorE:ni is\ piove·n.· 
,·· 
· --Lemma 3.:11: . Let G be an· l-group and C .a ·pt'ime subgroup· · 
,--- a prime subgroup of ·c;., if- D is · an l-subg:toup of G such 
that D n c = { 1·}, .. the.n. I). ·is. to·tally· or_dered by 1:p.~ order 
~ 
·· relatio,n in ·G .• 
_Proof·:::- Suppose that a,bED ap.cl, tl;lat a_~b and b$a •.. Then ·, 
. . 
_., •· . . . ~1 . -1 
:·a"b<a and a"b<b~· ?ence a(aAb) ··>"l and ·l? (a.\b) >l, and 
.,. ', · --1 . · •· : · . -" 1 ... -. . . ~. · . . · · · - 1 . . . · · , ef 
since a(aAb) · "b (a"bl ={a."b.) (:aAb) . it follows that 
. ' . . ~ \; . . . ... -
. 
a(a/\b) -l" b (aAb) ... 1:;:L since C is pri~e either a(ciAb)-~ 
' 
· or b (aAb) -lEC. lf a.(q;Ab) -],EC then a.(~Ab)-l ECi)b={!T.' 
''· .. ~-. . .... 1 . 
. Hence a{aAb)~ ~)l. q.p.d: :a=·~Al?.• ·Thus -9-~b· whi.ch i-s. 'a .. oontr·a-
. diction. B.i:mil~'rly .if b(a11b)-1 ec then b~a which iS a 
. ··'· 
. cont,radi ~tion. Hence_ e.ither a.sb or bia • 
<> 
.J·. 
:R¢m~rk 3. 2: I:f5 L i-.s. ·a -,tt)tally ordered. set- '.and. x=,c::L ·tnen·' 
·t1;1e isotropy subgroup pt x, ncUUely H (x), _is- ct prime···.$.ub,-
<!t~UE of. p (L) •. Hence if D is·' .any £_·-subgroup of_~:P'(:L) Stich 
I . . --
. ~-
' -· 
that··o,, H (x)={l}. then I) is totally .. ordered. · 
... . .,.,. l . .. ' . 
· Remark 3. 3: Let G be -an l-g~oup ~d i.~t · C be . a prime . sub-
group of Gi ·which is also an l-ideal. -Th.en consider the 
map cp: G+P(L(C)) as ·pr.evious:ly .defi.ned. ·· Then H(C)=·,. .. 
.. {fe:P(L(C)): ·f(C)~C} is the'.isotropy subgroup of C and-H.(C) 
'·sp·(L(C.)) · is al.so· a _p.rime subg_roup of P(L(C)). 
. ' . . . . 
Now the 
. . I . . . . ·'· 
-____ ; __ .. ·_· · : ... ,-~-: · -- -., ela-i-Ht-·:jj;. that cf> (G}-·· i-s ·tot~i-ly ordered.~ To see· this_' suppos·e., 
' . ~· 
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' ' ,J ~- ; ' 
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· · ··23 
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~ -· ~ .. 
. 
. . . 
~ ·-
.. ,. . . ' 
' . 
·---.... -- .. :----•• -~--~---L;~ ·-~--~--~·-··-: ____ ; __ ~~-! .. --P .. t<I.) e:H (_C) • ___ Then -4>:(gl ( C) =C.. However ~ (gt (C) =gG=C 
. 
' \ • •- - ..•. v......
.... .•.....• • . . - •,·,-· ·-· t!' -. • .. 
) 
. - ' , -··--·- _'..;;,. _______ ---··r~ ··-··----..... ··--~ .... 
.· implies ·that ·g£C •. ···Now since C -is an l-idea.l·it i:s clear 
~f . I 
·~· ·-, - ... ,,-
- I 
r--... ,· ~ 
. •, ' ' . 
.. ·.: ... -- .. 
·: .. •,\,, 
. ..... _ .. __ ... - ---
.,, °""' l . ,.. . ,• , . . -1 . I · ,. 






' . ~: 
ti 
__,__ ·-- ; -
Therefore <f, (g) (xCl..=::.~.c for all xC-. -~~us .. <P (g)- is the 
...:. . ' . . . ..:i· 
' 
.,L. .,, . :..,ti' .· • 





.-._ identity. -· Hence ~ . .(G) is totally ·ordered by Lemma 3.11. 
-~,,,1,_),r#ir~ 





· a direct product of a:be·li.an ·totally orde·red groups •. 
..... - _ _J. .., ·-
. f" ' 1 
' ' 
.. 
Proof:· Let· {Cx'":AeA} be a 
1 
¢ollection of_prime subgroups of 
• .,.-'' 
.. ; . -'i • 
· G just a~_;- in Th-e·orem 3 .1. .Also recall thatn·-·· C ={1}_-· 
. 
A 
. A e: A -
cl 
:Observe that eac_h C ·-is an 
. A · .. l~ideal since they are convex 
.. ··-' 
. f .... subgroups of an ab(3lian group and hence normal. For 
,·' h 
each A, consider ~).: G-tP.{L (CA)) a.nd PY the P'revious 
r~marks it follows that .~A (G) is totally oi;de:ted a.nd' .· .. 
I 
certainly abelian since G· :is:. a,b·elian. _ Henc·e .. t.h.·e. ·mapJi>i!}g·. ' ·.· 
w: . G-+ 11 cp- :c G)·· · defined ::in The.orem 3 ._ l, i~. ~ I .t-homort1orph:i_$11i: 
r ,'· ' . A· . A .. , -. . r-- ·r 
. ,I\~ ' 
' '. 
and ~ (Gl is the subdirect proa·uct·. 9f .. the abeliari- t_otal\ly 
.o_rd~red g_rqups· {~~,-((;): \e:A_l by,: __ the. same argument a·s in · ·· 
···Theo·:rem 3 •. 1 . 
. ' 





I ~ • • 
. of_ ·P{L) for. some :totally ordered set ·:L-. ·. 
· .. ' . 
-Proof: Consider the set; {Cl:· .... Ae:A.}
1 
a~,,~de~cr~bed ih Theorem 
. . . 
.....,.... 
. 
· · -~3~ 1. ·· · :tt ~as: shown. that: L (CA). ·_is· totally or~ere-d for all 
~ r . . , A e A_: __ Al~~-_L ( <;u) ~- :I:,{(::$ )_:= t for: . a i 13 e A_,_<: j 13 .! ~-- If J:.hEL~~.t .. J\. ··-
--.~~--~~~~~~ I 
.• ·1s· well 'ordered it· .in ·turn· impos.es a well-ordering of the 
-• 1 
-~. 
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i.. , 
. . set {L(CA) ~-~, AeA} •. A total or'der can be def;~e~ on,A~'AL(CjJ 
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... I , 
'\ • ' " 
-· in the following way. If xCA and yC;\_£, L(Ci-) define .. 
···-·--r-- ... ,-_.,....-:_.;_ ~ 
~ ... 
... ··,;·----··- .. _ .... ···-~--... ""1····· ..... - ·-.~----
~- -.----------·- _J.,. ·- - --· ........ --- ... - - •- - -
~--.".----· ,- ' ·-·-., __ ... _. ... ____ .. : ___ .,,,_. ___ ,.,._---------:~~ 




x(;!A~yCA if and only if. xCA-~yCA ·in· L(CA_f. If ~CA e> _L·(~A) , 
' ' 
. and yCB£ L(CB) define xCa<ycs·ifand on-.t.Y if/a<s·· •. Now 





. ·13 · L ('C ) i~ totally ordered. Again referring to Theo-rem 
~. A·-· . A ~· I\£ "•. ~- '. ' - . 
.. 
3 ·""_1 recall that the mapping defined ·there. was <P: -. G->"·~ Uq,"\ (G);··· 
Ae:A/\ , 
. 
;In. particula_r if gse:TI ¢A (G) 
·· · · .... Ae:A· . 
then f induces an a-permutation 
.. 
f' of the 'SE!t tJ L.(CA) in the following .. way. 
- , Ae:A _. · 
Define. f •· by ~·. _ ~, . 
\, 
.J. 
,~'{xCA)~fA(.g,CA)'.(xCAf=_gxs.-._ In other words· define &'.(.x·c;-·.J · ....... _ 
~ ' 
. 
to be the Ath cC>mpOhent off. fx=il>>._Ag,S,) in the nota·tion 
• :, • ,i- - , .. , .J .. 
,of Theorem 3.1. It.- i.s then easil_y sho~ that·.f"':i:$ an 
· o-perm1:tation ··o.( :u .L (CA)·~- that 
.At--A 
~ow define e: G+ P ( u L(CAl) 
' - . A EA 




i $ ·f •c P· { u :L ( r_:· , r ~ 
. . Ae:A A . ~ 
b_y e ( g) (xCA ) =gxCA ~or :e,ach 
.. 
e. i$ an £-isomorphism an:d. 
that · e {G) is ·····arr i-subg·ro~p of· Pt,_ u_A·. ·L cc, .. }}._. Cle.a,~1-~ . e .is· /\ e: . · lb· 
. well defined.., 
( 1) :Hi .- .is·. l·.--1 : 
.... -
-1 -1·. ". . . .. 
Acf>. the.n,,,x g2 . g 1xCx_=C). fOr all AeA and Xc:G• 
\ - . 
. 
Hence· . 
i I/•· ' 
-1 -1 . · ··. .. ·. -·1 
x ~-"2 g1xc.C1 and: 1_f· ~=l i·t f·o.llows.- th.a~ ·g2 · g 1c.CA for,. 
ail- A£A, Since n.~- ={:·1J· it fbllbWS that g t 1g ==1 anif'hin·ce. 
I ' ' \ ·- • • . • . . . A ·, . . 2-.. \ :. . · l . 
. , -:,.. :>.: s. A- . . ~ ·- . . ,. ;r., 
-
~: . .,,,,: 
I 
:.: .. 
for al;I. X£G ·atia A~A. ·. Als_o e ·( g 1 ) (X~c;) =~1 xcA g.11d e ( g 2 ) = 
,• . 
~2 xcA f6r all xe:G and A £A. Therefore S(g1 ) e (g2) (xCA) = . 
__ .a(g-1 ) (g2xcA).~g1g 2~c~. Hence e(g1.g2.)=:'f)(g1 )e(g2 ):and .. the.re-. 
.-.. . . I 
- , , • .. 
; · '.'·; :· .· '-. fore a.i~ ... a homomorphis~. 
., .... 
:- .. .: 
;· ,. --~-
- ! j . 
. . I 
.·;. 
. ,, . 
.. 
'< 
' ... " 
/ •,·.Ir • 
. ""· ' ' . . 
,,, """.'t:, It 
' ) I , J:. 
.. . ..~~iiit~1i~[~~w.~~~~ 
·~-' . •, ; ;• 
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., ; . .:.. 
,,• .· .,, 
5-
,, ' 
r.i ,1 .• ·": • 
. · 1. . ' 
·that 8 l.S .all -isomorphism •. " -
. '
(3) · e is an .f.~9!!1'.'@hi<s;m;.(J(g1vg2 ) (xC~J= . ... ·. 
- ·_, fl • 
_, . 
(g1v.g2 )xCA for--all xe:G·and .. :\e:A. Also e(g1) (xCA)=g1~cx 
' 
-- .". Hence · ~ . 
[e (g1 ) (xCA) \/8 (g2 ) ~~<\) ]=e (g1 ) (xCA )ve (g2f(xCA )=g1xcAvg2x.CA =. 
(g1vg2 )xCA. ·It should p~ :n-oted that· P( u L(CA)) is o~dered 
. ·, . ·· · A e: A · 
~- in the usual w:~Y:.• ·Th_a.t·· · is' :if f ,g·e: P ( U L (CX ) ) then f~g if 
~- ;. . A EA . . . 
ang only if f (_xC . ) 4g (.:xC, ,:~) . fo·r: ai'j~ x.e: G., .A e:A ·~ ··Hence f:!rom above 
_X... ,.., · X , ... ,: 




. _,,. ·· e (G) is no~ qJea:r;1y an l-sui:{g,rot1J? of Pt ff L(CA )J si11ce 
, ... ·. . . · ;A s.i , 
e .. :(:;GJ is. ·the _.e_-~:homortiorphic irtfag·e .bf .:an: ·t:--·gto_up, :and :hence: 
' . ' 
the ---th·eo:tem .is ·prove:d. 
4. An A.p.pl.ig:ation o'f the Main ·.,Ernbe-da..:ipg ·· 
1 · .~--
';['he following few definitions. and: .. 1¢nttrtas- c.on.cern·· 
., . 
~1-~mentary propertj.es of £.--groups of·. o .. :p.erm.utatio;rtq o:f .an-
:ordere·a set.· These prope]':'P'ie·s~.·'.,and the-· notat·i·on "'employed· 
• ' ·•. €''' 
' •,;····'· ! 
are useful .in applying the theory of the previou·s se~.tion 
I • 
.. ;; .~to ·ai visib:~e l-groups. In, the following ~iscus;sion let 
P (L) be the. t~gro1Jp of· o·-permutati.on Of an ordered set .·L. 
, Definition 4.1: Let fd.>(L) and ie:L. Define If(x)={ye:L: 
' ' \ .-, "'I ' ' • \ -~ 
_3m,n e:I 3 fro (x) ~y:5.fn (x)_}'. If (x) is Ccilie'd an interval of , 
l f. ·· Note that ~ is the m;th iter·atiori ... o.f £ 'if m>Q, and the 
; 
~mth iteration of £°;..'1£ in<Cl. Also t 0=L 
.• 
.. ,,_· ' 
\· .. ·, 
. l 
. . ::.. . '
! .• ; 
.:..· I• 
-,,, ._,· 
t ,,• .. ',. 
- -. ....:........-. • . ., ____ - ·· ...... ____ ,:_ ----- ;· - , .. _ - : . :::.,_ . ' . •. ·.\.·. ~f' ... ~:.- .. -~~ .• --. ·, 
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. ,l• 'i 
. ,... . ~ 
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' 'I). • 





• ... '~ '1 • 
' . 
. 
' '! . 
, ·•, "'· . 
. . . ·~ 
' \ 
' ' . 
. ... • 'tai 
. t ,~· 




, I . 
26 · 
•. ... . 
. ·r· . 
... 
~· 
. Le~a 4.·l:_ ~ (1) ~ 'I·f_,·(X)· ·is convex_ i·n L, -
. •• ' . A.. . .. .-~--~---· --····-------· ··- -•-•-, ...... - ..... 





· • , (:2 ) . f ( I f ( X)) =I f ( X) , :for f e; P ( L) , : .. 





:.. ~.· -1-" •• 
r 





·either.If(~)=. If(~y) or, If{x)n -If (y)=¢ for all x,ye:L. 
Proof:..... 1· ·._(.l) .Suppose t~at y 1 ,!2e:rf·_(j~) and that y 1 itz:iy2 • 
1,-::~·--t" 
Then sinc,e y 1-e-I_f(x) .there exists .. ·integer·s m,ne:I _such,_that 
" ' 
i11(x).:'.:y1.:::fn(~). ({Also since y 2 £_If(x) there exist integers 
p ,q e:I such that fp {x) .:$y2~fq (Xf: Hence- £1Il (x) ~y l :sz~y 2~fq (x) • 
~herefore ·ze:_I:.f(x) and If_(xl is· conve~. 
. . 
. 
. (2) Let y£If {x). Then there exist integers m, 
. _.....,'.;:-· 
-· . m ·. . . n 
. ·n su_sh that, £_ · (x.) ~y~f'" (x) • 
11;' , • 
It i:s_ also known that -for some 
. . 
, ·. · m . n .- m-1 · · n-1 
z e:L, f·( z) =y-. Hen:ce .. f (x) if { z) ~:f Cx) , and- f {x) ~zs.f (x) • 
.. ~-L..-..-, . ..f 
Therefore ztlf(x) • Therefo:i;e y=f (2J e: :f (If {x)) • 
........... J_ .. ,.· .. : 
Now let y£f(If{x)).' Then y=f (z) where fP(x)$z$.'..fq(x). 
. , 
· ,ij~IlC~ fp+l {x) ~y~fq+l (x) and ytif {x). Therefore f {If (x)) = 
0 
·If:(~):~ - ·-----·· J 
._; .. ·, .:.t·' 
I' ' ' I . ' f • 
· ·f! { 3) Suppose that_ :ye:·I.f (x) •. ·· T~en 3 n ,me: I-. such 
thaJfn(X)$ys.£1Il(x). If Z£If(y) then f~(y)~Z~f~(y) for 
' -
., 
som~ p,qe:I. However fn+~(x)~fP{y)$.'..fm+p(x) and fn+q(x)~fq(y) 
' ,' 
. 
n+p · p -q m+q Therefore f {x) ~£ (y) s.z~f (y)·:~f (x) •. Hence 
· I:t also follows that fn fx) fy~£1U {X) ~ ,. Therefore fp-m(y) ~ 
f:P(x}s.z and fn-+t!-n-) (x)=fq(x)ifq-n(y). Hence fp-m{y)s. .' 
'·--·--./' --- --,, .. ,_ .... 
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.• 
. .. . . 
HE!nce If (x) =If (y) • · 
.{.. 
.:, . . ' 
.: ... -·· I 
r• ~ • 
• \.. . ! 
.:" ... 
' " ·.• ; 
·' , .... ; 
,;.·• 
.. .. ·": 
. r 






· Definition 4-.2: If If (x) contains mOre- t'han one1.,point then 
. 
. 
. ! . " 
··-/ ~ 1•' 
.... If (x) -~s called a· supporting interval of f. The union· of the 
l 
s~pp6rting intervals of f-·-is called th ... e supp-ort of .f. In all 
l -.. . . ~ 
'l. ,.,c,.,,,.~-·. 




,_!; -' • 
.- .. ·.,.' ..... ~. ·:·· .. ' 
. i cases If (x) is called an interval o_f f. 
:.'-. . ~ .... 
Example_4.l: ·Let Rbe the reals.and observe·~that"'f(x)'=x+l 
. , E ·p (R) ... Then for any YER, clearly If (y) ~R,._ ~ _ 
!' ~ 
. I 
Exam2Ie. 4.2: Let R·be the---1:eals and define f'(x);::::x---·-1:f. x:~O: ·· 
' 
and f:·(xf=x2 if x>O. Then i_f r>l, If(r)-(1,oo). -_If: °.<r<·:l 
r:f(r)=(0,1) and if rs {1'} u {-00 ~9}, Ifft)'= {t} .. we ha_ve_ 
I't i·s· easy. to verify that th·e collec.tion. -o-f. int;.ervals 
1 ' 
.o_:f: f d~termine an equivalence r_el_a tton:. ,on .. L. de.fined by 
·, 
J.._ 
:~'\Jy. if and only if If(x)=If(y). 
... 
.· 
Defini.tion 4.~.3,_: .• For a given interval If'(~) , ami for a.11 
y tif(x) ~t- Gan he Verified .. th§lt either 
~· 
.. { 
tll f (y) =y in wh_ic::h case If(X)-{ xJ 
(_2)·f(y)<y, or 
(3) f (y) =y 
" 
In case (1) it is sai(l that.-f is Ze.ro on t,ffxl. In 
... 
,;~-.C> c:ase .(2) it is. sa:i.·d': th~:t::f is negative on, If(.x) and· in 
.... ·. 
_· ... 1 • 
.. 
'~ ... 




- -- .... -· ···- . - . - -
. - - - . --
- ·-·--~ ~ -- - ---
,Jo 
•·:". 
', Since y £If(x) implies· tf(y);,:rf (x)', then If (y} is P9Sitive~ ... 
' ' 
Ilegati·ve or Zero when If(x) is positive, negati;,e· 01:tdero. · ''. 
,. . : . + . ' 
Now define f (x) =f (x),v x then for all XE L the follow-· 
·. ing· holds: 
~ . -~ 
-· :.: -~ .. 
,... . . ' 
:,. . . f+(x)=f(xf, if··f is poS'i.tiye on t,f(~.L · 
1 -."."' •• , 
·.•. ·~· 
. {'. 
' ~...... . . .~. 
-





· · ·- · ·-
~~-~.,_,-,.e- ~'l",,1~ , , '>I(>_;;!:'~~@),',~;'.':" ::!-~•;,;.1~fJ;t)'r,:,,,~·1i"''-'"~;::··;r::'·'~ 
.... . , 'L'. 
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-. . . ·' 
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.• 
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it: (x),;.x, otherwise • 
.. 
ri,i'. '; r i ... 
t'-(xt::::{cX) if f 'is negative qn ,tf (x) , and 
I :T. .. • --· ' 




Now define If I (x) =f (X)v f-l (~l thert it. follows that 
it.JCx)=f(x), ii f is positive onif(x), and 
If I (X)=f-l (x) ,: otherwise. . n1 < 
. l 
·r .. . .. . 
I~ ' 
• ' .... -.l 
' .,, ' 
:· 'lb:· 
,.;..._' 
.. :Lemma 4. 2: _ If f ,: g-E p··(L) and f, g~l then fAg=l ·if. anq q·n·ly! ", 
,, 
. ,..;-. 
if the support. ,o.f f do.es not meet· t:pe support o-f g • 
.. ": ~roof: . Suppose that ... _f, -gEJ?(L) -_and.th"at fAg=l • If 
,. 
x e:sf n s9 then f 





This contradicts the supposit.ion that fA<j=l, hence sfn s 9=cp. 
~ 
If sf(') s9=<P and. if xe:L, thert either 
xij: sf or xij: sg • 
I, 
-





. I • . , 
Thus f{x)=x or .g(~)=-x, ~nd s;q· (f,Ag·}(x)=x. The·refore fAg=l. 
Lemma 4 • 3 : - I f L.. i,e.· ·ap.y . l-:g to up , then , 
.. 
. ' . 
{1) If x~ 1~;_ tllen. L:'xl >;I.· for a11 · Xfl, 
. . ' . . 
~ .- ' . 
1~ ..... , ........ ,.;,_.;,,,; ~-
·()2) . If :XA-y=l, t-hen ·xvy=xy=yx, 
........ 1,:,,.,_,_1.., 
-
.... ;.-:·. 'l t 
.. . . 
.- . 
. 
In: ·par.t~qu·lar, tfiese facts· ~~e true · for the: l-group 
• ;.,.. •• :"'··'. • 
.'la~-!1 .• 
. : " -~ 
. . 
PJ~) .:o·f o-pe·rmutations :of a to·tally orde:(~Q. ._.set L. · 
-·----.······. -·-'· __,_· _____ .. , ··" --








__ • _____________ . _,_c_,_,_ -·---· ~Proof:· The proofs-. of _____ r·:[} -,· .( 2) an.d · ( 3). can be -- fo-urid .-it1 ·:(;,. -- ';-:-- ··--.. ---
~- ••, '• -~ ,o,.,.,_ ..•• 1 ... ,,,, •, , .•
 L• •· 
. 
•• J_ ·:-···· -· ••. 
. . 
Birkhoff [1] or L. Fuchs .[6]. 
~ ' 
. 




To get to the main theorem the following facts will be needed .•. · I • • 
/' 
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·.•I 
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• I 29 
-·' .- ·.;~:. 
'''i'· ,, Defini'tio~· 4,..4: ·.x~Il l-gI:'oup G -i€; divisible provided that 
. . .
 . 




. -~ . 
I~ 
I, 
.. · .. ·., 
• I • 1'."~ 0., 
. .. ..... 
~·-.--. 











such that hn=g •. 
- . I • 
Now· using the theore·ms of Section . 3. it will 1be shown 
that every l-group g_an be embedded ·in _a divisible {.-group. 
De·finition 4~·s: A tot-ally ordered.set s·is called a 
" 
-:: n -set if for every pair o~ sub_sets A,_ B of S such tl}at 9', ) ,.. - . ' ; 
,·.·---
~ . --, Al'' I BI <ft and such that every element of A is _J_ess than a '. -. - . 
.... 
·. -every_ element of B, .. irt w·hich case we write A<B, there .. 
. 
exists a xes: such :that A<x<B. 
·•-, ,..,,,..>o .. 
'X will be ·called an a-set. 
a 
An n -set .. of cardinality 
a , . 
~-
. ,_ 
-It should be. remarked tha::t tbis defin«ition must hold 
-~. 





\ h , ' h I ·1 . I . e t I l ub f prove t at an a-set· as no co.fipa or '.co1n.1 1a· .. s sets o .. r-· \ 
. 
. 
Cardinality lesS . than~ 0 •. 
-. 
Definition ,4.6: The totally· ·otde.ted' -~$·eJ:s T and; T' are 
.. ' l • • 
similar if -~t-her.e- exists· ·a.n. f: T:+T·,• s,uch. tha:t·: f-:''is one to· 
~ 





1_rpJ:ie ··following are ,some wel.l known facts- about a~sets 
, · whic::.hi 'may· be fo~d in F. Hausdorff (81, 
I"" • ' 
' -cl l The:re exists a.~sets of arbi trarily-l_arge ·_ 
-
- . 




... :-_ ·~-~. --.. - --- -. :'Card±-nali.-ty ,_ . ":.'-----·--· ··-···-·- ~-·-'·-··· •. ,-, .. ' "'--c'"_ot,-~---··~·-·-- -·----
. ~:·-:c·c(2.} Any t,wo a-sets, are similar. 
- . . 
;, ¢'1 < 
_,.._ . ( 3) · An a-set·· is ·a· uni v,ersal embedd~n-g sp.a·ce for 
' ... . 
. -
' 
:· :'evety;·-tota1·1y .. ordered set of Q.a:rdinali ty ·1·ess . than~- . 
. . . ,. -
• . ! a 
. ~ -
4 
• I.. \ 
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' -. . ' '' 
·s-tlp.pos~ ·:that f TI .<N .-
. . . . Cl 
. -~ · ... ~ '-"""~ 
" 
.. ... . ~ , ~-··· 
Let .. S be an a-set and we'll order 
"' ' - ..... ~ 
T. · De1tote the well orde·red set T by ·."(T_,~1). Now qe-f.ine 
.. 
f :~~s so that f is one to one and order preserving in the 
- . 
following manner. -Le:t X be the first" element of (T,~1) 
. . . ~ 
. D.; . 
. ' 
Suppose that .. ·· and let ,f (x) =y where y is any -element of s. 
. .. 
'/ 
.. f (xy) has b~eI! defined for Y < A • · · Now let-A={x : Y 
. . y < 1 _A· ·and 
.. 
xy <x;) and.·B=:{XY ~ ~1 >.. an,d X").. <xy}. The · I A I ·, -J j f - are less 
.~· .. ' · ~ 
-. than 11(,.. Hence · I f (A) I , If (B) I < Na and f is order pre-
.. t A 
· se rv1ng up .o • -s:in:·ce f (A)·=f (B) , there exists an x£,S 
, 
srich that f(A) <z~f-(B)·. ~-ow 'de fin~ f (x ) =z. -
.. , " . 
···~" 
- . 
Theorem 4.1: Let S be an;·a-set and let·~(S:);"' bethel- - . r J 
.. 
group of ~11 a-permutations of s. Then P{~?) contains as 
. . 
an ,Q,-~ub_g·roup every i-group of cardinal·± ty ·less than U . 
~ ~. . · .. ,. a. 
r 
·, 
Proof: It i·s cle~ar from the p.r-oo:f of ~~'l!peorem 3.-2 that. any 
-
i-group of cardinalitY:....,less than 'N. can be embedded in a.Jl" 
. Cl ' 
,· 
t-group :K such that· K· is the i-group ·of o..:.permutations o! 
,, 'I '·ll ·.,. 
. . . 
a.n ordered set L, where L h.as C.!=lrdinali ty ·,less ::than ft . 
. . ~ . . . .. . . a 
\ ' 
. . - . .., -·. -· 
·· Re.cal:l. that. "it was shown in Theorem 3. 2 that an t ~group 
.r··t-
G i; i-isomorphic to,an i--subgrouP of the i~group ·of o_-: 





~· '. . . 
I 
.:~ . 
-~ - -"·· 
and I A I s. I GI .and hence I A~A-L~CA) I , ~ I GI L<;,i=I GI • Hence L, 
which in.· our c·ase ·.±s u .. L,.fC"), 1.ias cardina·li ty less than··.~) 
AE.A . I 
f(,.. Now it will be shown that any such K. can be embedded 
' -• _,_ • ;_":.,-~,a 1 
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' . ' 
Since L can be embedded in s i~ ·Pan· .be· .asstjl!1~d th.at .. 
------- ;---..: -- -· .- - - . - - ~· .1111- ~- --~-·-- ;' •. - \ I .,I • ' • / - - ·- --.--- ---· ··: - •• -· ••• , ·--.. __ l ·----J~~ I - I .. -
~ - . ·- . 
. . 
. , 
Lc:s. (This follows'from (2) following Defin·it.ion -4.6~) 
. . 
' 
Now def·ine an··e.'quivalence relation Ron &.s _in the· follow-. 
. ., r ,r J 
ing way. If x,yis define xRy if -and only if ·th~ intervals 
f .... 1 
'·')_ . ; ' 
[x,y} and .[y,x) c·on~ain no~point of L. 
..··. -. (1) R ~s reflexive: If xe:S, then xRX since 
/ 
[x,x) contains no points of L. 
4 
( 2) R is symmetric: 
[x,yr _and [y /x.) contain ·no p:oints ·.of .L· :ruld hence ·yRx.· 
., ( 3) R is transitive: 
I 
Case (1): Suppose x.s.:y and z'~y. Then"/ either· 
#, , 
' •. 
x.sz or z<x. If x.s; z , then [ x, z) <:.~, y) and hence contains no 
I 
. ' 





- ~ . ., 
-~\.·' 
points 6f L. If· z<x then -[z,x.)E[z,y) ·arra·· hence" [z,x) con-
. ·-
' 
· ta·ins no points of L. Clearly the argument is similar i-f 
.. ·:·· 
- Y·~·x. ·an::d y ~ z • .., 
I 
Case (2): S,upp_ose. x.~ .. y .. and y~z. Then [x,z)= 
[x,y)U[y,z) ,.and [x,z) c~ntains no points .of ~. · If ·y,x 
1 ·-
·~ and z~y· :the. argum,ei1t .is s·im_ilar. 
. ..... 
- :,--, \ 
Hence xRz and R is tran·sitive. --
I,Jet R [x] be the equivalence -~·cla.s·s:._ o>t .xi$. Then 
. 
~ µ - -
,· 
./ 




~- .. : 
., 
·'--·---~~;-, .. --~· --·-·----------·-···---~\... .... _ .. ;_ 
---"---·-· ·~----····-···· ... -··· 





. \! :.: 
. . . 
. . ' 
. ~· ' 
l, 
.. 
. ~ 1 ,y2e: R [x] ~.d suppos_e _witho·ut .loss· of_ generality th·at 
yl<z<y.2 •. Since_y1 __ .,y2 £:R(x] ,it ~s .. clea.r that .. [x,y2) .. and r __ •• , 
. ,,,•. . ' . ( ' '· ..... i . ··- ' ' ' . ' ' ' . ' ' ' • , 
_ [y1 ,x). con~ain no point of :t. •. ·· .. Now it must be, shown. that 1 ··•· 
I'. ,... ' . 
. ,[z ,x) and -ex·~ z) , con·tai-n no,_·· __ p.o~.nt of L. Consider the 
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following: .. , --·· ,. ' < ,\ • I .. ' 




poj,nt of L •.. _- _ .Also.[x,z)S:_.f.x·,_y2) and sinc,e _[x,y2 ) contains 
,._no- point ... _o~ L the same ·is true of [x 1 z.) ·~ ~---- -~ · .... 
(2) If z<x then [x,z)=cp and contains·· no points· 
' 
. • ' 
I 
_bf L. - Also [~,x)~[y1,~) and si~ce [y1 ,x) contains no -
points .of L the same is true of [x,z) .... ... ... ,~--
- ,\ . 
-Also note- that R [x] contains at: most one_ point of L 
' 1 
' 
fO}' each xe:S .•.. If t 1 ,.t.2e:·R[xl Wher.~ t 1 ,l2e:L, ~en suppose 
··t. 
'-· 
' '.'ri < o. 
·4,1. ~-2. 
.... , __ .. ;..-, .. ·':" 
Then [l1:-,£2J can contq.J.u .no ·poi:11ts of L which,- is.: 
_, 
the ,1.a:rgest·· point of R:[xJ .: :t~et &R[xl-~:L and suppose .that "~ . .-.I, 
'• 
t.fle.re exists a y"ER[~lti,·L Such ··that. l.<_y e: . Then re. ,y). c·on tains 
·a: :point o{ L which is -a cop·tr·a.d1.ct:i:ori .-





alence r~l:"~tipn R, are convex the-.r~ ,is a n.a-tural ordering 
... 
· of S/R.- ·· .Suppose that R[x]"R[y]=cp .then it can be shown 
. - , 
.. . 
that either _:Rf:x].<R.[y] _ o.r R[}[] <R.[x] in. the sens_e, that every 
element of _one i.s :less :than ev~ry ele·men.t of tlie other. -
.J- . .... :...,--~- - " 
Suppose that tn·~s is no~ the case,_ that is suppose there 
' 
. ' 
- ! ·•'" .-<1·-,,':' ~: 
·1 '• ,: \ .. ·· 
. •, ; 
' . 
·.• 
.. ' ' .. -' 
!"- - - . 
.... \ .: 
t .. 
··~ 
-~,._;_, .... ~ 
: i i~ 
C 
)- 1--~ 
l!ij----------------'----------~ ___________ ,_ _ _ 






' .. , 
• - f 
Now x2~xl then Y2~x2~xc1fY1 implies .thgt x1,x2e:R[yl Which 
', 
• !' •• 
is a .contradiction. If ·x1 <x2 and_i·~·y1.5y2; then_ it follows 
·---··. ,. 
" 
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,,·- diction·. J:£ Y2<y1 then x 2 <y1 imP1ies x2eRiyJ which is a 
:· .... 
. C ... 
; ). 
• f •• . "• 
.. 
'~-· j''--~~·~-, ... ·.---·-·-· .. --::'·-··········-;-······· .. ··· ·····~--------.-·--- --· --- . '. .. ...... ,.... .. , __ -- .... --· .... ---.,.--, 
" ./ . 
-- :-; .. ,.-- - - - - .·.------:.-
,•'! 
,.· 
'. · contradiction.. If y 1 <~2 then 
"' . . y 2 <_yl <X2~_r:·.,. since 
.; '' 
_._·have x·i <y1 <~2 which says y 1 ER~x] and this· ~gaiI?- is -a 
contradicti.on. Henc.e _S/R is. totally ao:tdered. 




ft should. also :'b.e: --obse·rved that l 1 <l2 imp_li-es. 
Those classes which cortt·ai·h -points. _of L t,ti.11 be called 
-type 1, while those whi_ch do n,o:t will be · cal.led ty.pe 2. 
The followi_ng.·-~vl'o _fact~.:·· are ver~y tmport.q.I).t:. · 
. . . 
· { l} Type /2 · classes al::"~- ¢t ~-s_..ets":, · and·-
..... :. - .l . (2_): · Ty·pe 1 classes· 1e·s::S -their upper en.cl ·po.'ihts, 
.... 
. a.re·· Cl -:s.e·ts:. .. ,• 
... -.. . . ·, ... ,'. . ·~-
. ~ . . '; -~; 
To s_ee. = (lJ $Qp..pq~e that R:[x.1 is : type -2. Then thEfre 
::exists -a ye: R [x] such that· x< y. 'Tbis .·is. true -since I { x}.1 , . 
IL11(X, 00 )l<Na ana'{x}~L"(x,00 ). Sirice sis ana-set •.. th~re 
exists a ye:.s su.cq,. that { x} <y< Ln(x,~). Tpi-s··,;.-means ·there is· 
~ 'I -
no point of -~ in. [x,y) • . . 1 . . . x. is - not a P-~'.in.t o.-f' L s:ince R [x] -. 
':\ '. .!( 
. 
is type 1. and if x<'l 'then y<l~ ·TherE;rfor.e lx,y:} :COI'l·tai-ns· n:o:· 
points of I:. and henc.e isR: ..Ix]. ~ 
. Now, suppose, by way o·f contradic~ion, that I R[x] I <f\, 
·------------------- --- ----- -----· '" 
then I R[x) n(-"" ,x] I , I R[xl; (x,+oo) I <1( and therefore there 
.. 
·exis.t.s a z such t:hat . R [x] n (-oc>, x] < ~~< R [ x] f'\ (.x ,-f-<x> ) • since· 
.. . 
R [ xl n < --00 , x l< R [ x 1 n ('x , +oo ) • Now it is clear that R[x]A(-oo ,·x]frp 
. - L ~ 
since· x is· i.n the inters:ectiort .• 
- - I!··. •. 
• I 
Also R[x]n(x,·+-~;~fcp since 
•' •'-"'.::" ........ ---=------·-
,. 
. . 
"'. ./ .... 
/, 
\. 
_( "'"'' ......... 
. . i,,• 
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there exists_ a .. y>x· such that ye:R [x] •.. Hence i·t · follows 
..... ' f· ' 
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that ~<z<y and1 ~ince x,ye:R[x] and R[x] is convex i:t follows 
I ~ 
' . 
that zeR[x]. However this.,is a contradiction since· z~R[x] 
as choseno· Therefore. jR[:lCJj=~. 
,To see ·that R[x] satisfies th'e other property of an 
g; .... set suppose. that A, · B <.: R [x] where 'A, B f q, , I A1' ?f:B I< Na 
~d 'A<B.· Then t1:1ere _·exists a ZES sUch that.~<Z<B and 
"si·nce ·· R[x] is .·c·opvex it fellows tbat zeR["x-] :. 
' 
Now suppose· .A= cp. ~tid . :·B.f $ -whe:r:-e B~R [ x] ~nd · f"B I <N . 
a 
.. 
.. :~~- !:f.:: ·must: b:e .. sho·wn th-at 13 is itot :coinitial in R[x]. · To s'.e·e 
' 
-,-.....-~··-1...., 
~is con.sj~de,r l:·t."tz:ss.:: Z<B} I , · fB l < N . 
.. . . a 
•;, . .._ -·~ 
Since Ln{ ZEB: 
. 
z<B} < B:. ·there~ ·exists a .ws.s: $:uch. tjlat Ln{ ZES: ·· z<B} <w < B. 
(.It is i:iot possible th_at. {zeS: z<BJ =<P sine~ I BI< 'J(,. 
, .. 
·--· and s,o B·is i1ot coini.tial .fn s •. Also i.f._L,o{·ze:S: .z<B}=ct> 
the:n ~Y w works since· fw,b): .co·nt·ains :no· points_ of L where 
be:B. If there existed :a 1;> 1 eB su..cJ1. th~t b1 ~l<b then [b1 ,~) 
• "'tr._:_, 
. \ .. 
would cont,ain a poi.n.t: 0.:0;;: .. ,·1,'twhich is. a contradiction since 
. ~ 
;. ; ' 
b 1 ,bs~[x] and ft{xl ,is >convex and type 2. "It _follows that 
' ; ,. 
[w~b). co.nfain-s no points. of L ... an.d hence we:R[x] since 
. 4. ' ' 
• 
" B~R (x].) Now it must be shoWll that WE R[x]. .· Let b 1 EB then 
' . 
.. I·;" . 
. g 
__ ·b.1 e:R[x] _. and w<-b1 • Suppose that [w,b1). coritain·s a "point of 
. \., 
~, 
-- - ------ - -- ··-- ------ -- ·--- -- --- ---------~~-- -·-· ,-----·· ------ -----
L say l . . ·,Then l. f B. To see th.i$, ·suppose .l<B then l<~, 
but this is a contradiction '·since wil. Th·e~efore ifB. · If . 
r 
there exists a b 2 EB s'Uch that b2~l<b1 then [b2 ,b1 ) contains .· ,' , . . "\- . 
. . "-
· a point of L~Which · is again· a con_~radiction_ sin.cE! b:i: ,b2E R [x] -
~- • - • . 'fl'1 
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1,. 
' '.· 
,. 't.: }"'.:/1'"-. 'i"' 
. . 
. - -- -- --. ·--,·- - ·-· '' ··- ,-
-~~·.:·R [,.xl. i.~ _co~v~?,C ana type'. 2. Hence -;~~lc_~~!?-i~~. ~~plies 
\' 
... ,- . 
-., 
:} • t', 




! ' . 
·• ~ .. 
. . . 
\' \.\ 
--·~ ...... . . 
. 
we:R[,x]. - 'rh.erefor~·-.. B. is. not co·ini tia.J. in R[xl • 
I_.t must b-e sho~ that A i's not :.:cofinal in R [xl ... 
. ' 
. Now suppo~e that Aicp ari.d B=4> where- ASR[x_] and IAI < '/It . 
- ~- a-~ 
1 { 
To see 
t ~ ~ .... . ~ 
"'-thiS. consider !Al, jL.l'.l{ZES: A<z} I< .No.. · Since A.~ L(){z£S: · 
A:.<z} there exists· ~- ··wES (w~:L clear~Y>~ such_ tha.t A<w<~n-{ze:S: 
.; . 
A:~z}., (It is no.t possible that ( Z£S: A<~· =~} ~ince I A I< Na 
•., - • j 
. 
,an-cf A'.:is not.-ooinitial ins .. ;- ;Also if 1'n{ze:S: A~z}=<P then·· 
. .. 
,·: 
·a.1:1:y -~· wo;rks since ___ [a,w) contain~ n:o. points of L where ae;A. 
,. ;~·\. t,f theie existed.an a 1 £A 5ucll tha.t aSl<a1 then [a,a1 ) 




a1 , a ER [xl. ·a1,1d' R[:¥:J is conve~ and type ~. It to·llows that 
. ~ J 
[a,w) cont·aJJ~s no po.:i,-nts cff· L and hence _w,.eRlxl ,sinc::e 
A~Rtxl.) 1 _Now it ·mµst be. Shown that W£R[x] • Let a.16:A 
·--~· then_af R[x] and cti~w::' S-uppose th~t.[a.1 ,w) contains. a 
"' . 
. _; . 




. J:h.'e:n 1W<ti: but this 1.s a -contradict.ion since £<w. Therefore,~ 
.1. 
• 
r :,..:~-{-1-•.. I.~ -tn.e·re exists an ·a2£A such that a 1~.R,<a2 -1*en fa1 ,a2) 
-. ." ' - 't 
contains a point· of L which_ is again a contracfiction $ince 
.~-· ·•. 
. 
-implies WER[x]. Th.ere fore A is n-0t co final in R [x] • : There-
. • . C.::j . I . ·. 
fore R[x] contains no coinitial or co1final subsets of-
. . . . ' ' .. ····'-.;.. ' ' 
.(I: . 
, cardinality less than No. and hence R(x] is an a ... set. 
Suppo·se now that R[x] is type l and xe:L. Then there 
. . 
exists a ye:R[~] sucn· that y<x.·> To· see this consider ·, 
.. \ 
' 
· ... ··. 
. ;,/ 
:- .. . . ~;. : 
•.·:;· 
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. ' . 
~ .... 
exist.s a ye:S _such that L11(-oo,x) <y<x. Clearly· [y;xi. ~on_: 
. .. ,. .. \ 
.. 
. . ; ·tains no -points .. of L. Therefore ye:R[x] ., 
. ~- . . :· . 
Now it ~ust be shown that IR[x] I=~. it is known that 
IR[x]I .:J( so sup~ose IR[x] 1·:-N. · In.,this case IR[x]" 
-a . a . . 
· ... ~ . ' . 
(-~,y]j , jR[X.]/'\ (y·, oo) I <N · and so there ex1ists a we:S ,such 
'1 0. . ' 
" 
thta1.: .R [x] n.( ~ 00 , y l< W< R [x] "(y ,oo· ) • Now ye: R [x] f'l ( ~ , y] · and · 
::xe:R[x]n(y,+~) and since y<w<x it f·ollows that we:R[x] becaus:~ 
J • 
~l~] is convex.· Obviously w~R[x] so_.this is a contradiction~~ 
:H~h.ce. 1' R[x] I ='N . 
.. . . a 
To see ~~at R[x]./ rx} is an a-.~:et. ass·mne :th:at A,B~ 
R[:xl/{x} ~d _that ·· I Al , I BI<~ where A,B'F<l>. 'r.hen there exists 
·~\ . --·-··· . . ·• ... 
·. . ~ ; I 
.· ': . !. t-,,......~_,.,_ .. -~ 
a :z~S such tha:t A< z<B<x. Hence since ·z<x'. and_. '.z t .. R:[:x] it 
·f·ollows tha~l,,:·z·e:.R [x] /·{ x} . ·, 
~"':.·,&, 
-·· t .Now supp.os.e that A=:~~-.. an·d B.f~(-·wher~. ·BSO!t[x:J){:x} a.n:d 




It. is clear that B<x and also, that I L~{;ES:° y<B} I, I :SI~ '/(a.. 
. I[ 
·There exists a we:S ~such ·that L"{ye:s:···y<·-B} <--'w ·<· ·13. < ·x. (If 
'Ln{ye:S: y<B}.=~ th~ argumeI\:t is analagous to· :tlla:t for type 
1' • 
2.) It mus,t be shown that wt-R(x] /{ xl_.-c- 1. If b1 e;B suppose 
. ./. ~. 
by way of. contrad·iction that there_ exists ~.~€B·_ ·S·uch_ that f 
b 2~l<b1 •. Howeve.r·b1 ,h2_~~[x] and hence lpR(x] which is. a 
·_cont:r:adiction. Therefore wRb1 -.and.hence wRx and thus;B. ~'.~-: 
- -
-not coinitial_i~ R[x]/{x}. ·· ·· 
• 11 · 1 
\ 
• I . 
. · :_Now suppose· that ·A=f=<J, and B=<f,. where A~R[x] /{xl · and 
-· 
I . \ .. 
• . ,.I. 
. ~-., . 
' I,,_. •' 
- t··. .;. >. 
. ·~ 
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Again it ~s cle·ar· that A<X and ··also~that· ILn{ycs: .A<yl, 
..,.,...,...t • 
IAI < Na .. "rher~ exfs~~s 9- we:S ·s.uch that A<w<L .• {ye:S:. A<y} •. 
•,. • • •. .. , C 
. 





W c R [ x] /{x}. But -let a£A •. '!'heh [a,w) c [a,x) sin~ce w<x. 
. ~· 
- - . - -r . . 
Now [a,x) ,contains no -points of. L. an.d hence .[a,w·) con- -
• I 




_ tai:fls. no poin:ts. of L. Therefore aRw and since .aRx it . 
follows that wRx • ... Since wfx it fqllOW$ that WER [x] / {x}:· -






and therefore A: is -net co .. fina.l in R.[xl/fx-}. There-fore 
R[x]/{x} conta-i.ns no. coinitial or-. cofinal ·subsets of 
,., . . '"~ 
. cardinality, less thari 'l'( and hence R [x] /{Xr~cis an a.-'set'" 
• - "' . - - ' Ct - . - . .._ -
' -Continui~g with the proof of the theorem, recall 
{ 
that·-·any two·· a.-sets are similar. _H_ertce any tw.o c.l.as·ses 
- ,. 
of type 2 a:re similar. Also any· two classes of ty.pe 1 
,_ 
less their endpoints are similar so that ·if e.n-dpo.in.ts. are · 
mapped .... to ·e·ach · other then the type 1 classes: are similar~ 
t .; 
• • ' ~ ~ I 
In 1view of the precedi~g par~gr~ph i.t i-s clear that , 
l . ~ p, 
for· each· pair A, B of classe.s· of type 1 (or t,yp_~ 2}. -a 
., ..... 
- . 
,. s_imilari ty _ ·tr~s formation. y·(-?\,·, B) __ :A-+B can be chosen., such 
~ • ' I • 
-., 
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, A,B of the same type define y(A,B')=y-1 (B,D)y(A,D). Then 
-
. J ' . . - ·-
.: -. · -1 '• .· -. · .- .- -1 - .- -1 · \_ 
Y{B,C)Y(A,B)-=Y·, ._(C,D)Y(B_,D)Y · (B,.~)Y(A.,D)=y (C,D)y(A,D)= · 
Y(A,C) by definition.-: ·This is true of oou~se provided it 
is agreed that y(B,D)y-];(B,D)=y(D,t>) is"the identity so 
.·· :tp.at · 'y (D /D) y {A,-D) =y (J\., D) •. 
- As pointed out ptevi·ous.:ly· the classe~ ... ;.of . .If ar.e convex 











g·9,:l map ;~ of: s ;in.to S/:R .ha·s the p_rope~ty- th~t ~ (.Ll ts .;. -:J 
tpen surely .R(,t.1 )<R{l2). _ Also· if it is aasumed that 1/ ~ 




1 )•. - ,_ 





loss ·of generality, assume -R [x] <,Rfy] and that x,yf L. If·· 
' . ,. 
.. there i,s no p9int of L between x and y then [x,y) cont:ains· 
:1 
r1:o, points of L anq._ xRy which· is a contradicti9n. .Hen.ce 
;a· t ~.::·there exi·sts an-· le:L such,.· tha:t ~<i<y and R·[x_J$.R[l]< R:ly] ~ ,-
, . 
. ~ ~I . 






- tit· is also true-~ th-at ·s/R, satis :ties ~e···-least up·pe·r-----
- :bOl.llld .axiom. To see this suppose .. A .. is ·a non-vo·ia· subset· 
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L 
\ v.ided· either of thes-e. exis·t. 
. - . . . 
If A··· has. a· 1argest element then.it is. th·e 1. u.·o. for . · 
II, • ·; 
A'·. · Suppose ~' does . n_ot h_ave .. a largest element~ A' is ;,, 
• IS/, 
bounded above by -B. Let 8= {BE:S/R: B~A' }., Now consider. 
-,-,· --... 
· ILn\.(U·A··,) I, .. ILri{UB) I <1(·· · and also Ln{UA ,·) <L11 (UB). 
. . a 




·~.,~ '~·ex.ists ·a wE:·S. Su.ch that Lf'
1(UA') <W<,.Ln(UB). What h·as to be 
's·hown is th~t~.R.[w]_.is the l.u.b. fo:r;-· A'. 
. I . ·, 
3 T.6 see this· let xs,Ae: A' • 
. r . .. . . Then xe:A<A·-· ·£cir· .:Some ·A.1· e:. A' . ', l -,.-: ".l!.:. 
j 
~,.r-·· J: .· :si:h-ee ·:A' ha.s: no la~ges.t element. Let ye:A1 , t1'en there· exists 
( 
. an i£L such: ,·th~t le:, [x, y). i That ·is. x:S.l<y and hence R [xJ. ~ 
., ' 
' 
, 1~.Il]<Rly]. ·The·r~fore. A~_R[l]<A1 . and this means that Rll]e:A'·:· 
' ' 
,: 
::l1_}:lus- ,Jx~l<w and :R[x].< R [wl and hence A< R [w] • This me.ans ·th.at ·-·--·· 
<:'..·,:f-·.~·Rfwl. is·an upper· b.ound for A'.· 
r:' . 
What must be s·h,own now is that R[wl is th·e l·.:u.b •. : Le·t., 




B<R[w] •. Let xe:B, then there,exists an .t1e:L such tQat .l1e: [x,w) .• · .. 
Now B=R(x].SrR[l1]<R[vt] .• H~nce R [l1 ] is an uppe! bo.tind. for _ 
-··-~ ' 
i 
This means w<.l1 _ so that 
. :? 
R[~]<R[l1J ·which .is a contradiction. Therefore R[w] = 
l.u.b. A'=l·.u.b. A.,-
... Let ~e: P (L). '. The claim ·is that ~ induces a natural~.r··--·,-.,.:··· 
o-perntutation of ·S/.R which .rs an extension of <P • First it 
\ 
i,s clear that· if L is ·con-sid~red t-0 be a ~ubs .. et·~:of;S/R·--eherr-- -
,I ' 
·since R[l]:pcf>, on~ can extend~ naturally to ah· O-:-p~rll1utation 
., ' 
.. ' 
1 I . 
.. 
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identifyi_ng i and' R[ t] .;· Now· <P can be extended to ah 
I · . F • ._ • 
' .... 
; ,,; . 
o-Permutation of S;R iff the following way., If R[~lc:{Rtd:. 
.~i "' \. 
' ·. - ~ 
·I . . , ·: l:; . 
ie:L} define ~(~[R.]'}=cpfRJt-1).; .. :r·f Ae:.S/R arid A¢{R[9.,] ~ 'J,_e:L} 
.. 
/· .· 
there are three cases to con:sidEfr .. 
. · . 
Case ( 1) : I.fl cp {l~. I .t l) : .R [...,e,.J. -~:-L ana·· R [ t] <A}·/ 
·, . . . • . - . ' .•• ·1-· . -
which will bel····c:~lled~'··the s·e.t N ·.h~nc,eforth' is·~I void '"then 
there exists no R:[~_J,<-A.. Hence. al·s·o there is no Be:S/R such. 
,.,"":"'"''"''""'""'"'' 
•• ,t._,.. 
tJrat B<A. If tnere was S:llCh a )3. then· sirice L i.;· de-n$e in 
~ ~-
.$/R-there WO)lld. exist a ::R:Ci.] S11Gh ,.1:.hat B~Rft l<:A a.$ se'en ... 
' ~~ --'·· ,• 
:.p~for~:, .. a:Q.Q. phis is a c:lear co.ntradiction. I:f ·t.he set N 
:_i:s v·o:i·d ~here.·fore, ·def:ine.-·-~;rtA) ~ .. A-. 
C'aser· (2): :It 1'1f~ an.d· if.;:{ RT~ l·-= R.fi l<At·~:~cont~ti-11s; 
'f A 
u-. - .. :--: ,'""""':'"""'"" 0 
-· 
no lc1rges t eleme·nt ,. that ·:i.s { R [t] : R [ 9.,] < A} contains no: 
,·. 
R[R- 1] such that fRhJ: R[R;]~~A}<R[.e. 1], then gefi.r1e ~ (A) = 
~- ' . 
:.1. ··u •. b •. {:~.(R-[t]) :- R[t ]EL_ :an:d R[t]<A}. (This is·· ,valid since 
. I 
it was just shown that S/R. satisfies the 1,. u.b. axiom and .. · , . 
. -;:... ~·" 
clearly if Nf~· then, N is bounded above ,since- if there w'ks 
., 
·· no upper boun·d i·o'f thi~ set then· L would have a subset which 
I ,-
was · .oo,fin,al in S and· since S is an ;-set this cannot 
···--·---~- ~~---~~· 
.; 
,_ - - - --~ 
· ... }:lappen.} It is also clear that ¢(A.) .i .{ R[t l: · t·e: L} ~ in tjl_i,.s 
'•···· 
;_,,; -· 
case. · . . '. ,_f!: _,··:.'·' . -
. \ 
. ' \ 
Case f3) ,:. - If ~fcf> 'and. if V={ R[t]: R·[.e. ]<A} -con·tai,~s 
\., 
' . . '. ' .. . _,,/: . 
·a largest .element then denote th~s _element by R[t] ~.,---.,,~Now · 
' \ . . ' .. ,./ 
,1-.•. , ...... \ ., 
·,: -~·-
)ti 
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1• - jf}, . I 
-
W • • I 
.. 
. - ... ·-· •·-t-tr·• 
···· · ---- · - ,~i:~ef-ine l(A);,.B where .B i~--the.next largest ele:m,e.Iit of S/R 
.... - . .... greater than ~ (R[i]). It h~s- ~~ b~ sh~~-. ·~a~·;u~h a next ..... · --- -- .·. \ 
.. 
largest element B of S/R exists and also ·th~t Bf { R'[i] : 
.,, 
'\ }' 
' ... ~e:L ·• 
• 1. .. ·;... -· _:_:_~ 
Now denote by R[i] · the ,l~~rg~st e_lement · of
1 
V. · .-G9p- · 
\ . 
:· ·s-·· -< .. 
' 
side~ the s~ts V={R[i]: R[i]<A} and W=::f'R[t]: R[tl>A} ~ Now 
. ' 
. 
V<A<W is clear and since,_R[t] and-t are·being identified it 






that VUW=L. · Cle~fly I vj ~I LI(~ and!' wl ~1 LI<. 'JI·(,.. 
-• 
Now consider the sets <f> (V)={$ (R[t]):. R[i]e:V}. a!l.q ,_, 
' ,f 
<P (W) ={ cf> (Rli]) : R:[i J e:W}. These are subs·ets of L and clearly 
· tf> (V) < $ (W) and I 1/dV) I <1'{ · arid I tf>. (W) I< No.~ It is also clear 
that cf> (V) U<f>· (W) ==L. 
A •·.' •, 
--· 
Since· s is an 1a-set th.e:re ex.ists an 
-:--. ., 
-element z such tb·a-'t ~ {y.) <:~<:¢(W). What will now be shown 
ti! ·,, 
. .s ... , i.s th.a"t it[·z] .is ·tpe jlex:;t l·arg~st·.·.~lement:_bigger ... than 
. 
. 
¢:{~[~]), ··an<t- tha:t ·R[z]t{R[i]·:·-ie:L}-· ; :E.'ir~·t observe that 
~. {R[i]) is the largest ele~en;t -of-~ (V)· .• 
. ' ~J 
Now:"it follows 
- ' 
cl~arly that .. z{L· and· that R[z]>cp (R[J;'] l. ~ince if R[z] ·con-
. 
. . .. ~ 
tain~d 'the point <f> Ct) of L .i.t ·wtjuld have ·top be ·t~rue that·' . 
'" 
1¢ (i )\, z) contained no ···poi~t .. _ of L whicw is fa:lse since -




• • I :.. 
. . 
{::R[.i]: ie:L}- betw~~r:i ~·(R[RI]l ~d .R[z] :sine-~ if there was 
• ·:..u. .. ~ ... 
the ·inve.rse· image. of this. element would be an element -of 
-· -·--·--•• - ••·-• •••·•• •- ·- •-• -
•, ,••.• - ••-• •;•,,••;--:;- • • ----•••••----- -;·••,• - • •••;.~., •:•--.~"'" • ·--- •••• 
•• •• -•••• • ••• • ----~·--•
• ~ •• •• • a>a•••- --- -~-_,_,____ -·-~···---··- •• _ ____:. _____ • -•• ··-• - . . "' . . • . . : ./ 
" .. '..
 






: ... ··';. 
. ·.· .. : . ' . 
y· ·wh~ch :was la!ge:r thart R[.e,] and this is a contradiction. 
. . 
.. 
Also there are. no other elements Def L, D- £ S/R such that , 
" . 
... , ~\(R[i·] )<.D< R[z] :sin.ce if,,ye: D then [y,z) would contain no 
J • • • ' ·.• 
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. . ' 
:· ;' a Point :R.• of -L then, R[ {•]. would~have to be an element of . ' 
. 
. . 
·---- ." - .. .,_ ---- -- .. '.-.--' --(·.·---- •.• - - . "I . -- ___ .... __ ,_ .•. . • - . 
- -,.. -· . . -~ . -.... · .- - - --~----~----- -···------···-
-- -- ·-·-··-"•--. ·-· -- .......... _, -· - -· -- - ----··· ---·. 
. . 
. ... 
i- f 4> twJ ~ ' In this ' cas·e· ,.sine~. z < . .t I .an:~:L-' R rz] ;R [ R,'] , . ~R [ R,'] wo~l-d-;-·.·:-·--------·- . 
. ' • i- ·1, ', I •. • . • , • ! • . , . • . . '""\. 
If there was·· an-.-'· 
1 . 
R[ll] <R[l''l then. Z<ll <l_'- and h~nGe [z,11') would- contain a 
" 
point of L which. cannot ·happen. Now it -.~ust be shown· that -~ 
. 
\ . 
. -1 · - ' 1' ' . 
R[z]=R[Jl'] cannot be true. I~f;--R[i']=ll[~] ·then~- (R[Jl']) 
/ ...... -·, '. ~ • 1· .. "'\ 
>·A since R(R.']e:q>(W). Suppose A;=R[x]·and"that <l>-:(E[i'])= 
I 
, .. R[t 2J. Then [x,t 2 ) contains a point of ·L say· Jl 3 since. ,, ,. . 
R[x]~R[R- 2 ]. " Now ccmsid~r R[R. 3 ]. Since X<R. 3<t 2 it follows 
. 
. r 
• ' ' .. "t ' 
that A=R(x] <R[R. J1 <R[R. 2 ] and hellCe <I> (Rl~]) < ~ _(R [t 2 l) . ~ut 
·; <l> (R[Jl 2 l l=R[Jl. '_l th·en is not the smal]::est element of ~ (W)_ 
.. 
which is· a con"Eradiction. Therefore ~z]=i=R[t '.l and R[z] 
is the next ¥rgest el:ment pf S/R such that R(z]>_<I> (R[t l) 
--· -· .- I ', • • • ' 
.,._ 











tlris def-in:Ltiori it· says· tha~: _if A e: S/R,· and Air, R[t] ; t e: ~} . )····· .... ~ 
--~ • .. 




(2) f (A) = i ~ u.'b. { $· (R [t]). :· R[Jl ]e:_L and· R [.R,] < A} 
T ,;· 
:·P:rovided { R [i]: ···-~[R,] <A} _contains no la~gest element·,· 'and 
. - ' 
~-· . 
''r_..· 




-~ . -··--~--·~·· . ·: 









contains a ·largest element R [i] · where B is the next· l?l,~gest 
""' . 
. ~ . . 
. ' ' . ~ 
. element o.:f S/R such that B>~ (R[i]) 
·, ' 
(41 ·~.(A) ~ ~ (A) ., i·f. ~ {:R [Ji]_-:. Jle. LJ ;~ 
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. · · It .must be: · shown now that f is a~n · a-permutation· of · · 
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. {-1) · r· is one to one: If AfB a·nd ·A,Be L suppose 
" 
wi thout,,,.,l .. oe,s ~of gene'rali ty ,that A< B. -~' Then clearly 
f (A)f.f ~B·) ·~.';nc~ f · .. ext·ends .~ ~nd :~i is one to one~ . ··Hence in 
• - ·>!·•·n- . .,.. - .. 
this case .<P is. one to. one. 
IU•·<>n-. . ..r ~ ...... i'' 





m~pped to f(A)EL·and f(B)fL~ Hence f(A)t~(~). The argu-
me,nt- · is similar·. :i.f. # L · and Bf L. 
. . ' 
·, ... 
So su:ppope that A, B f r. L. 
. ;. 
Then there: _exist.s ,some element '!{[i ·1 .suc.h th.at A< R.[t_]< B. 
"q ,;j 
' 
··· Therefore f'(A)i:f<B) since {CAJ<fCR.[tl)<f(B)• • :Hence ·.:;:-_-_· . is ~ . .~ 
!"·'·', 
one to. :one-. 'J ; ·--' 
If A£ L then :.qle~r-·ly the:r~ 
. . .. ·• 
exists a ~TR.] such -tha.t f(R[~ ]).:::A Since~· is onto. So 
suppose ~hat·.}\ e: S/R and that Acf :L~· Now consider the set 
: -
If this"has a greatest M~{ <I> ( R [R. ]) : R [R. 1 e: L and <I> cRfR.1 )< A} • 
' . 
,· 1 
,_ e_lement denote i_t .by ~-- :(R_[,.~. 'l) ~-C Tn_en ·~ - (M) ={ R[i]: · R[R, ]£ L 
6 . . . . I t 
and ... ~(R[R.J)<A}. BY the same argument as before t.he~e is 
4 -;,. \. ".· 
·1:;.· 
'1 .,. I • 
a next largest. element B. s·uch that .. R.[,Q,. '·']< B ·· an_d B§: L:. Then --
i· ;~ . 
clearly ~(B)=A. If the set M ha~ nora.rgest elemerit then 
let B=l. u.b. Lg ci 1 =· R [R. 1 £ i. and_·<I> (R[[i') < !\h Th6n_I":,(Bl:;~~·· ~ 
I 




(3) ~ ·is order preserving: 'If · .. A; B .e: S/R and 
.. 
·· if.' .. :··A<B th.en f'_(A)<f (B) ,fol-10,ws- direc~ly from the. definition 
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r .· ' Therefore <P eP(S/R) ang P(L),. is. isomorphic to an 
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. So far it 'has been, shown that f: S/R~S/R and ·p (.L) 
,, - . ,_ I 
·- . 
' 
. ' .. . 
• : . ,,) -··. · · . . . I~ 1'1'.' 
-::;,.4- -~ •. CC':<• . 
is ,.an .. .t_-subgrotip of- .. S/R. To e·xte~nd ~ to an· a-permutation 
J • 
.. f-.. ~ ~ •.' . 
- j • 
... 
i~ 
·- . ·' 
- . ·. 
- • 
of S def~.ne <P~: . S-+S- };>y $*_(s)=, (R[s] ,$ (R[s]J >. (s.). · b<I> maps 
\ ,.,, . \ 
I. ·1· - ., .•. ,. j,--
~ .. j_ .. 
(;; ..M,.U!lJl!'>1tt.11f,e,J. ~': 






X •. ~ 
--·----------- .. ···--· .. ·--····-·-
' 
.. 
• '·'.,.;( I 
\ / . 
.r: .. 
poiilts ·int L .to points in L · ~ .. a takes set·S···.of type 1 (ty.pe · 
1 
~ . . . 
. . '. .. . 
2) to·s·ets of type.·l (.type· 2:) ... ".'_.:J:.t i:s Ql.:e.a·r ·that$* is 
. . 
WEill .defined and maps S to :.S. 
•:-• ' '; 
-· . -. 
I.t .-is. n~ces.s ary to show - '.-
,_. ..... · ----:· . ''=°"~·~ 
_that ~ * is': an o:pentlutation ·of S· •.. 
(J..) $*_ is 1-1 and. o.rcler· preserving:-· Suppose <·~ 
. . . ~ 
th:at: )~fY··and, without loss :c:-Jf'·,.generality, that x<y. It 
'· 
.,,." _,! 
i~ known, that Eix.J·~R[y] :. As·surne. ~h~t. R [xl< R·(y] so,. t_h-at 
,- r"-lc{!J 
¥ 
$*(x)E <PR{xl and~(.y}e: fRJy.J_.·' Howeve1:t ~f:R[x])<i(R[y]) ~n,¢1 
. . . 
.-....,~~ '. .... ~·j . 
"' therefo·re $*(x)~<$* (yJ.: .J.·f R[x]=R[y] and X<Y then. 




=-F~~·-·. fore·~-* (x)< $ * {y) • ·-'-;--- - '· 
-1 
. I . ·.· 
· (2) p * i~ onto: Let Xe s··~nd c:on.:s:i¢ie;: f (R[x]) ·• 
Then /-1 cr1 (R [x]} , R [x] } (x} e: S, and.~ * [y -l' Cf ... r(R [~] },R [x]) (X} T= .. · 
• • •• • • . j ' 
·• 
Y (f°'"lR[x] ,R[xll (y"."' 1 (r1R[x] ,R[~]} (x}=x • ..., 
- J . .. '. . . / . . . 
·Now. defi:C1e .f.:· P (L):7 P (S l by f (~ J =~ ~- then f is an ·i ·-
y·(A,B)-=r·(A,C). 
r . 
' .. ti,, .,. 
$6 R [xJ.) (x) • · 
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)· .: - - . 
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. ... - -., ' . 
- .- ~. 
-· .... ' '• -
;.• ,,. 
,' 'i 
. :... . ' ,·. 
' .... .._ 
. '' 
·. -~ __ f·(:cp) f:(eJ·=q,*ff* and 4>*e* .. (x}=<1>~(_y {-R,[x] ,ifRfx_l) (x))-·= . _- - - -... -·~-~ ·i 
- • 'i 
,. - • I • , 
1 (RT)'(R[}{j , e"R[XJ·f (~)j ·,rR [y < R[~L6R [xiJ {i)]f (y TR[~j-,WR [xJ > cX) ~-~ ··~.·~ .· · 
. - - . - . 1 - . 
,. . 
.. y (eR[x] ,-;p- a R[x] )y (R-[x] ,eR[x]) (x)~y {.R[xJ';-cf,eR[xl) (x) • 
.' ' _.=t.:. . . . . . . . ~ . ' . 
\ 
-· 
Since cf>H=}e-· it follows that (~e)*=cp*e* and f·is·a. homo~,,, ;:, 
.. . 
_morphism~ . \ •. 
Now suppose cJ>f6, .. then ~f6 and. there) exi_sts .. :a. ·.R<-[x] Stich. 
, tha,t -e(~[x] )t~(R[:xl) and hence- -~-*{x)f<f>*(x). There··fore f 
i:"S ·one to one • 
- -_. - : -;-;,~" 
. I, 
To see: that- i· is· an l-homomorphi-f?~ consider, ( cf>v6) *. 
% 
,, 
:The·n: ·._( _<f>-v·e:): *·{~:) = y ( R [x] , cp v e -- R [~J ) (x) =y· (.R. [_x] , -;pv eR [x] ) (x) • 
l ·- ~ -
.f'1:ow. {~*ve*) (x)=y(R[xJ;¢"·R['x]·) (x)vy(R[x], BR[x]) (x) .- Hence. 
(~ve)*=~*ve* and f is an_·l-homomorphism. Observe th_a..t, 
(q>A8) £-4>*" 8* folI~Ws easily sirice ($1'\8) *=8*{q>vel ... l~*k: 
e* ( q>*v 8*) -1~*-:-A*" 6*{ 
4.1. 
.:;;,. 
. . - .;. 
:This ·completes ·th-~ proof o-f Theo.rent -:: 
•O 
- . ,, 
.. 
;, -
·-,.., •• ~.{ ·< ·-
. .. 
___________ e·lemen·ts ·a.,b,-e,.d or L su·cb·---.,that,a~b,"_and<c·-<d the.re. e:xis:ts: 
• - - - -- -- ·- .. • - -- - • - •o;- -~--- ~ _· -•- ' ,, . --
an fc:P(L) such that f(a)=-c ·an·d f(b}=d. 
Theorem 4.;;=2--: Let L be .- totally ordered and ·suppo:s·:e 
that P(L}---- .. ·is d.o'Uply transitive on ·L·~-- ~ Then J?(LJ i:s <:livisible • 
...... ., ... 
;. :_: ! 
'Proof: Firs.-t observe that if P(L) is doubly transitive on 
~ ·• L, . 
• 
-- ------- -· -- --·-· - J. - -- .~. - -. --·---~- ----·-----------------·----·--
--------·--·-----··---~----~, . -
----- ·-. .. . . . . - - - .,....,.. ... ,. -,-,,, -:- . ·: . .-.,,.-- ... '.,. ·-·----··-···-·······-···-·-· ----- ··-· --- ·• -·'----·- -····· .......... - -'• .. . 
' - - .... 
:- , 
r · - ·1 then any .. two ··.n.on-tri vial closed intervals of 'L are similar. 
. -
... 
.--. Let· f EP {L). To -e.hqw th~t P (L) -- is di visib·le. it is necessary, 
. . ' '") ' 
when given·a positive integer n, to find.a _function, g,EP(L) __ 
. . -
- . n .· 
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Let·rf<xo> be .. the'supporting illterval and'Suppose 
--- ·-----:---·----~- --~ ' 
{ . 
. I 
.. \ ' 
' 
I 
f <xa·f),3:E:XQ •. -· I~-- ~fl, then g=f·. I Now suppose tha_t k=:n. 
" 
• } <. • 
It 
i? ~ecessary to point ·out that L is derise in itself. 
' If 
I < 
· L is not dense in itself·, then L has_ ©nly two points and ·"·· 
... 
l -,. 
the theorem is tr~~al -~n this case: since P ft)={ 1 .}- Now 
let x 0£If(X,0l· Then f(x0 »x0 and since Lis dense in 
· . ··itself iti,; follows that there .exisr"'P,aints x1 , x 2 , .. . xn-l 
_l 
such that x 0<x1~x2 <x3 .. .,.<xn-l <xn=f (x0). Since any two 
non-tri;i~l ,cl.o~ed ·inter·vttls. a.re, sirrii .. 1:a:r .. it follows that._, 
. . . . . ... .
 . ' ' 
-
. ,_ ·, 




ther~ _e~i-~,t .:ftincti-.ori.:s··· ~l' ct,-:2.,·.~ 3 , ••• , ~n-l s.u.c.h- _thati-
_, 
". 




·<1>1 :· . Ixo, x1 l + [x1 ,x2 l 

















. ·- .. ~--. - ---
<· 
I: =~:t'~ . $imiiarity tran·S fopnatiOnS from One interval to . anoth.~,r • '. -
. 
. 
• ·,11i,_- , 
Al$o observe that x 0<~1 ... <K~-{ f(x0)< f(x1) ••• < f(xn_ 1 k 
. .:~ . ' 
. . - . . 
. 
-2 . < 2 _ .. . , ··. :· _ · 
.. , 
~-- - .. -, . .,..~-. 
'"' --"t···--
r' 




f tx0 )~L-~_~<x_l_)_. -~'.· :and $0 forth. This i-s :cl-e-a·rly true. 
- ---- ... ___ ---
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- -~ ' . ··----· .. 
- -- -· --- .... -
- . ··- -~--- ····· - .......... · .. ,. ·----
·.:· ... ,,. -~,-·.,., . .-~- . . --- ..... ,. .... . 
Now ·.one can continue defini·hg ·functi·on usi~g those 
. 
-
already _given .. Define <f>it'~n+l'~n~+2 '~m+ 3 ••• an_d so on in 
.. ' 
~ I ·+ , 
." the following way. -~· 
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Lf(xn_ 1 ) ,f (}{ __ o> ]'+[f (x0J ,f (x1 )J .by_ 
-1 -1. -1 f -- ·-r -










-. . ' 
_ In gene ~al if t~n then de fine' . <Pt. as 
\ - -1 ' ~ t =f·~t- (p-1) .-1 I -1 ~ t-(n~2) · · • ~ t-1' 
·wn.ere <Pt has the- appropriat~ domain and ra~ge. 
N_ow obServ~, that it is als.o true tha~ c .. i 
i ., • I 
1 
} i . •. 
. ---2 ~1:- _ - --1 _ -. _ -·1 - .. - -1. -1 - - . -
••• f (xn_1)<f (x0 }<f (x1 }<f (x2 )< ••• <f · (xn_2 )<f. kfi-.J«x0;.~:· 
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~......;.:, ,l~ ., •· I_n. g.¢·ne·ral i'f t<O defit1e .. <P.t -as 
. · . -1 ---~l ~. -l . 
_ ~ t:== ~ t + 1 <I> t + 2 • • • ~ t+ (n:~ 1): ·f 
~hej:.¢ q, t;, has · th~ app:ropria 1:e domain and range. 
:~r·e:,P{.Ll in t:he"follow.ingway, 
'-~~..;,-i:·b' 
'\. . 
-- g (x) =th:~. extension elf a.·11 t·h.e, :W:i, i::::·:o., .. ,± l, .±2, ± 3, • ·~ .•. 
otherwise:.· 
. ,, 
y <,, .... 
That _ge:P{L)_i·s .·c-le·a·r. S'i:rtce _g maps If(x0 ) tq If:(x().l· and ·is 
orie to one and'' prder preservin<p ·a-S defined on If (x0 ), and , 
' . 
·is the .iden.tity elsewhere. T~.e ;·eq.l question is wheth'er 
n .. · · . . · ... . · · · n . ·· 
1
·. g =:f for .all xe: L. . Certainly if x ... J _If (x0 ) then g (x)·=x=f (x) • 
I ' 
c-So·· suppose·. that_ XE Iflxo-l~•-- it_will __ _n __ OW __ be ShOW!}_ ~~!__-~-·-~.. . __ ~ 
. ' . 
. gn (x) =f (x') •. ' To see· this first observe that if x is one of 
·the en~points ·of. the· closed intervals c~ns·idered above, 
, r •. . ' 
\ I · • ' . · 1 
for instan~e x 1 ,' .. then ~ 1 _(x 11 )=x2 · m.1-~ ~ 2 (x1)\=x2 ~~o: g is. well 
' ~: . ; . ,. . ' .. 
' ~ . . . 
defined in these cases. 'N?W ;i.f Xe: If (x0 ) then suppose that 
. . 1 
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~,, ,, . 
.;~ ., 
__,_, n _ n -1 · ··- n-1 · · . . · · n - 2- . . · · · · g ( X ) =: g .. _ ( g ( X ) ) . = g , _ ( cf> • ( X) ) = g _ · ( cf> .. + l cf> , { X ) _·) = · ~ . ·" . J. J ], 
· n-~3 , - -






=fj-tn-1 <l>j+n-2 ··.<I> j+2<1>j+l <l>j (x) • No\-1 Observe that, j+n-1::'.n · 
·1. _ si.nce j > 0 -, , hence cf> • +···- .. 1= f cf>~ 
1
cp • +· -1 ~ ~·._.cf> ~+l (- . 2 ). • Therefore ,·- - J n- J. J . · _ J n- . 
I . n . . -1 . -1 . . -1. . . • ' , , 
it follows that g (x) =f <P .•... cf> • ~I-.•• :•.-4> ··+···· ( _ 2 ) <P ·+ ( .;..2~·- •) -• • • . . .. .. .. 3-- J .: . J . n .. . j J _ n . 
<P-·,:+.2 .<P ·+i<P ·. (x), anc:i ·clearly then g11 (x)=f (x). · If j~O the · · ,·J· J J· '. . ,, ' . 
• 
·.· argument is ·c.l.early the· same. . n . He.Il:ce it follows that g· =f 
• • 1:. ~ 
.-'· 
and th·erefore .. P (L) is ~divisible.· O.b.:se::r-ve: that one gets 
. . . 
. a different·~·-aep· e.nding on h-OW ~ .·_ :is ... chosen for l~i~n-1. 
' , . . ~ 
n Thus there ma·y be many function;: g such ·that g· =f. 
-
. 
Theorem 4. 3:.· Every l-group CµI).' ,P.e emb:edded i··n oa: d'i,vis.ibl·e 
' . 
. ,,.,;;:/ t --group . _r:,,· · .· 
,, . . .;....,,., _::t..' 1· 
Proof: Since it- :has p·ee:n pb·inted out th.at a---sefts of 





.,. , . ,.,;i_1 
•. 
.Ji'. p' , .. ,.,......... ~ 
.( 
4 .1 that· every !-group · can be embedd~_cl Jn. the !-group .of r 
·r~ .. ~Tx.,.-Yl is:: ~ closed inter-
... :• .I• ' . -
. :va.l in an' a-set then it is easy :to snow ·that {x,y). is ~ 
,, . 
. ~:--s,et provided of. course· that_ y> __ x ...... Hence · any two non-.-tri vial 
. . 
.. 
closed interva.1s·. i~ an a~se·t· are isorno_rphi;·c •.. Tner·efore by 
----~-.. ------------- -------~· -~-- ..... ---
-------··-·----.. ~-· ·--_-_ ~-. Tlieorem--4-. 2 the t-group, o.£· .au.t.omorpliisms~-·o-f-. an a -set is 
. ·t, 
.. '•.: .. 
divisible. .. 
. . 
. ' ... !. . 
' ... -~ -·, ~-. 
. .. 
. ,. 
In c~s~· ,:P{L) is doubly t.ransitive ·on L se,ye_ral results· , 
cohcer~_~ng the structure- of P'(L) · can be ··obtai.ned. , One of 
.I 
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as· was just shown~ This -is the main reason.·· we are inte,re 
-~ 
. . 
+· .. . ested in, double trans.i ti vity 1, arid the· results below, _ which 
-,. 
:•.-
can be found in [11], are useful a-lorrg this line. How- - . .. ..¢'.:'. ) 
# 
. \ ever, one very niqe result that w~ w.i.11. Simply state is 
. : <I~----.£.......-__ • 
the. following ·due to Holland. .,. 
· Lemma 5.1: Two elements g and fEP.(L), w'.here. :r~- .i_:$· t.ot~l-1-y · 
~ ~ · -·o-rdered and P (L) is. do·ubly transitive 911, L-~ ar~ conjug.ate if 
' ' 
and only if the~e .exists a one-to-one function. o f:rom_ the' 
-.•. 
se·t of inite·-rvals :o=f g onto t-he :set .. o·f :in;terval.s o·f. _f: su9~ · 
f l.' 
th·at for intervals I, J of g, 
·U 
... 
. (l) if I<J th~n --~ .{:I.) <·¢·lJ} ,.. :and •'<,' 
~:~ 
;..;v• 
'_I _ _,,.,.'· < C ,· $ ·,·" 
{2.-} ·- i_f: g Ji.s· _pos_i·t,tve (ne.gat.iv~--~- _:~'-·eo:r:-.9):-.: ·-_9:~ I .. t::h.eh'. 
, .. 
f i·-s, pt>'-Si-t:i ve:. (n:e.g.cfti ve, zero) on o (I): • 
. .. 
r:·t: ·£-ol,lo.ws from this letnma that an element g is -~:=-on:i.a· 
J • ,, 




c;l.ea.r that ~the intervals of g · are the s_arne -as· ·those of. g-; 
. 
· · 2 -1 
:rn · part,i·cular ~- =k gk for 
some ktP (L} a.Ilcl hence g is a coIYIJJlutator -0{ .p (L) • _.,T!l~re-
fore P (L.) .is. e~ther t.ri.vial or n9n-abe-lian and always h~s 
_. ________________ ------
a tri v·ia-J .. cep. ter. - It_-- has -been- shown ·[_4]- tna.t for an.-----~~-· .- ·-·--·--· . .--. 
a.r.bitrary ordered set L, .P (~) adm-i ts a total .order if an:d. 
~-. ~-
01) ly if P {L) is abelian. l'hus in general P (I..) does. not 
~-
admi·t a· total· order. 
' . ·... ' ' . . ' . . . . . ·\ . ' ' ·: 
• ~ . r . 
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. ·51 
, LlOyd [11] · has shown tnat if P (L) is aisub:ly trallsi- ~.· 
. 
,.... ._ ..... , .• •------- ·-- ... _L_._ •.I .... :_...__--,.-_~ .. -----"-----------••-•-••••••-- ··--·-----,~-~---" ~·••••" . . 
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ti ve OJ?. L--~nen every··rrorma.1· ·s.utigtoup--- or---P-rLJ~-s----· ari-·-1:. ·--- ~-
subgroup of P (L), and he uses this result ·to show that 
if P (L) is doub-ly transi ti-ve on~ L _then eve.ry proper normal 
·- . ..:- \ ·. 
subgroup of P (L) - contains the !~ideal C where C=AAB and 
-; 
. . ~ . 






Because of the aforementioned re-$:-uJ .. _:ts i t.~would be· .ni,ce -to. 
I 
have · conditions on. ·t and P (L) that wou·.ld · assure double 
--· _, 
I . • 
tran·sitiv~ty o·f P(._.L)_. ..Some intere~ti~g- results in -th:is 
~. 
line have be.~n o_b_t·c1in·ed by L.- B. Treyb~g_ [13] .• Tl1:ey,·' ·ma·y· 
~ .. : __  
. . .. - I. 
:L.et x~ be. .... a linearly ordt~red _set ·w.J.th· 
the o.r:aer·--to;pology ,a.11a·' sJ1ppose t·hat L is connect.ea ·and ha.s 
n.o _first or las.t: element.. The ordered s-et L is .c:alle.cl " 
~,.:!!.·:· 
. .., ... --.; 





L such that f (x) =y. (Note that a horneomorp;tiism· 0£ L to L 
-· 
- . 
·i-s either· a :orq.·er pre.servirt.g or order reservi_n_g permut"ation . 
. , - I . . , . 1 ' . 1 . · 
~ . . . 0 ' 
·o:f: :i_.) The order.ea set L is ·shown to be homogeneous if 
·:~d ·on-~y if each pair o.~: non...:trivial clo·se_d :s'ubintervals 
,-S, 
.:.:+;. 
·· :- :; .. 1df L are topological,_ly:· equiv?}lent. .I~t. fo·1i·ows from ,this ,.. . . . ',. . . . . 
I" 
... 
~ ..... ' 
. 'i : 
·: ... -,,,, 
·+result that if L r.~~l?b~Jilogenepus:c~--~jl~:l). .l? {L) As_ cl.oub ly:" tra~s- '' --~-_ ___:_ ___________ .. 
,itive on L. , 
. 
. 
As was poin··t:~d. .. ofrt. previously P (L) is said to be 
' 
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. . exists f e:P (L) such _tha~ f'(x) =y ~.: . In the st~d¥.·: o~: ~er~ o_~dered ... _ .··~-'--· '..,. -·· -... :·.::. 










~, .. : ·set ~(C) where .C_ ·is .. a -p~ime ·subgr.oup of.·_ an !-group· G, it 
. ,. -.,_ 
.... J~.,;.:-, .- 'I 
wcfs ··shown that: th~ .homomorphic .image ·of -G ih .P(L(C) )· alway·s 
• . • .l 
,-
• . 1-·~< ·' '"~ 
ac·ts·- transi ti ve~y on L (C) and the:i;efore it .is always .true 
.. I 
:that L (C) is homogepeous .' If c · is a prime subgroup of ·.G 
• J 
- • • • I-
-~ • • 
> ' 
·. . :. . ~ ;-.... r . . , 411; - . 7"- .·--: 
w·it·h· CfG. then L (C) is homoge·neoti-~_ ~it:h no rr·arcjest. or sma,~1:.., 
est eleme.nt-. One qannot .in· general,:. nbwever, make ·the 
___ / ' 
. . 
assum:e-tion tl1, 9'.;t IJ(C) is. connec·ted with respect to the orde·r 
i-·· 
J 
... --"'..--- -- . t 
topology. To see this consider; 
Lerqma 5. 2: · · For an l-gr1oup G and a p·ri~e- suJ.3group .c of G, 




a ma.Jtimal convex: R.:-subgr.oup of G. · 
Proof: Let ·c~ be a convex l-subg: __ roup which contains: ·c 
properly·. 'Then .. M=~{ gC =·-:- <Jt C '·} .:Ls a convex . s .. ubset of_ ~ (Cl 
havi·ng 1tb l.ar.g~~s t e lentent •. 
WQ·e;e g l 'g2 ~C' • J~u~'Phen . ther.e.- e1{is·ts. c.1 ,. c2 £ C :such. that_ 
- .g1 c 1s.h and hc2s.g2 • Th9refo±e g 1c1:S.hs.~2c2-
1
• Si~ce C' is 
. c·· _1. ·: . 
If g>l and g£ · ... _/:C then ' ~--conve-x -h--e-e1--.an-d.,.hC is in M·.-
- -- --~ --~~r--- ---- .... -~·-----=-=-- -
"~.,,._ 
., 2 . 2 
g~<g C and _g £C' • 
l\ 
·}, 
Thus ·M ha:s_ ·no 1-argest element·f· . -~-· 
. . . . ..J.\., ::; 
I 
If h>l·and.hfc', th~n-hC ,is bigger than.e~ch eiernerit 
. ' . . -·· . ~ ' ' 
•· I \ ' 
of ·M. If hC<gC where gC£M then sinceCh>l, C~hC.~gC •... ·Since. 
·-:: 
~-----~~·· .·• · .. -:· .. · . . ·,. .... 
-------·--·- ... ,.,__ ...... ~ --·- - . - .------·- - --- -
- . . 
ce:M and M is convex hCe--M and this clearly implies he:C' 
'" 
which i,s~ a contradiction. It follows that L (C)~·· .. is; not 
. . ' 
. 
connected and this is a contradiction. ·Thus,. C:' · contains 
,, 
every po.~iti:ve element of G 'and i.t follows that C'=G •. · ~,Thus · 
:i 
.. l... 
. . ,,,~ . 
.. 
- - - .. , . 
'. 
.. ' ~; .. 
. ' ... ~,-· ,· . 
-~ 
I I .:··· . 
I 
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.. . .. -·: .: .. ··· C is. a·maximal ·convex l-subg,roup of· G. 
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This lemma suggests .. ·.some· conlleQ'tion between the. convex 
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lemmas, __ several resul·ts· c9~cerning. the·· is.c;,tropy subgroup$ 
and their relatio;nship ·~o -L _and. P (fl :-.are: :es.tablished. 
.. 
Lemma 5. 3: For an ordered set L .and ·an: ·e·lemen:t z of L, the:: 
isotropy subgroup· H ( z) is a> p::r·ime $'ub.groµI? o-f P fT.rl=,~-·!-:· 
.. } 
;-Proof: · . See Example· 3 .1 
. L 
~ . ' 
. Since H {z) is a:. :P-time .. s'ilb<;troup: o,f· p:(L), the s~·t· o-:f left· ., 
Acco.rd:in·_g,. to ·. 
·.n·otation already used this ordered set will J,e · de.n.oteJ:i: PY 
. L .( H ..(zJ· ) • 
• • . f 
-~. 
:t,emma 5. 4:. For ··ifh. o:t .. de:r;e.:·d _se_t L and· a11 element z o.f .L,., (" ..... · . 
.., 
L(H(z)).·is similar to th~ oibit O{z). 
• Q • .,- i 
p:·.ro.of:- By· the orb.it of.· z·, O:(:z), we me:·_an: {,xe:_Lt: _f·tz:.)=x for:_ 
;,, •. - ' · 1 
.· I . tr 
.. . . ·. l'. : 
:. s.oine X·EP r~J :} •. Now de fine: e :-:from.- 0 (..z.) to IJ:'(.H ( z )') by: :e (X.) ~-... 
" 
·.t f;H (·z..) -~here ·:f (z) =x. To. Sie-e th_a·t. e 'i.s we.11. defi.hed. ··s.uppose 
·.,that fl" (z) =x a~d f 2 ( z} =x •.. Then f2 -lfi (Z)= z and ·hence 
.: .· : . -
·1· I 
f 2 "'" f 1H(z}=H(z} or f 1H(z)==~2H(Z} ·:ic To see that e is one to
 
one and order preserving· s,·up_pose that x<y where. x and y ai;e 
~ 





~->< ·--·~:i;"'__r-i·-··-:o· .- .•.• ·,·--·-·· -- ., ..• - -------~- --- •. 
·: elements of.O(z). Lett''g.1.(z·}=x and g2 ~z)=y. --Then (cj 1"g2 )_ (z)= ·· 
. 
. . 
g 1 {z} =x cind so "g1~(z) =(g l" g2 ) (H (z)) ~g2H (z) • :i:f (g 1,. g 2 ) H (z) 
. 
. 
' . ~ 
then g-2 "'"1"(g1".' ~) (z} =z · _and this · irnp.li~s that g2~
1g1 (Z} =z 1 
"tr"'"'. ....... ' 
. . 
... ·: 
. ·and. he:n~e, g 1:tz) ==-g_2:(z} or x=,y wh·i~~h ·is a contradiction. 
-~ 
.• 
. ~ ~~ 
,· 
I 
I ' ~• 
. ( 
• t j 
..-J;... : .: . ·' ' 
..:· ...... 4 
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··-···aence ~er:' H tzl·< g. H ( z) • 
. :• -1 . 2 . 
To see- tha·t e is onto observe that .. 
.. 
. 
i f. fE p ( L) . then f H ( z ) €. "L :! H ( z ) ) and a ( f ( ·Z ) ) ~ f H ( .z ) ·• 
. . ,.. 
· Lemma 5 .·S: · If P (L) .. is transi ti~e~ on L, th¢n any two 
. .. 
I 
iso~ropy subgroups ·of·-- ~{L) are· conjugate. . ' . . ·- ... ·-····--.. , 
- . 
.. . 
Proof:· Let H (z.) ~ndc ·H:(y) b.e -two isotropy stibgrou,.ps of 
. . 
P.(L) and let fe:-P(L) h:ave· the p,r.operty that f(z)=y •. If· 
. . 
g£ Hey) theri i·1gf(z)=f-i cY>==z, and. thus :f-1H <Y> fsli(z.) ~ 
similarly, if h'.f: HCz); then :fhf-l(y)=f (z)=y and so 
•. 
· . -1 ·. . .. -1 -
·.fa.( z) f _' ~H (y) • tte.no·~ ,H .(z.:) =·:e· .H (yJ f I: thqs a ( z) and :H (y:_} 
:ate conjug~te ~ . .,; :·t" .. 
Th.e fo.liowing .theo·r~-ni.: establishes· a relationship 
- ' 
~-· 
. - I 
·:"·· 
• ·i= 
. ~ ; ' 
ii{ .. 
:J;?etw:eeh th·e: ::iso-tro-py _s--ubg_roups and the P~.operty o-f double 
• .. . . . I . 
#.. 
transiti vi t-y :f.or the· group. l> (L} •. 
. . 
Theorem 5 .1 :' If p·-(L) ;~·:s: "I"1on-t:r:Lvic1l ·ari:d ·do·Ub··1y .·t1Ta.ti.sltive: 
I 
on L and if '.2'£·. t, :tben ... H.(·z.·)- is .a, tria~imal ·:a.-lll):group. of: _P(L) • ·. -~~-
lea~t ~h.re~ .P-Qints·~.. !_t. £-.oll.ows: tllat ·L has ·_.J.lO.r largest 
.f 
. 
element. ,. Thus thJ;tre: :ex_i·sts u, v, w~such -that ··z.< u< v<w. 
. ...... ~ :..:, .. 
-:r 
...;,.:' ·.:'r 
Now,'there-':~ixi·st$ a:, fg.P(L) such tlfat f{z)=z and f(:u}="v. 
,. 
A_lso there e.x:i_sts· a_ -g~P_{Ll· .such ·that <J(z).=v. From this it . .1 
C.c:l.Il be. see·n: :that ',H·(:z) ·is not trivial aild i·s hot all of 
. . . . . . / . ' 
.. . .. . ' 
. P(ls) • , Let ~ 1 ;Jc.E P (L) and suppose tpat h, kfll(z}. Suppose, 
..... 
without l_9ss of gen~rality, that Z<~_(z:).<ktzl ... Let_g~J?-{L) 
be such that g·(z)=Z ~d g(h(zl)=k(Z) •. Theti k'-~gR EHfz} .. 
,.... ,I 
·""· -~ ...... ~,, ...... 
~-
. ..-- -.. .... 
: . . ,, . . --~ 
,•: ·.: 
..; ·~ 
.. ..,.". ·., 
·"' ;_-
'. f··· .f''· . 
' 
. 
·.-;- . - .. --- . 
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55. 
. i . k.-l h ( ) 
· . ·since· .. g z =z. ·From this· it /·can ?be ·seen tha€ k is an .. _. 
.- \. .... 
. ~-1 -e\ ,.. . .' ·:· - . 
element-.of the subgroup generated by H(z) and k •. There-
-~--
fore H(z) is a maximal .. subgroup of P (L). 
:rrhree lemmas· are needed to establish ·the .next theorem. 
Lemm~· 5.6 rs due to K.· Lorenz [10]~. Lemma 5.?j can be 
.. 
·-' 
·found- in G. Birkhoff [Theor~m 12, ip. 223]. ·.Lemma 5.8 i:s· 
: "!' 
. due· to c. Holland. 
.• -"~ . r· ,,s;· 
Lemma 5. 6: If A and B are cg_nV'~.x l-subgr01.lps of an, ,f ... 1 
.. 
• ,iJV 
~ . • w~ 
group: G, then ·the· c,on.vex f~subg_roup of 'G generated by A and 
B is iden.ti.c.al to the subgroup generated by A and B. 
-
- r 
J .. emma 5. 7: ·Fo:r· an element g of art l-group G, let C (gl 
denat~-- the convex l-·stlpgroup of .G g~nerated by g. If 
·,. 
·g> 1, then .c ~g) = {Xe:~: · Ix I ~gnfor s.ome· pos'i tive integer n.}. · 
(ijote 'that I x I =x vx:- l. l . 
·. :C_o·rqll.ary 5 .1: For an o~p.e·rmutat-ion_ g·roup .. PC~) and ·a 
·-w-osit.ive element g ot .. ~_1?JL:)_,. ft .. Cfg) .implies that ·~_(f)~S(g). 
p_:roo-f·: If l~h~k whe_r~ h,ke:P (L) .. then s (h) ~s (f) ~ Since 
. . 
•. ~~· . . ..,,.. 
:._$ (-.f) ?S CJ·~ I l, and s (gn) =S::(gl. for every posi tivJ i;nteger n and 
·-
s·i.nce 1~ kf I .sgm for some.- positive integer. :m, .it follows tha-t 
.. 
·· S _(If I) £S{·g)-·· and thus S ('f) SS (g.} ~ 
,. 
. ·- :· . \, 
... 
· · ·Lemma-- 5 • 8 : 
..... ' .. 
,~,.,. -. ' 
--Le-t-L- be.---·an ordered set. -~anJl_ :suppose th.at·_=-_r __ :_(LJ 
i·s tran.sitive ori L. Further suppose that· there ex.ists an 
... ' ' - ~-e- . . 
e~emen.t z of L, - s·o.· th·at .. _for any two. ~.lem~nts w.' and '/ of L 
.satisfyi~g z<wfy, .there exi·sts fe:P(L) s-uch- that £··(.z_)=z arid 
t (w) =y. · Then· :i> (L) is- doubly transitive ·on: ·L:_ • 
.. .__. . ~ 
... 
, :··· -:-·,41 
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c and d · be elements ef 1,· sueh tnat. a<b 
r' -
Let g, he:P(L) be such that g(-~)::;:~ andh.(c).=z •. 
.,. • ~t , • ~ ...... ~ .... 
- . 
. Suppose without loss of generality that g (b) ~h .(d) • l1hen 
. I 




z<g(b).~h.(d). ·Let f£P(;L) be s_uch.that 'f(z)=z a.nd f(g(b))=· , I , 
. , . 
. " 
. 









.;H_.CzJ_+.f 1} is.- a".m,fxima·l -conve?{ !-subgroup of J?:(L) , then P (Ll 
i.s. doub·.1y transi ti.ve on L. · 
··;r.Proof: 
·---
By Lemma s· .• _8.-, _i-t· sttffiqes to $-h_ow- th.at ·i_f·_ z<w<y· 




·~·in::ce _p, CL} ;.i·s: 
.J 
transitive. on L, 
1
theJ:'.'.e existp pel?(L) such that p(w)=y.~" 
i._O,,,. ..... 
If p (Z)$,Z define p by Pcx)=J? (.,c)" :fo:r: all Xe Ip (W) .atl.'d 
,p{je)~·:x ,. otherwise. 
·T_h_~n p-(w)=y·and._.?.(z)=·z si_nce z!I {w). 
,, ·p . . 
~: 
. -- ~ T.hus: since . p 
is ~learly in P(LJ, }?\.is'the requir~d eiem~nt of.H(z). 
Tb.us .it ;f!aR be aSl3umed 'th.at fi(z>>_z an~· fuat ze: IP (w) • If 
·there exists a_,,he:H: .. (-z:)_ such th:at_n(w)~y, then Cpl\h)(z)=z 
' 
.1 ' 
__ and (p"b) {w) =y and--s:o p~h· is the _required -o-p,errnutation. 
' 
Thus it may further be assumed t·hat h(:w)'<-y for all· h£H(z:) ~ •• ... 
-, - ... 'di' 
·· NoW sup~ose Jhe.re exists an .. ae L such, that' z<a1.w and } 
, .. 
.... 





t - . ~' 
.-._.fol·lows' that p :i.s an element of the convex· !-subgroup-- .' ~ 
.. , generated .by H(z),and g. Let ·C_(g) . b~ the· convex- !-subgroup-
' " genera·ted b-y g. ~Y- Lemma 5~·6 p=~1g1 . ~ .hngn where bie: ~_(z)' 
. . . 
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' • .... ... ~ ~ ' • •• _, P,-, - ~ ,-~- « • r - r -
"'-.., '•. " 1.- ' ~ - . 'l r • ..,., 
• ! ........ l 
I, 
,_ I_,_ ·•-··· 
,. ""'f\\ . 




":-i'. ' ' : ' ' -' •. ,~_,;j .. ' ,, ' 
~- .· • _:r 
• •.• -1·. 
)_ . ··.·· . · ..; .. ·.:.· : 
. ;-: ' 
--5-7· J_ 
,. 
. . ,~ 
,; 
· and g. ·e: C (g)_, l~i~n. ,, . 
' --·,1-- . -- - --~ --- - ' 
_;; 
~--·· i 
Let:~ m be. the smallest· ·-integer between 1,. ana,, n s·uch · 
·... •·- -· . r 
' 
that y=p (w) ~h1 g 1 ... hrngm (w) .. · _- 1 If .ther~ exists - an- inte~er i, 
. - ' ' . . . ~ . 
' 
l~i~in, such that_higi ••. hmgin(w)~a~w, then y=p(w)ih1g1··~ 
h. 1g. ·1h.·-g .••.• h ·g {w)~h1g 1 ••• h. 1g. 1 (w)_ and this- is.· 1- 1- 1 1 m m . . 1- 1- .. 
' l ' ' ' 
contradictor_y to the ~hoi.ce of.m. t Thus h.g .••• h ·g (w)~a 
· ··_· · . 11 mm-
- for all i, l2i-:im-.. . ·For ~a.cb .i, l~i~m, defiJ:?._e ~1:._ by g. (xl== ]. ,-
~-
I - ~· •• ,~ 
this def.lnition, is· valid. · Now ·y=p(wJ·-sh1g1 •.• )!1,mgm (w)==- .... 
• I 
I ·' .. 
- . - . ', - ' -
· h 1~ 1 •• : .hm:gm{w) ~~-·d .. i_·t is.: clear that h 1 g 1 ._ •• hmgrtl t . .-H (-z·:.). 
~- . 
.. 
Th--is. con:tradiGt$ th:·~· a:ssumption--~th.at h (w) <y for all heJd>fz). 
·rhus= f_qr e.ach gE.H (·a) it must be true that g ( z) t z ._ 
., 
Simi·:1ar:lys-·.-gL('z_).tz: and hence g_(Z.l~-Z:. Tl1U$·(H(a) S H(z)., . 
.. / $_.i-n.ce a ( aJ: ·is c:onj ugat~: tp· =H ( z )' ·PY Le1mlla 5 • 5 I H (a) is a 
_ .. · :p1ax.irna·1 c.ony,ex t·.-s·ubgroup -of _p:_(-LJ :ana· so a:_(p.J is a maximal 
. . 
. . 
convex. l-sub:g·ro.up. of 1? CL) prrd .. ,_,so. H (a·J =EI.(z): :• 'Thus 
. . 
. . ,{• 
H(z)=H(a) _for· all clcL satii; .. fying=.z~a~w\. _(.N.d·t:ei th·a.t =in:· 
. 
. 
• J, i 
'Lemma 5. 5 we · showed that fH ( a) :e-1~a Cz )' whe:re- . f.'. ( z). ;:::·a. .• " Thus 
. . .· . 
. 
.i £ gs H(z) ' then g (a) -fhf~l { a)= f ch c·z) )-£ tz}=a c;IO.·d J;ience (J£ H ( a).'• • '~ 
' . 
····· f .. • . <JI' 
.. :'Th.us ':il. ( z) = H ( a') .•. J.. -·-
'~ 
Now let ke P·(L) b.e-- .. s:.1;1ch that ·k(z)=w. - -It may be .. _ .. s_upposed __ 
fur.ther .. that k~ 1 and that k has exactly ·on~ -positive inte·r-
.. 
val Ik (z). .~his is clear since k (Ik.(z) )=Ik_(z), that is 
·I 
.!since· ZE Ik (z), kn (z)E Ik (z) •. · ·rn oth~r Words .. one may never 
' :.. 
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.... ~-- is no loss :·o; generality_: in assuniirig' , there is. ~-?nly. one. , 
!' •• ,. ! 
•• , •• - ~ . • • 0 ,· • •• - • I 
The other suppositions we qis"c-ussed in · the proof of ·Theo.rem 
.. 
-..... ~-·~·-·-·?, -:>:·~·· . 
4,. 2. What must be shown is that H .. (kn(z)J=H(z) · for all 
.-,1 -.·, . 
integers ·.'n·~ It is known that H(z)=H(wl=H(k(z)) from above. 
,, 
'\ 
Suppose f_or a positive in.,1:~ge.r r. it ha-s b·een shown. th·at 
., ' 
. ' 
. r . H ( z ) = H ( k .( z ) ) • Let fE H {k:r_.( z )J -. . Then f kr (z) =kr ( z) and 
if 
-s.o k-rfkr(z)=z ·an_d k-r_fl<'_r H··(z)~H(k(z))·. Thus k--rf kr(k(z).)= 
,• 
. . ( ) . . . . . r+ l ( '.)· . r+ l ( ) ... c· '.r· (' ) . (' r+ l ( ) ) 
·k .· z and henc·e_: f k · ·· · · .. z ·~k. · z .. • Th-us=. ,.H'. -.k: · .•z. _·}:g,H k. ·· · z 
'-
.ancl by·· -the .·_maxi-mali ty o:f· a {kr (z}) =:H::.( z--) we· have: H (k~ (zJ) = 
· ·r·+·1 ··.· · '. 
H(k (z) )- .... Th·e .pro9f f.9r ·negative:· powers,.-is simila.+:~-
Now su!)pose"-t.hat ·x,e:Tk(z). '!'.hen kri(z)~x<kn+l(Z) for some 
. 
integer n. ·,-~'rhe:re-'f·orei :ZSi..k'\)-n (x) < k ( Z) and SO .. .:a .. (k .... n:(xJ J :~JICzJ • 
' ~ 
If fe: H,,(x.) th,~n .. k-~nf kn· e: .-~- (k-n (X.} )-H (~) • it follows that 
. . . . . . . . 
' 
f EH (krr·( z ):) =·H.(z) .. .-and-· therefore H:(xJ-~H·tzl • 
.. ~ for all x: ·E::Ik ( z) =S. (k) ..• ... . 
' .· 
Let z0e: L and suppqse· .w·i.th:out 1 ..op-s :of generality th,~t -~ ... 
~ . ·-
z< z0 • . Let he: P (L) h~ ,s;u<?h. that fo(z)--Zo:• Since ~ Il(z} ., 
, ..... ~... · i·t f_<:>.llows from the ~maximal:it.y of: :iJ (zJ tha.t. 
• lo'· 
. )1·;.. · •. 
·Jf'~.L 
0 ' • 




. ,;-..:-,.~ · .. 
·Since z -£ S (kl ; f ·.·. 1·<·< · or . --1-m. 
·Wh_e'.re h I", t H ( z l ·an.a: k. I e: C Ck)' 
. 1. .,.. l .. ·,_,-.o . , ·L . ~ ··: .__ .,.i 'l,. • · . J. .. ,...,_,. . . 
' . I 
it fo1low.s that ·k. (z) · e: s (k) -· 
. . . . . . . . . ..i. . . ·. . ·, . ·, · ..... 
. for .each; i from c_o_ rollary. s.1.·--~-Thus.'H(k .. :_k.·.+1 .~·.·k···(z))=·· l · i 1 · m · · 
:a (.z·) . for each . i, ·since k .••• k ( z) £ Ik·· C.z )_.· • :'. .:··rt .. then_ follows_: 
··· ··· · - ·, · 1 m 
.,,,.,. 
·th-at ,z_0-.b (zJ~k-1 . •: .kn (z) · alld. SO ·z 0 . ES (k). Therefore 
. . 
., 
.H(z0 )_=H(z) .'; _He~ce· ... it has riow been ··s·hown, that for each 
.. ' , -·-.1·~~, • • ... -
. . 
• •, ' " 1 l' ··~ •• 
xe: L, _ ·a (x.) =~ c~) -; ·aI?--.? · tliis ~ implie.s · _that -H ( z) ={-1} ~on~radicto~ 
' 
·- ,. I - , .. . .. 
. ·~o .the hypo.thesis •. Thus it must be .true that_ there exi,sts· 
• :.i. .J. • · . 
. .. 
·.- I, 
• ., .I 
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:a :lit H (z) such· t!iat ·h. (w)~y and the· theorem·. f-ollows. · 
·:. .. ·. 
~ 
: ~. That H (z r is no~-tri vi.al is an· essential requ.irement 
' • _, I ' 
·,. 'fo·r the proof _of the previous theorem •. The quest_ion ~rises .. 
- l 
a~: 1;:.9: what c.~.:n be s ai:cl. o.f ·p { L) in ~ -case ·S·ome or al 1 of the 
. . 
.ts·o·tropy subgroups .qf :p{L.) (l·re -.~t.ri-vial .• · rhe foll-awing 
. . ' ~ 
, lemma can be used i:n th·e .,·i:ri.vesti.gation of this situation. 
Lemma 5.9: Let p be .a·· .. P·rime convex £.-subgroup of an t~ 
' ... r·f"~· 
'.a ,_t," -- " 
.:, 
grou.p G and suppose tn,at. 1!; i:·s. an !.-subgroup of G s·uch .tri·a-t: 
~- n C={ l} • '· Then H i:a ·· ·tota:1.,J_y ordered. 
, • .. 
f' 
Proof: See Lemma: 3:.11 •. 
,_ Corollary S-; 2: F·or an ·ordered set. _L and for an el·entent 
I . 
z o~ L, H (zl. { l} . :imp:lies that P (LJ · is to·tally ordered.:. 
'. 
I 
Pr.oO'f: By Lell)Illa ·1~.3.,- H·(zJ ~s ~, p .. rirne subgroup o .. f· P(L) •. ,· 
.. -
Since P ( L) " H C:z:J:::;{ 1},, i .. t.: ::fo11·ows f.·rom L·emma · 5 .• , 9 that .. P (L') 
. i.;1 -tot.ally O:(ciered. l 
_._,,.. . . 
-· ~ .. 
-----~ ··-··-· -~-- __ _. .:_ - - -· --
.. 
z ~L, · then· P (L) is o-isomorphic to·. a. sup.grouI?r'.-0-f· the additive 
,.. . 1 .. 
J r.ea s. 
., 
Proof: F.rom .. Go.:to·liary 5.2· it follows th.p.t P (LJ .i.s ~otally 
ordered.. Let f and ·g :be elements of P· (L); · .a:p.d such that 
:1-.<f<g~ Then z~f(z)~g(z). If z=f(.z) o·.r- i . .-f· f{z)~g(z), 
:th·en. H { z) =t,{1} which i:s. a .. ·co:11t:radiction. Thus z < f { z) <g (z) .• 
~ • / I • 
r··f fn Cz:) ~.g (z.) for all posit± ve int.egers n, then define f 
-~_;. 
. 1 
by [' ... ~' . 
~ . 
. ,I ., . 
. ~--
--·""'~ .. -:"w"-:'"'':'•,••,•!1c-·_•·,-·,r·-•···•·'.,'..,;;·, •••' .-,: .·" ··.• .. - .. ,:~--..-.. ....... ,.., ;,,-~--' ••----,.-.~ .. ~ . ..,.,._.. . .._,.,_._...,.,_ ..... ~--~,.__,.,...,,._._,."-·-·~ ....... ""•·-··.• 
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· .. , ... , 
-1. ,, 
f(y)=f(y) if Ye:·If_(z) 









Then f>l and I€" H (.g(z) }... Thi.~ 'is: ·ag-ain·· a -contra-... ; .... 
,· ·· ·· .. diction, . since f ( g ( z) ) =g ( z) illl~1:i.es· g-,1£ g (z) ==z • . · The:i:e- . 
' 





- m . . .. fore. the·re exists a positive _integer .m such that g(zJ <f ,('z) ~-
' 
. 
r · Since P (L) is totally . order):d · this implies g~ fm. .Thus 
J -,_, • 
., 
. 
P (Ll .is. ··an At¢h1mede_an ·o!"dered group and hence· -o~isorno·rphi.-c· ( r- ,_ I 
· to a subgroup o,f, the additive reals_ · 
c·orollary 5.3: ·If P(L) is transitive_: on···L. and if ,.H:fzl={i.l 
I 




•• ,;.. } .'!1 
-~a:ai ti_ve re.a is. ·which: ,adrni~$ no ·o-~-permut,iti(?n other th:~n 
, ..... .i;, • .: \' I'"' . 
· ..... 
group trans:lation:.S·:. t' 
>:- . ...; 
.. 
. . 
~Proof: By .. th:e aboye tb.eor_enf, ,:p (L'): .t:s·. o-is·omorphi(:fi"to ·a 
~F . 
. 
·Fi-x. x-E-·L a:rid ·aefine e ··f·rom.~ .. P (L} :to 
.. ·1 
. . ( i 
'4_ "· •• ,, a I 
·. . e . I t :s:~n.·ce .. p .L) J.S transitive QI). ·L, .. .. · . . 1S. o~:. O•i'.' 
' . ;;r·: . 
. 
. 
... k ....... ;. 
. . . 
. 
. . . . . ... 'e· is ·6rde_r .p:res.er·ving ·and one-to-one_ s,iri'ce,. P (L) :is totally 
. 
-
:C.9ps:,:ider:ing· L· as a sub-: 
• 
• g:roup of ·:the ··real·s it i.s .e-a_;ti.1y _:s.~en that.···if. L :ctdmits an 
. •· . ,. . 
.. o--perniut~-tio·n not ':il.l'.dµ.G:e·a:. b·y a ·g):o·up :_tran.s·.lation ,then---·-L··r -i-· 
.. 
·ctdmit:s .~ non.~trivial -.'O-.I?·ermut.ation 'wh:Lch f'ixes - a point:.• .. 
' ·• This is cleia::r sinc·e if f is an o-permutation ~hich is· 1:1ot. 
ind ..uced :Oy a g~oup translation then let bsL ·and f .. (b)=y. 
Then f(b)={y-b)+b. ·N_ow suppose g(x)=x-y+b·, an·d-observe 
that this i~ an,. o·-~p~rmutat~on of L. . Then /9"f (b) =g (y-b+.b)= · 
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' . fixes a point and w~- have a ·contradiction td the fact that-.. , " . . " ' ··. -~.. . . 
.. .. --":';'t· 
. '. . 
the·_ ~sotropy. s.ubgroups of P·{L) 'are trivial. (gf is n·ot the 
--
·, identity since there existsa ,c~L such that_f(c)t(y-b)+_c). 
' 
It can be shown tJ:iat th~};~ .. .,are 1subgroups of the real_s 
~ ~ 
. .. 
other than the integers which have- only grouP. tr~1'$la_tion_s . 
.. . ,..,_,. . 
- -~as a-permutations •. 
": 
\ 
As· -was seen, Hol-lari-d p'ro:\1.$:_cj,. tha;t --~-- .arb-i_t-rary- ·£-~-grQJJP 
; ;:_.:-:- . . 





' ..... f. .•. G can be embedded in: ,a qivisible group o·f .o--p~rmutatiorts ... I 
.,--of_. .an -ordered set. I·n hi:s proof he 'ti"sed: ·the fact th-at 
~ I 
the·re: exist a-sets of\ arbitrarily .. la.-r_ge. cardinality, a __ 
' . . _\ --
,-· 
. 




. ••. ..4!<:: '"'' • Now it h.as been shown t:.hat the· gene·.ral,_iz-ed c,~ntinuum_ 
hypothe·s·is and the axi-om of cho_ioe·a::re independent; [2-::,3J·. 
' :E:• C •. We·inberg, ·whose _results will be examined later;: ha~ . 
-~·p;r-o:v_en :the. same th~_o.rem using on_ly· -the·: axiom of cho·i,ce-~ 
-, 
-Th--e fo·11owing resul_ts due to J. T._ Lloyd [11] show tb,,a-t> 
-~· 
c~::rtain l-groups '.¢ap ·b·e embedded in _ a ·di visible .e..-grouP. in 
a more natural 'w:a:y· -than Holland's _method off·ez-~ ~ 
. . 
It ha·s_ :~:iee·n· ~.-en· that if :C :i_s· a prime s~g;,9,~P -.o-£· "bhe .. 
. I 
' l-group· ,Gi .· tqe · s~:t L (c)·- of le·ft .cos.ets - o:f -G by c- ±s .cm 
I 
ordere_d: _seit ·wi-th a: transitive. -.o-permuta·tion g·ro-up P·(t (C) ) • 
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· Th:e~rem 5. 4: ·. Let G b~ ·. an. j:'~~~up, C a.'~ m~ximal convex 
·•-..._:.; .. 
• I 
l~subg·roup of G · and L.(C) .. 1:he. set o.f left cosets of· ~c;· by · _. 
. 
. 
I • . 
, • • 
1 ... -• , 




C. Let P (L (,'?)), be ~e- o-pe:rmutcltion gr~.up Qg;;L (C) ~<!_ , , _ 
......: ~-·· .... ~, . ·. 
·. ~ ~-
let .H (C) be~ the is_q:ttopy subgro:up·· of P (L(CJ) at c. 
- . . . _;,. 





Proof: Let ··e f~denote ·the· £.-homomorphism of G · int·o .. P :.(tfC).). 
which was defin~d 'previously by e (g) (xC)=gXC for all ge:G 
' ' 
and for all ~C E L,(C) ·•· Let f,::geP(L.{C)) whe·re f> 1 and 
----:--:·· 
' 
f4H(C). s··uppose that .. f,(,c:)·=.z·c;· and g (C) =.=yC. Since f~··H ( C.) ' .. 
.. ..... 
·~ 
it follows that· zi C ·and it 'may .be -s~~ppo~fed tha.t z> 1 witl1-
,_ . ./ 
!• 
o-µt ,:.loss of generality. Since: ·c · is ·rnax:itrfal and zi C -i:t. 
' 
fol.lows f'rom Lemma 'S .• :6 that· y=c1 z.:1 ••• cn:zn. where cie: ?· :and 
z. e C ('z) , 
1 
the convex [,..J\iligroup g~ne:t'ated by z 1 fdr i"'" 
,- '~- ' ' . -· 
\ . .,,. - . 
· 1 ••': . 1 1 ., 
Now·-~ ·(. z-· .. )-. fE a.( c) .$ince e ( z - ·) f.(C) =S ·(.·z.-. · l.: {-zCJ=:c. ,'¥ l.·, 2_:, ••.• n. 
The ref.ore .e (z)E { H (C), f} ., the ···convex l-s:ubg:ro11p I:>f P::(L(CJ; ):' 
= 4 
generat·ea by H ( C) arid f ~ · · This ~mp lie~ th.at. :e ·( z1 )·.~ {rl:l (.€)., f} 
.. 'IJ: ' • 
for i=l,2,.! .n. Also 8-(c. )EH("C) for each i .. ·'l'he:ref.ore 1 . . .. 
. ; . 
. 
: 
.· 0(Y)=0{ci)H(z1) ••• eJcn)0(Zn)·t {H(C},f.h .,. 
. . . , .. , ~- " _ 1 -. ,' - - -.: . . . -.·· . _ . · 1 - _ . . 
anti'.hen:ce· .. e .. (y:- .).~ E 'fH·(CJ, f}:. ·l:row ·e (y- ) g:{C):·=C. and· ·s·o 
. . 
. 
. . ~ . . 
' , . 
. 
.{ 1- '. ' ' . ··-:·''. _,· 
Jl {y_~ .. ) g. ~ H·('c) ~. {.H (Cl.·,'£}·~ :[>t fo_ilow~. ~thaJ:·· .ge:· { H (C) , f} 
I. 
,:aii·c1. .. ·SO P(:L.(C)J.~{·.H:(C:)· ,f} .•. 
, .... {.~s.:ubgroup of P (L (C) ') •. 
··Thus. H(C:} is· .a maximal convex. 
··:! 
. . . I 
~· . 
. 
·Ccfro·11_ary 5.4: If c an.a. :G: :satisfy the· hypothe-s:is of the 
, . 
.. the~rem and if\H(O)f:l\ '·then ·P(i(C)) is (loubly tr~~itive 
' ' 
:, ·.J 
•r ·, • 
o~ L(C-) · and the:re,fore .PCL.(C1l i:s divisible • 
.,c \ . 
' \ 
< ' ' 
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Proof: That P (L (C) -j- .is·· tr:ansiti ve on' L ( C)· has ·previously ~ 
. 
-~ . . 
• ' , • . . . 
. 
-· I 
· - been proven.· Also, H(C)· is .·a ~axi·mal convex'l-subgroup or 
, • i, . . . • I 
' - - , ' 
Ji''··. 
: ' . ,.~· 
.,, 
.. ----- .. . 
. . 
. P (L (C) a·s. p;oven in- the theorem. Since H(C) .is non-trivial 
\ 
' 
by- hypothe.sis, all of· the conditions of Theorenr 5. 2 a·re· 
. _:;.\ ' 
:),,_ 
., 




. Co.rollary, 5. 5: Stippos·e an l-group G contains a. ·s~Jt 
{Ca: ae: A:1 of maxima:-! convex !-subgroup; such _!.hat each 
isotropy subgroup H (Ca:)--of p (L(C_al) is non-trivia],, Md 
suppose fu,rther that n Ca conta;n.s, no .t-idea1s 0.f .Q .• 
. . a£A 
The.n G is an. i-sub.g-:rc5up, o.f the l~:rg.~ ... , car.din.al p:roduc:t .P' 
.:,.J 
• - ~'U., -
pf the P(L(Ca)) a:nd Pis divisfble. 
:l?roof: It has .. been seen ·.in 'Th·eorem -.3.1 (Main Embeddi_ng 
The_orem) that G can be embedd.ec:1 a~- ar1 l-~ubgroup of P. 
By Corollary 5. 4 each P _(L (Cc;i,)) iS di Visible artd hence. 
the large . cardi~a_l produ~t P ·o·f: the_ P -.(L (Ca) J _ i.s .divi·s.ible. 
It should be noted ... t:t.l<:tti: if .H (<:!) ·d 1} th~Jl c is .· normal° 
. ·' 
, -_i,n; G.· To. ,:see: ·t.l~is recall that· any two: ·±sot·-ropy s:ul:>groµps-. 
'Or ·p (L) a_+e cqnjugate· if p·(tJ is tr,a.nsi:tive. on L. 
.1 . 
h 
known that 1? (L (C-')) is. tra.n.si··t:i.ve 0~1-·L· (C) and hence all 
..... , ... : ... 
. ~-
the isotropy _subg.re>u_ps of P (L (C)) are c·onjugate and hen·ce 
. . . 
a.ll;·· ·are the .iden-tity. ·Now let g, c be ·arbitrary. elements 
· ·_ .. '-1 · -1 




'. .. . ,, 
' . 1 i . ' 
.. gcC=gC and hence e (gcg- )e: H(gC} •. However H (gC) ={. l f and 
-1 -1 - -1 
· ·thus _e (gcg' )=l. Therefo~e .. e ... (.g~g···.) (C)=C or_ g9g C=C.. 
-
-·l .. 
·- Thus gcg £ C for all gg G and ce: c.. Thus C i·s i1ormal i.n ::.G 
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' 't ••• 
' 
. \ .. , ' 
.- ---~ .. 
·• 
--:·• ~ - _·iL 
' ' t,.·· 




:· . .: 
.. . ·,. 
'lli,. 
- . ·-·" 
., 
l!,.,.. .• -)II·"• ' 
~ and.-H_{C) ;.:is-· n6n~tri.via~ fn · case C is not:_ ~_no_rm,i'l in G1 and · 
''·-.·:-,.---:-· ., 
·~ _ ... ,.., ..... _ 
so Co!'.'ollary 5 .5" can be· changed to requiring that each Ca 
be non--norma1·· in G •.. A· simple example qf· ·an l::group 
' 
' . 
satisfying the hyPothe5-is ·of.Corollary 5.5 is the 0"-perpiuta--
r 
; "':;," 
. ·' .. : 




:-:tion group P (L) where P (L) is· doubly transitive on L. 
, . . . , .. 
·--
7
--·:··--i.e·tting z be an element of L, Theorem
1 5.l-sh6wi· that the-
•· ' ·~ 
·i:.SO~ropy subgroup H (z) is a :m_a~im·al .. convex l_-s~group. of° 




t<zJ This is: :pc)ssible s·irtce P(LJ -is: ·doubilY t-!'·ans:itive on 
I • • • 
• ' 
' l . i .. . 
-L. Tlle.~-fqf-· (z)e:Ft(z). since .f Qf·---=.Q: :£6.r ali .. fs:P(LJ an.a.· 
. l. . 
QSH ( z) • Hence fq:·f- (z) ~f (q.·-(cJ l and ·i :f f (q (c·) J :z._ ·th.en: 
. ~ . .. . . . ,: . . •: 
. .. 
q (c)=c sinice f (c) =z. · _.:Thus q (.c_)_;_c and since c ·wa.s_ arb:it:rci--ry 
.. . 
·q-1· 
', -~-· . Th·us :Q={l} · and·. ·H·:_fz:): c·on·tains no prqper l·-ideai. of 
~ . . ... ~--· 
.,..... _____ ~ -i;,~ ·..,'l"'-··: . ~' 
.. 
-- . ·p {:t} ··"· ... .··. 
'• 0 M ...... , ,.' " 
t?· . : 
The · final theo·rern along these lines we will 9nl..y .s.t~ate.· 
~ n· 
we will call a· convex, l-sub.group A a sub-maximal subg-:roup 
.. 
. in case the1re. is a finite chain of convex l-subgroup~ 
• ~· ''I', • r, 
_A=A0cA1 •.•• cAn=G, whe,r·e G ·is-- ·the !-group in ·question, ;p;tich, 
that Ai -covers A1_1 for i=l,~, ••• n.· We mean ~i covers 
· .. ;. ,c ___ '. Ai~l in the sense-- that- rn> -.confv.ex £.-subgroup of G .;ii. .. ~$-
',···.~ .... 
,· 
r·~· ·~ .. F .. 
p.roperly between ·A. 1- ~na A .• 
.. . . 1- . " I , .. ;,., 
" 
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. I ~ .. ' . 
. The·o·rem s .. 5: :tf ''.there exi-sts_ .. _:a colle.ction f A. : ·iE I}, o.£: 
. . . '. . . 1. . . .· ·:· . 
.. ·, .... , 
,,--,, : stµ)Itlaxifuaf subgrollps ~f an !-group G s;h that .n Ai . 
· ·· . . _ - . . . - -. • ; 1 · • i e; ·I - · 
·' 
-;, . ; ' 
) 
· it· 
1 contains no proper l-icieal of G ,. th~n G can be embedded • in 
. -
·a di visiale ..e·-group as an . .t:-.subgro.up ~ .•:,. 
Proof: s~e· Lloyd [10, p. 46]~ 
. ' V • . 
6. Embedding Independen:tly · o·f t:he· .Geheraliz~e.d .. ·Coutinumri 
··Hypothesis 
We have al-ready .discussed C .• Holland's resu:lts con·~. 1• r .... . 
t' ....... t. 
:-ce~iting the embedding of t-.groups in di visible .t·-group.~ .. ~ 
"' 
Ht)w.ever, as: .we pointed- out the proo.f r~eq:u.i..:i;:-es. t~e existence· 
. 
o··f a-sets ot .~rb_itrari1y·--1arge c.ara·:in-a1ity •. ·_:th fact this 
·., 
is a form of the: gene:ralized c:oittinu~ :hyp.9thesis •· 
. .,._r-·-:'·. Ll.oyd_ i 1: --~; 
·11" 
: ., .. 
[lll poirtte_·d ·t:hi:s. ·ou::t. an::d· he.: dis-cusse·a- s·.everaJ- classes: :of 
.. -· 
-£:-9r_oup$ .whd~ob c·oul-·d· be embeclded· -in a mo·re .n_atural way, and· 
,:we· h··ave · jus:t : .. finish.ea examining these. Weinberg [141 in 
·- :h·i-s: .p.aper ·takes the general question and proves the 
. . 
.. 
existe.nce ;_ of s.uch embeddings, .without usi~g anythi~g mo,te 
than· ·the :axiom of choiqe which was .. proven ~inde·pendent.· :o.f- -
sJ I., :, • u , 
.... :;, ... 
·th~· generalized continu~ hypotl).esis by Cohen (2, 3:] ~ The 
' . •. . 
"' 
.. following is a detailed examination of Weinbe!g' s results~-.. .. 
" 
-
Defini ti.on 6 .1-: A subset, J of elements of a lattice L is 
r. 
an .. ideal iff x·,ye:J i!i}ply xvye:J and XEJ and t~x imply_ te:J. 
Lemttli 6 .1: Let S ·be ,a. subset of a tot·a.1iy ordered set T. · 
\ 
If every o-permutatioir· of S can ··be extended 




' • ' 
' I 
· perinuta'tion of .T, ·then ·P(S)_:-· i-s:. ~-isomorphic to· ail l-s~group 
. ' •. 
.: ··,: .. -~ 
,-
' ·.· . 
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•proof': . Let C (S) be the ¢omplete set ;of. ide:als of S totally 
; - - ... .• . 
~ •..a .••••• 
ord~red by·inclusion. If, s'.E S then the ~rincip~i idea·l ·· 
/ 
as .. sociated with · s' is f SE s: S$.S .'} • This will be denoted 
' I -t1 
. _:by 1r (~ :•} •· Now -if ece C(S) define .. \ . 
: :i 
.. . ~ -~-.. 
I ·=-{.tE:.T: s ·<t~s. · wh·enever s 1. e: c and 's·_.2._ i:c}_··· .• C· . 1. , :2: ~ l 
.. 
. ·.()p_~erv~ that :an: :e·l:em.ent t ·of T belongs· t6 re :if: ·we let 
. . . 
\c;::{ se,$=: ,.s.< t.J b·ut do~$ n.o_t belong to any '·0th.er Ic'. To 
\ 
Where $1 1 £ c' and S2 'IF c'.• Now if s is any e1ement of c' 
.then s< t<_s 2 •. · Hence SE c since •6*· c. implies. t{Ic which is 
~ - -
a contradicti'o11. C_ =c'' .. . .. Novr :suppose CI S.c .· then. 
. . 
tEIC mea.ns that Sj_ <t~s2 where ·gJEC arid _s 2 il:.9• ,. Now suppO.$E;! 
,· . 
·-t~:a.t ·s .... .e:_,._C,· then .. s<ts..s2. Since ·t.: .I. ':' thi-s means that ,S:ec• .•. .. .8  C .- ... ·.· _. i . · •. ,. . . 
I.f s~c' th.en tS$ whicb is a contra~;i?~ion ~ince te: Ic ·. 
,, . 
.. 
· impl.ie~s t·>··s:. 
~ ~ Hen·ce' .again c=c ,: • 
-~. 
T.hus the _family_ of .se:tS: 
{re: CEC(SJ} fbrms a decomposition of 'l'. 
Now consider the re.lation R' on c :(:S'l .defined by 
··,. 
c 1R' c 2 if rc1 






:fl):· ·-:rt•: .. is- reflexive: ·· · Certai_nly c1.R' c:1 si:n..·ce 
th·e. :.i.dertti ty m-~P· is the -requi.re·'d isomorphi.sm. 
.is t:ri·via.'.l .• 
. ... . :: : .. - . . . .· .. ·; . ' 
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- • . • ' 
' .:...!· ' 
(3)'• R' is transitive: · If c1 R
1 c2, and c 2R 1 c 3 ·. " 
. ~ . 
... 
'then· th~. compO~ition of the! isomorphisms '(Jives c 1 R' c 3• ·. 





.- ~· ' 
·. ·.·-~ ;, 
~-.-~;--, ·Now from-each equivalenc~_9lass E choose a member c. 
.. 
. •; ~- -~ 




... '. ' . ~ . ,•. -:.~ ... , ··~-
Let f (c,c) denote tlie identity map'orl Jc.· If c'e:E, let 
, 
.= ·f(.c,.¢.' l~:be. the .isomqrphism·of I·c: ·onto Ic'/ {Note tb:.a.t. 
·1somorphisit1 throughout here is t·aken to mean order_~_ 
1. ' . 
-~- -· 
-preserving isomorphism..) ___ If c.1 ,-c2.E,-:E,. define· f(c 1 ,c2): 
. 
~ 
I _ -~I1 _ by 
.. P1. c2 f(c1 ,c2)=f(c
,c2 ) 0 f~r,~~d1 ) ~hich is clearly 
an. isomorphism. If c 1 , c2 , c 3e:E, that -is 'if. c1 R
1 c:2 and 
c _Ric· ·then'. 2· - .3 · - · ... 




f-1 . ct,61> ,I 
:~ow :-i,de!ltify the ·e·leme:itts: -o-f: ·:s with tl1e· ·pr;incipal ide·als 
.q.f S, and let ¢ .be an o-pe_r.mutq.tion of ·s: .• · Let ¢ * be 
' . . t:q.e . un_ique a-permutation o.f -~ (S·) ·wh:i,ch _e·xtends ¢, 
\ 
defined by ;f.. 
. 
. 
~--* is an o-permutati.o.n __ ··o:f ,c.f.$:) -_:-
( 1) . ~* is. 1-~-=- ,· r·f <ft* (c1J='~*-(_:~-l,·) ·tbe-n 
· Sup{~('S): se:c1F--sup{cJ>fsl; s>~c2}a:na {~(s): se;c1}= 
{~($): S£c2l- Hence ( 1 {¢($); sec1}=<1>-1 {HS)': sEc2]· 
.. 
(-2) ~* is o:r\to·: Suppose ce_:C·(S·};. Cons:i:de.-r 
.;:.. • ~ s·:u·p ·{:·s· •' ·. ·s· - - -e C } 
-~ . ~. ":_· .. : . .: ·, ·.. . -!I.· ... . ~-- ·_ •'·~ . 
. . 
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~* (c1 )=sup{ ~ (sJ.~ · ~e: c•.},.;{ ~ (s) :se: c'} =c ••. · 
I 
1_., _:;~ .. ,•~• 
····~-···--~( 3) <f> * is. an a-permutation ·of. C (S) : . ~uppose 
,A 't ;\ 
• .. 
"'\\ j ,4 
~-- ! .f 








:by g (cf>) =<f> *. fqr .. a·11 cf>tP (:S) is an-·r,<,t-homomo_rph.isJ1} Qf P (S) 
int:o. _p··cc:c~J ) .. ... t . -; . 
, ......... ,., 
.(1). g i,s well defined: If <f> i=~·:2: then <I> 1 *=cf> 2 * 
, ..... 
:(2.,) -_:g.is 1-1: If_ g(¢ 1 )~g{~.-2_) th:e:n ¢ 1 *=<1>~ 2*. We 
I 
want to show that ~ 1 (S) =~2(s) ~or all Sf s~ Now s 1.£ c 
- ( 
for !;'Orne ce>CfS) .namel:y th·e ideal gen·era.tecf,-by s·',. 
. ' . . .. N.ow-·· 
.';.. ...... -~~:-- . 
_. sin'.t;e 'P 1 * (oJ=p 2 *{c~ ~e ·have that { ~ 1 (sl :Ste} ={¢ 2 (s.) :se: c} • 
. . . . . 
··. . . 
' . ~ 
•,. ·' 
··.:.. 
»¢Ree sup{ ~1 (s): se:t:}=sup{~ 2 (s):se:c}. Th-us ¢ 1 (si)~ 
. - . ' /. l 
, . 
. cp2 (S,' J ahd hence ~1 =¢ 2 sinc>e s • was arbitrary •. 
{_.3} '.·g .. is an l-isomorphism: :·:e {SJ ··is o·raered in 
; ' 
' ,~: . 
. g{<p2) .c..~ 2 * •.... ~1*v~2 * (c) = ~l * ( c) v ~2 ~( c) =max N 1* (c) ''P2 * ( c) l 
•. 9lnce C(S) 'i's tot;.ally 01;dered. 1,f~¢ 2*tc)'ii:;the maximum 
.. -~- .,, . 
then ~2 *(C)~sup{$ 2(s):se:c} arid hence supf~ 1 (s)_:s~c} < ,· 
. \ ... 
sup{cp 2 (;,;) :se:C} •. 'l'hus s:up{~ 1v~ 2 (s) :se:c}= SUp{~ 2 (s)·:se: c}. 
Hence. g (~ 1v cf> 2 )._~g-_(<P._-1 .) v·g .(cf> 2) and g is an £.-isomorphism 
. 





be . ahy_ o-permutatiort -of T which ~xtends $ , . then lfJ\ maps· Ic5 _·· 
' 
OI}tO I~ *'rcr• To see this it is sufficient to show that ]/I 
.. , .. ).' 
!. ·: .-. 
,·: ., .. 
. I " . 
:,r'." 
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\. I • . ··\· ·,. 1,'• t""""". 
· :. maps IC :i,ntp I<I>* t&~: .p(In orde':r to prov~
1
.1*is suppose t:hat 
~~· '~-· J ~$"- . ..... • . . 
. . ...., · · . iJi maps Ic i11to I<l>*Cc) tl}en let· ·xE I<l>*(c). Some tE_T get . 
mapped. t.o · x, that·-.·is = ~ (t) =x. If tf I then either·· tss ,whe·re 
.. 1 I . - C .I···--··-~ '. . 
. \ 
•! : 
_sEc or t>s' 'where s'~c. Iri these c~e.s we have lji(t)!.ij,(s) 
{-
• ', -· --1~ :1' - . ~ ' 
:. o.r Vi ( tl > VJ ( s ' )·. -However· 1/J (S) = <I>. (s l -and .W:, ( s '') = <P ·cs '-J , w~e re 
.~ -· . >. -. :, ·, , - ) . ~ • 
. . ' \ 
<l>(sF, ~(s-'}.E<l!*{c). · Therefore xf I<p*(c) which is.'a co!l-
' ' 
tJ;'adict:i·o·n,.) .To· see th.at· VJ maps I intoJ: ·.* .. (.· , ..). ,. l.et. ;- ,~ . . , C ~ . . C · 
i:e ·r . · ··. ·a 
. . C .an 
I • • 
and · s 2¢ cp ·*· .Co·) • Then 
' . ·:. .. - ~-
. -1 .: 
q>· .(s l) £ C 
suppose that s 1 t <P *ic) 
and ~ -'l (s 2Jfc so that <p-l (sl)<ts~-l(s2) · and hence'-
/ o· 
s 1<1/l(t),~s2 • Hen.ce _iJi.(tlt I<1>*(c)" -·since iJi is order pre-
serving, we have·· :cR'·.p!-.. (pl . 
. ' J .• ·. -: ~ . 
. Define, i'e:r(T) by ·:.:_ 
. ' ~ ~ 
(':l) ~ I. ' i S 1-1 : 
... _.~ 
su.p.:·p ..•. o·.s:e. t. ·:b.t an·d· that. t .t· .. 1 .c. ·r 
· lf ··.2· · lJ .. 2· ·.~ .C 
. ··'.::f°, ·is- :,an .i.so.morph!·sm. -~ 
• !", i ' /.',/ 
:·Noi/''~s:.up:p_ QSe that tl~t2 and t £ I an·d t2' ,8 t. W.her.e·· 
. T :1 · ·-c ·: · c2 ,.. ,~ . 
• I: .. L.•···r.. • Then .. c.1~c2 and hence I * (. ) =·I * (. ). so ,that . c1 r-. c2 . .. . .'" r . <I> -·-~1 . --~· .. c·2 .. :. . . . . . ~ 
¢ ' Ct:1H=<1> ' {t2) Sirtce I <I>; (cl) " \ * ( c 2)~<1> ~ 
. .. on ffi I "is on to: Suppose k T. Then ·t::G IC for . 
s~e··ce:c(SJ. Now <l>*-1 (c)EC(SJ ancl f.(~*-1 (c) ,c) ,maps from 
-1 · .. · -1 
I<1> *· :. le) to Ic. Hence there exists a t 1 c \ *· . (c) such 
. ' 
.. J!. ~ 
that <P' (t;.l=t and henc~-·~ ''·· ··4;. -onto.. '-:. 
. .J.. : ~ .. . 
{\ ' . ., ', 
.( 
.• , .. -. 
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-~ .. ~··.-~.,Then if t 1 ,t2 e:Ic we are __ done since f(c-,q>~(c))
 !tl)< 
. . (-_ -, 
., ,\ 
,\ i(c::, ic~)J (t2.> •. , Thi~ is time bec~use. f is an ordei-4 Pre-•. • I 
. ser~ing isOm:orpI?-ism:.' If t 1 t: ·Ic and t 2 E:Ic/then either ,, ' ........ 
;J-,'" • • !Iii 
. 
- ' 
\ ' . 
,,c1~c2 or c 2~c1 • Suppose, w
~thout -loss of generalit:y that_ 
" 
Then I ,.<I ~- in the sense· that everythi:ri.g ·i·n 'I . 
~cl c2:· ... - - -- -- .cl 
is less. than everything.· in Ic _, and- hence t 1 <t2• Observe 
-2 -... ' - ~-
that ;since: ¢'* ·i·~· order preser-ving cf>* ( c 1 );~ -~* ( c 2) 'and ,hence 
:w 
I<I>* Cc\) <1 <P*fc2J" Thus <I>' tt1}<4>' <t2> •... 
Now. it wiil :·be. snown -t.~.at the map h: PfSl+P{.T-:) .. 
;-, ···"'' •-4,: 
d.~ __ fi.:ned by h ( ¢ .. ) =·:~' .. i,$ the' de:s._i:"re·d_:. l-h.ornomorp~i~m :of:· 
l, 
l? (S.) into P (T). First it will b~ shown th.at· l;l·(~e.l=h.(·~:l-h.(-61 _ 
:f.o·r ~, e £ P (S.l •: -· If x £ I c ,· . th·en 
...... , 
t~·SJ' (x)-~f (c, (<Pe)* (c}-) -(x') 
.\ .=f (· S* ( cJ , ~-* *·.(·cl) O_ f ( c, e * (-:cJ) (.~) 
... / 
=f·(H~·-(c.) ,,~,*:a*(~)•> e' ·(x) 
... i . 'I' 
tk- I ·e I ( ) 
.:::. ~- . . . . ' ' }{ . . . ,-1 
. '-·. 
.I 
· ·.·T·o ·:see 'that, (.cpe)*.lc)=~*e*Cc). rec-all th-~t (cpe)*(c) 7 
,sup { <pa (s) : s £C }-~ Also .since a* ( c) =.sup { e (s >,: s £c} ;i.,t £01lowl 
·___., -.. : 
thiit ¢* ( e* (c) )=sup{ q> Ce (s)): e {s) £ e* (c)'}=sup{ q>e {s) :s£c}. J: 
. ' 




isomorphism .su.ppo~.e. that cp·s _ ker h then h ( ¢) =,cp' wbere:: 
~;. _' . ' 
:: .... •': 
q • 
~· (x)=:=x for ·a:'i:1. xET. Thus ¢ (x),1=x for all x£S· since ~·· I • • ' 
•: ; i "c 
. 
\ ., ' 
',' 
·extends <P-:~-,-· :Hen:c_e:_ the m~p h. is a group 
I .' - •· .•.. J 
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.·· that cf>' (x) .,'.:x ,if f cf>* { c) 5C. If . cf>·*-{ c) !:c then Ic!> ~ { c) ~r.c and 
hence cf> I {x) ~x since xi I . and cf> I (x) £ I ,dr c· - -) ' If <
P* ( c) =c 














_t,h..~~ f (c., <P* {c)) (xJ ~·x.. Rec.al:l aJ.,:~~o that ~e:Ic i.f·f -s 1 <x,::s 2. 
~-----------"--- _ __ ----~
here . s 1 e: c a-µd. s 2 ~ c. Thus. cp· { s 1 ) < <P <,x) ~ ~ ( s.2
) ·for al 1 
XEic' s 1 £ c and s 2 4c. So in fact cf>*(c) <f' {
x)-,- that 
.... 




j.s less than or equal ·:·t..o -everything 1tot in <P* {c) ·• Hen
ce 
r""'•T•• • .·, 
' 
' 
<1> ~- ( X ) e: I q> ·* ( C ) • ::·Hen-c:.e ·r_:~*(c)=Ic and thus ~
*(c)£c •. 
Now ·supp.ose that · ~' {x) ~x, _then. 
. . .•. 
. -
,(: q> v lJ ·1 f X f= f . ( C·, ( q> V l) * ( C ) ) ( X ) = X = ( q> 1 \I 1 1 ) ( X) ; 





siitce f.(c, (~vl) *) (c).)=f.(c,<P*vl*(c)). Th~s implies
 tn.a.t _ 






r f -~ -•- .(x).~, .. x .. , 
. 
. : 
,: .. ,, ·· · then 
,. by definition. 
·.:.. 
., •,' 
There.fore g(<Pvll=g(f)vg'(l) and."g ·i_~ an £.-homomorp
hism .• 
. ... , . .,_.,_. 




Lemma 6. 2: If the _apelian. group:~-- is tota,lly




the· group algebra G cff. s ... over .th~ .. ·rationals 





+. Proof: - The group .algebra G of :S' qye·r ·t_h.~ ..... :r;.a:.ti




G' ·= . { \ ;. x8 : 
- ·. _- l qs 
.~ ·se:s · 
.. ,·. "< J . , .. \ rational} 
<' • 
. • -
. - . 
•, I • • 
',- ' 
' .. · ;\ 
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. - ----- --- -- ·---- --- . ·--- ------- . -- --·--------- -------
. .. 
\ . ' ...... 
....... -:. '1 ,,,-'' 
. ' ... ~ 
... . . 
·_-;: ..... 
,• 
' . , ...... __ ; ... 
- .. 
·- ... ·. -
. .., .... ··: 
. '~ ....... •. '.•. ·' \• .. 
. . . 
~..... . .-




'!f'·. . ... :ii:'. . 
. \ 
' ,. '--:· ,·, .. \,. 
.. ; . .\ ·.· 
· ..... 
.·, . __ ,. 
/• -. _:'.r . . -~ . ·, .. 
,. ----· 
. ;:- . 
. ··-··· .... ' 
. '• ·. . . 
. "' 72·· .. 
. ... 
_::,. . ' -
• 
" 
.. ~ 'I • ~ •. 
., : - ~~--~ .. · Note that _X, c~ be any. base. 
·::..' ·i-_.,. 
If we .. def ihe addition; and 
. ' ...... ,··. 







,.,.,. . -- ~~-· 






clearly a _coI1Uputative ,ring. - 'I'Q s~e,.that it__Js an integral 
.domain let I . 
. _ . .. .k S:,-,':. . . k S ,: . 
.. l q: . X · i and· l q · x· . ]L ·· : 
i=l Si --,. j~l sj_ :it , 
,\: 
-~,(. ; .. ' 
.~ be two non-zero el·ements of G.-- Then 
k s. k s. k' k l q X 1 l, ·q: x· . ] = l 





· a,Itci we claim this 'is nonzero. Since s ·i.:s\ to.tally o·rder.e·d 
·u 
F 
l·et .. ~J~i be the larges.t element of. s a:ppearirtg .. _ as ·:a ;pow~·.-.r 
' -~ . 
···o_f x in the first element above apd hav.in'g a :.n_on·.~·ze_•ro· 
coefficient .q , • Similarly choose ·s ,. i. f·:r.om the· s .. eco.nd: 
. s ,, . J· .. 1. :s. I +s I .· 
',' element. Then clearly q·;· i q .-,- x· 1 J::::o and since s· I +s I< 
· s- .... ·S • 1_ ]. 
, ' 1 , -J . ··"· . / 
si'+sj' ·fo.r,all si,sj Where i,j=l,2, ••• k, we have s·hown 
.that ·the product is non.;..zero···: -· 
··' ~ -~emma 6 .• 13: Any totally orde r·ed s_et< s- c-an .be· embedded_: _i:n: ·. 
a totally orde;red field F in. s1.1-:ch .~,, w.ay that' each o_-
permutation of. ·s· ni-~y·, be e.:xt.endeq. to an o-permut-ation· of ·F~-
~, ..... ~_.' .. 
. ' . t .~- - :- • ....:..,.. 
· ~roof: r:et ... G.(S) b~ th,e __ free abelian group generate.a :by· s·. 
.. - " . 
Then 
ii' . '. 






\,. •• • ~ 1 .............. . 
Now extend the order o.P. $ t6 G ~S) · in the following way._ 
\ "' 







.'I"' ' - . . "'1/,rr -
.'\< 
r''.~ -: -~ 
' . 
- . 'i 
.. ~ '-: . ,, 
,-.,, .. 









-·...--.-.~ ·-,-;:.;: '•. 
- ,,:._·. ; 
' .. 
~- ..... 





. I . '· '·"' : ~-
- -· .. 1· 
a. 
' ~ 
.r_ 1 ·--.. .. 
- ........ 1,,'-""-




'. . .. 
,., 
~.· ,; 
. . ... ! 
' . 
··t:iearly a.· to·tal. order on G fS) • -· · - · 
Now' __ l?y Lemma .6. 3 the group· afgebra--~of G(S) over the 




_f_~¢ld of rationals, 'whi¢h·,- is denoted by Q [G(S)], _ is ,~an-
..... • ... ,.j• "'"' ·.--1.' 
integ~al ·aomain. -- _ Hence./ ·one-_ can construct the fiel'd, of · 
. 0 
quotients· ir· of Q [G (S) ] ·in the -usual way. One can order 
Q[G(S)] lexiog~~phically by defining f q 
·- , ' _g e: G ( S ) g 
where ·h=sup{ge:G(S): qgfo }~ · · 
' ( 
"', 
·The order on Q:[G{S)] ha_s: a. -µn:iq.ue extension to· .an. 
order on F. Simtily- define·-·--fo··r (a,-b} and (c,d) e:. F, .(a.-,.b:_) < 
\ 
(c,d.-) i.~ ad<pc .n.oti-ng that ad and be are in Q [G:(:S.J']: .•. -This · ·-: 
. . 
·::ts: the usual way of extendi1:}g ·the order. 
The canonical· extensions- O>f an· ·automorphism ~ ·of ·S- -· 
:f-irst to G (S), then to Q [<;(sJ:·J qn.d_ finally to F a:r~- c.l~-?rl_y 
:or.der pre~erving ~ H·ence .s. i-s. ··embedded in a tot.al:J.y .o.r.de-:r·· 
·, , :, 
field. 
Theorem ,,6 •. l:: .. E·very .f.~gro_:up c·an .-be- embe_dd.e.d ·as· .an l_:-.:s:~g-~p,up:,_ 
·,, . 
.. of :a divis·ible £-group. 
p·roo£: It has been proven th.at an l-g·roup G can -be eltlpedde.d · 
,, . 
,. ..... 
'·1--1•!1 ·. ·,,. 
in the £.-group -P (T) of all ·.automorphisms of some totally 
ordered ,set T(Theorem _3~2)· .. -· I3y- ·-Lemma 6.3 T can be embedded 
. ; .... 
in a totally ordered fiel:d F"' in such· a w·ay that· each · 
--G._, •• 
o-permutation- of· .T ·may .. l?e extended to a:n·· d~.permutation of 
'"., 1· ;~ 









. below, and he.nce_1, by Lemma. 4·. 4./f·:·P (F)_ is divisib·le •· 
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.--1 .. , __ 
. . . \ ,. ~. . 
. . \ : .... ~ ----. 
. "' ... -,, 
f• "o i . ..--,,-- ~r .,, •• 
,.·. . . t 
~ .·:, '.: .:r•-· ! 
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